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Testing Techniques: Control flow testing; why? Control flow testing is: path
selection criteria; control-flow testing tools. Transaction flow testing; Data
Flow testing; domain testing; finite-state testing; syntax testing.
Tools and Perspective: Limitations of manual testing; a basic tool kit;
coverage certifiers; side benefit of coverage tools; test drivers; test design
automation tools; capture/replay; test generators; not enough tools?
Perspective on testing; techniques are tool intensive; tool building and
buying; realistic payoff projections; tool penetration problem and solution.

Operational profiles are quantitative descriptions of how software based
systems are expected to be used in the field . This tutorial will show how
operational profiles can be used in testing, and will focus on how operational profiles are developed, including indentifying initiators of operations,
creating operations lists, determining operation occurrence ranges, and
deriving operation occurrence probabilities.

· G i10X Testing: Automating Specification-based Testing
Bob Poston, Aonix
1OX testing is 1O times more productive and produces test cases that are

8

Test Automation for Object-Oriented Systems
Robert V. Binder, System Consulting, Inc.
Classes objects have distinctly different behavior patterns modes. A mode
must be identified to select an effective test strategy. This tutorial shows
new approaches for domain/state modeling to characterize class modality
and how to produce effective test suites from these modules.

C.

Introduction to SPICE ISO 15504
Matthew Cook, European Software Institute
This case study illustrates the dynamics of applying test automation to a
major project development within a large MIS environment. It demonstrates
how the utilization of technology and structured processes contributed to
project objectives and overall success of the effort. All critical success
factors from test methodology to tool selection and utilization to test data
planning and construction are discussed.

D
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i
'
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'
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Software Quality-Related Law

Cem Kaner, Attorney-at-Law
The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws are
drafting Article 28 of the Uniform Commercial Code, which will govern all
types of licensing of information, including all contracts for the development,
sale and support of software. Article 28 will change the ground rules under
which we sell software. The developers as distinct from software marketing
community have been almost completely uninvolved in the development of
Article 2B and its implications.

10 times higher in quality test coverage than industry average testing.
Several companies have tried the combination of methods, standards,
measurements, tools, and training courses that make up a 1OX testing
process and all are reporting practical 1OX gains. This tutorial shows how
you can: a) Assess your current testing process b) Design a new 10X
Testing Process c) Gain support for the new process from managers and
engineers alike d) Implement your new 1OX Process e) Evaluate the impact
and benefits of 10X Testing.

H· Comparing SEl's CMM to ISO-9001
William J. Deibler and Bob Bamford
Software Systems Quality Consulting
The growth of ISO 9001 presents DoD software and system suppliers with
requirements to comply with ISO 9001. At the same time, commercial
software and system suppliers are considering the value of the CMM as a tool
for process definition and improvemerit. Software Engineering Process Group
teams and Quality System implementors must reconcile at least two models
ISO 9001 and the CMM - both of which describe business practices and which
are often portrayed as either in conflict or as mutually exclusive.

Testing forar 2000

Nie-ho/as Zvegintzov, Software Management Network

Testing is the key to solving the "Year 2000 problem• ~nsuring that applications do not fail over the millennium change. This tutorial teaches how to:
a) Test an application for Year 2000 compliance b) Find potential failures
c) Indicate where corrective changes should be made d) Test corrective
Optimizing Software Inspections
changes that have been made e) Certify that an application is correct
Tom Gilb, Independent Consultant
f) Assess external and package software for Year 2000 compliance
Quality Contracting and Proposal Specification and Analysis. Specific tech- g) Acceptance test Year 2000 changes by outsourcing service vendors.
niques for dealing with the selling and buying ends of technical quality speci Cleanroom Development: Formal Methods,
ification. Making Contracts Testable. Specification Analysis: A method for
analyzing a specification to identify the real objectives, constraints, designs,
. Judiciously Applied
assumptions. Specification Organization Rules and Procedures: A method
Michael Deck, C/eanroom Software Engineering, Inc.
for organizing proposal and contract information which helps clarity,
The application of certain "formal" methods of software specification and
rnJponGiPilily, ~9stin5, testinij, presentation and other fu~~tio~s. Sp~cifica- design to real-world applications. The particular formalism used is the
functi0081 m0d81 Of GOftWiUU PVhi!YiW1embodied in the "box structures•
tion Language: An innovative practical language lor spec1f1eati61\
motes clarity, configuration management, risk control, costing evolutionary
specification and design method. This has distinct advantages in usability
project planning, testability. Specification Quality Control: Inspection, Entry and in its ability to scale-up to larger applications. Formal methods must be
Exit numeric quality control, corporate learning mechanisms: so you don't
embedded within a reasonable software-engineering process if they are to
have to repeat mistakes.
succeed. The formal methods should also offer the ability to tailor the level
of rigor to meet specific project needs.
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An Overview of Testing

Dr. Boris Beizer
Independent Consultant

Boris Beizer received a PhD in computer science from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1966. He has written twelve books, ranging from system architecture to his well-known pair on software testing -- Software Testing Techniques
and Software System Testing and Quality Assurance -- both considered standard
references on the subject. His latest book is Black Box Testing, an introduction to
testing technology. He directed testing for the FAA's Weather Message Switching Center and several other large communications systems. He has been a
speaker at many testing conferences and is also known for his seminars on testing. He consults on software testing and quality assurance with many organizations throughout the world.
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READ THIS FIRST
1. OBJECTIVES.

This is an overview of the testing field. Its purpose is to provide you with the technical and conceptual
vocabulary of testing. Testing has emerged as a field within software engineering and has acquired a big
vocabulary. It has progressed, in the past 20 years, from intuition to science-from personal heuristics to
well-understood practices rooted in theory and confirmed by use and experiments. The objectives of today's
lecture are to:
1. Expose you to the ideas and terminology so you can begin learning the field.

2. Give you a perspective from which you can judge for yourself the parts of this field that are likeliest to
be useful to you-in the short and long term.
3. Understand enough of the concepts and terminology so you can talk to, and understand those who know
the details.
4. Help you plan how to best learn this technology.

5. Establish a basis that will enable you to communicate with people who are using this technology.
It is not the purpose of this overview to teach you the material in depth. This is an overview of an
introductory testing course and an advanced testing course whose combined duration would be about 10
days. The material is based on my two books: Software Testing Techniques-Second Edition, and Software
System Testing and Quality Assurance-published by International Thomson Publications.
2. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS.
The terminology and definitions used are the mainstream terms of testing and follow the IEEE standard
glossary for software engineering. Much of the time is spent on the testing vocabulary-the definitions come
fast and heavy-some say that it's like drinking from a fire hose. A complete set of definitions is in the
glossary of Software Testing Techniques (Second Edition). Ifl use a term with which you are not familiar
or if you can't remember the definition, you'll find the definition in Software Testing Techniques. But don't
be timid about asking.
3. QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION.
There's a 1/2 hour discussion buffer built-in to this overview. The discussion time is distributed (e.g., used)
throughout the session. Don't be timid about asking so-called "dumb" questions-they're the most important
kind you can ask. If you don't understand, or if I misspoke, then others also may have misunderstood, and
I'd rather clear up a problem as it occurs.

4. SCHEDULE AND BREAKS.
There is a 10 minute break every hour at 10 minutes to the hour (e.g., 8:50, 9:50, etc.) except the last hour,
which runs until noon. I will start promptly on time, on the hour, so please cooperate.
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5. NOTES VERSUS LECTURE.
Although I generally follow the notes, don't expect me to lecture precisely in that order. The notes are
provided for your convenience and later review-they are not a script for the seminar. All the material in
the notes will usually be covered but the exact sequence may vary depending on questions.
6. TRANSPARENCY NUMBERING.
Every transparency is numbered and dated. The order of the transparencies in your notes are not sequential
because they are taken from the much larger set of transparencies that I use in my 3-5 day seminars on
testing, advanced testing, integration testing, system testing, and software quality assurance. If there is any
question about the order, please refer to the detailed index that follows. The pages are numbered in the
lower right-hand side. If you have any questions or comments on these notes, please refer to the lecture note
page number and the transparency number.
7. ERRORS AND TYPOS.
Please bring typographical or technical errors to my attention during the breaks or after the end. Mark them
on your note set and show them to me so I can schedule a correction-unless, of course, the error is such that
the transparency doesn't make sense or might be misleading: then tell me immediately. I thank you for all
such errors brought to my attention. You are my test group and primary QA.
8. VIDEOTAPING AND/OR VOICE RECORDING.
Any form of recording is forbidden. The sole exception to this rule is made for blind students who can make
audio tapes for their personal use. Such recordings may not be reproduced.
9. COPYRIGHT NOTICE. These lecture notes are the sole property of Boris Beizer and is a copyrighted
document. Your copy has been provided under copyright law. Please note the copyright notification on
each module and on each transparency. Copying these lecture notes or any part thereof without the author's
written permission is a violation of U.S. and International laws. Use of these lecture notes to present a
course or seminar by other than the author is also a copyright violation and a trademark violation under the
Lanham act ..
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OVERVIEW OUTLINE
MORNING ............................. 08:00-12:00 .. or ... 13:00-17:00
OVERVIEW, DEFINITIONS ....................... 08:00-08:50 .. .. .... 13:00-13:50
BREAK ........... ............. .............. .. 08:50-09:00 ........ 13:50-14:00
UNIT, INTEGRATION, AND SYSTEM TESTING .... 09:00-09:50 ........ 14:00-14:50
BREAK ........................................ 09:50-10:00 . .. ..... 14:50-15:00
TEST TECHNIQUES ............................. 10:00-10:50 ...... .. 15:00-15:50
BREAK .. .. . ... .......... ....... ........ ... ... . 10:50-11:00 ....... . 15:50-16:00
TOOLS AND PERSPECTIVE ...................... 11:00-12:00
16:00-17:00

SECOND LEVEL OUTLINE
OVERVIEW, DEFINITIONS ......................
Objectives and Overview ........ ..... .......... .
The Purpose of Testing ............. ... .........
Definitions . .... .............. ... . ..... .......

08:00-08:50
0540-1187
0130.5-1235
1205-1270

UNIT, INTEGRATION, SYSTEM TESTING . 09:00-09:50
Structural vs Behavioral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1340-1725. I
Unit Testing Overview .. . ... .................... 1300-1315
Integration Testing Overview ......... ....... .... 3030-3050
System Testing Overview .. ..................... 1500-1530
TESTING TECHNIQUES .........................
Control-flow Testing (Path Testing) .............. .
Transaction Flow Testing ....... ....... ... ..... .
Data Flow Test Strategies ....... ........... .....

10:00-10:50
1345-2261
2800-2831
4601-4640

TOOLS AND PERSPECTIVE .............. 11:00-12:00
Cover Certifiers ........................ ...... . 7800-7805
Drivers ...................................... 7750-7806
Test Design Automation Tools ............ ....... 1191-7745
Perspective on Testing .......................... 1189-6912
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Auxiliary testing techniques . .................. 1184 ..............
Application scope
......................... 1185 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1-4
1-4
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1-6
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.................. 1205-1270
DEFINITIONS
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AUTOMATED TESTING TOOLS ARE BASED.

e PARTS OF TESTING:

Discuss

THE THREE MAIN PARTS Of'

TESTING-UNJT/COMPONENT, INTEGRATION, SYSTEM TESTING-AND THE
TEST TECHNIQUES APPROPRIATE TO EACH.

•

TECHNOLOGY:

0540 04/08/97

Toot..s, ALGORITHMS,

AUTOMATION.
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THE DIMENSIONS OF TESTING

•

FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES-cONTROL FLOW, DATA FLOW,

•

AUXILIARY TECHNIQUES-TRANSACTION FLOW, SYNTAX, STATE

•

APPLICATION SCOPE-uNITlcOMPONENT, INTEGRATION, SYSTEM

•

SPECIALIZED TESTING CONCERNS-RECOVERY, SECURITY,

•

DEVELOPMENT PHASE-FROM DESIGN TO MAINTENANCE

•

ORIENTATION-eEHAVIORAL VERSUS STRUCTURAi.

DOMAIN

CONFIGURATION, PERFORMANCE

©[[]
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"THAT'S JUST THEORY"???

•

EVERY TECHNtQUE DtSCUSSEO HERE HAS BEEN AND IS BEJNO USED DALY AT
LEADING SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS.

•

AT&T, Boe..o, HP, HITACHI, IBM, INTEL, MicRosOl'T, MoTOROI.A,

•

No

NCR, NcweLL, SAS, SIEMENS, SuN, TANDEM, XERox.
ONE

uses

EVERY TECHNIQUE, BUT EVERY TECHNIQUE IS USED BY

SOMEONE,

•

BRANCH

•

Soue

& STATEMENT COYER IS THE OE-FACTO MINIMUM TEST STANDARD,

TECHNIQUES (eRANcHlsTATEMENT, DATA FLOW, STATE) HAVE BEEN IN

REGULAR

use

FOR OVER

25 YEARS.

"THEOR.v"?? h's ALL

PRACTtcE, FOLKS.

PRACTICE BASED ON THEORY AND EXPERENCE,

©[[]
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FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES

•

CONTROL-FLOW TESTING-BASED ON THE CONTROL
FLOWGRAPH-A SIMPLER AND MORE MATURE VERSION OF TtiE FLOWCHART LEADS TO STATEMENT AND BRANCH COVER AS FUNDAMENTAL STRATEGIES,

•

DATA-FLOW TESTING-BASED ON DATA FLOWS, EITHER IN UNIT
TESTING OR SUPPORTED BY DATA-FLOW DESIGN DIAGRAMS,

•

DOMAIN TESTING-nEs NUMERICAL PARAMETERS TO
REQUIREMENTS, TESTS CONSISTENCY AND COMPLETENESS OF SPECIFJCATIONS.

THESE TECHNtQUES ARE REL.ATED TO ONE ANOTHER BY A COHESN'E THEORY

Au. HAVE DEEP TESTABILITY DESIGN IMPLICATIONS.
JJ83 08/29192
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AUXILIARY TECHNIQUES

•

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING -

IS

TO SYSTEM TESTING

WHAT CONTROL-FLOW TESTING IS TO UNrr/coMPONENT TESTING.

• SYNTAX TESTING -

A

TECHNIQUE ESPECIAU.Y SUITED TO TESTING

USER AND OPERATOR INTERFACES•-BEATS KEY•POUNOING EVERY TIME,

•

FINITE-STATE MACHINE TESTING

-A

TECHNIQUE

ESPECIALLY SUITED TO TESTING MENU-DRIVEN INTERFACES•

THESE TECHNIQUES CREATE A DETAILED AGENDA FOR TESTING AT AU
LEVELS ANO HAVE A DIRECT BEARING ON TESTABILITY DESIGN

©[B:j
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I

APPLICATION SCOPE
•
•

UNIT/COMPONENT TESTING-ev

PROGRAMMERS,

FUNDAMENTAL

TECHNIQUES, TEST TOOLS, SOLID THEORETtcAL FRAMEWORK,

INTEGRATION TESTING-ooMAJN TESTING, DATA-FLOW TESTING, CALL
TREE COVER, PROBES THE INCONSISTENCIES AT COMPONENT INTERFACES,
INTEGRATION STRATEGIES ANO GUIDANCE.

•

SYSTEM TESTING-TRANSACTION FLOW, SYNTAX TESTING, STATE
TESTING, STRESS TESTING,

•

MAINTENANCE-cuRRENT AREA OF INTENSIVE R&D.

PROTOTYPE

TOOLS ANO EARLY, USEFUL, THEORY RESULTS ,

•

DE-BUGGING-SucERs, D1cERs, AND DATA FLow SCANNERS

©[B:j
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TESTABILITY DESIGN IS THE GOAL

•

BUG PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN BUG DETECTION

•

TESTABILITY DESIGN IS THE NEW OBJECTIVE BEYOND STRUCTURE

•

STRUCTURED DESIGN RULES FOLLOW FROM TESTABILITY

•

TESTABILITY IS NOT A VAGUE WISH BASED ON
INTUITION AND OPINION •• TESTING TECHNOLOGY
GIVES CLEAR, QUANTITATIVE DIRECTIONS ON HOW TO
DESIGN TESTABLE SOFTWARE
THIS IS THE TESTABILITY DECADEIIII

1186 08/29192
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TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
•

ALL BUT THE SIMPLEST TECHNIQUES NEED TOOL SUPPORT

e

"MANUAL TESTING" IS SELF-CONTRADICTORY

e

TESTING IS NOT KEY-POUNDING

•

THArs THE WAY IT WAS FOR HARDWARE TESTING.
SHOULD WE EXPECT DIFFERENTLY FOR SOFTWARE?
IMPLICATION -

CAPITAL INVESTMENT, LONG-TERM PAYOF-F, TOOL ANO TECHMQUES
TRAINING, TOOL BUDGET, TOOi.SMiTHS,

©l[j
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THE F_O UR PHASES OF TEST
AWARENESS

•

PHASE O THINKING:

•

PHASE 1 THINKING:

TO PROVE THAT THE sonwARE WORKS

•
•

PHASE 2 THINKING:

TO PROVE ntAT THE SOFTWARE DOESN T WORK

PHASE 3 THINKING:

PROVE NOTHING, BllT REDUCE THE ACTUAL ANO

NO DtFFERENCE BETWEEN TESTING AND

DEBUGGING

1

PERCEIVED RLSK OF USING THE SOFTWARE TO AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL

•

PHASE 4 THINKING:

TESTING IS A STATE OF MINO AND PROCESS BY

WHICH CODE IS DESIGNED SO AS TO REQUIRE UTILE OR NO TESTING

©il....
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WE MUST CHANGE OUR
OBJECTIVES FROM:
• ABSOLUTE PROOFS TO PROBABILITIES
• DEDUCTIONS TO SEDUCTIONS
• FORMALISM TO A WARM TUMMY FEELING
• PROVING THAT THERE ARE NO BUGS TO
DEMONSTRATING THAT THERE ARE

1160 09/19,92
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A RISK-DRIVEN PROCESS
THE PURPOSE OF TESTING IS TO GIVE MANAGEMENT
THE INFORMATION IT NEEDS TO RATIONALLY EVALUATE
RELEASE RISK

•

THE NIGHTMARE LIST (AH

•

QUANTIFY (cosT PER

•

DESIGN TESTS TO REDUCE THE NIGHTMARE'S
PERCEIVED PROBABILITY

•

ORDERED UST OF CONCERNS)

NIGl<TMARE)

STOP TESTING AND SHIP THE SOFTWARE
WHEN YOU CAN LIVE WITH YOUR
NIGHTMARES

11610811m2

IMPLICATIONS FOR CLEAN AND
DIRTY TESTS
•

CLEAN :DIRTY RATIO CHANGES FROM 5:1 To 1:5
THE NEW PROBLEM IS HOW TO CULL TESTS
INSTEAD OF HOW TO DESIGN TESTS

•

TEST TECHNIQUES PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO
REVEALING TESTS

•

QA FEEDBACK ON TEST EFFECTIVENESS

•

RISK-DRIVEN METHODOLOGY RATHER THAN
INTUITION

©[[]·~
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•

PESTIODES KILL OFF 98% OF THIS YEAR'S IM:AK
BUGS LEAVING A RESIDUE OF STRONG~
FOR NEXT YEAR
~--

•

EFFECTIVE TESTING MEANS THAT THE REMAINING
BUGS ARE EVER MORE SUBTLE, EVER MORE
DEVIOUS, EVER MORE INDIRECT All'(r

•

GROMNGSOFTWARE~~~

EVERMOREBUGS

~

~

concfosm ~must get ewr - 113501127!93

·1

~
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LIMITATIONS OF TESTING
• TESTING BLINDNESS
• EVERY TECHNIQUE IS BLIND TO SOME KINDS OF BUGS
• NO TEST TECHNIQUE CAN FIND REQUIREMENT BUGS
• EVERY TECHNIQUE ASSUMES SOMETHING ABOUT BUGS

• DOES NOT PROVE
• TESTING DOES NOT PROVE THAT SOFTWARE WORKS
• CAN ONLY DEMONSTRATE THAT IT DOES NOT WORK

• STATISTICAL INFERENCES
e FROM TESTING ALONE, YOU CANNOT MAKE STATISTICAL INFERENCES
ABOUT QUALITY, LATENT BUGS, OR FAILURE PROBABILITY

• COST/EFFECTIVENESS
• INSPECTIONS AND OTHER BUG PREVENTION METHODS DONE EARLIER IN
THE LIFE CYCLE CAN BE MORE COST•EFFECTIVE THAN TESTING

©ii
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THE TESTING TRIAD AND THEN SOME

• THREE MAJOR TESTING ACTIVITIES
•
•
•

UNIT/cOMPONENT TESTING (DEVELOPERS)

INTEGRATION TESTING (DEVELOPERS, INDEPENDENT
SYSTEM TESTING (INDEPENDENT)

• ADDITIONAL TESTING
•
•
•
•

....

ALPHA TESTING (SIMULATED USER IN•HOUSE)

BETA TESTING (FRIENDLY, EXTERNAL, REAL USER)
FIELD TESTING (REAL USERS, FRIENDLY TO HOSTILE)
USABILITY TESTING ( INTERNAL, EXTERNAL)

@[[]
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OVERVIEW OF TEST TECHNIQUES

•

•
•

UNrr/CoMPONENT TEsTING -

THE FOUNDATION

CONTROL FLOW TESTING , SENSITIZING, COVERAGE
TEsT TecHNIQUES
•

•
•
•
•

SYNTAX TESTING
TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING
STATE TESTING
DOMAIN TESTING
DATA•FLOW TESTING

WHICH IS BEST??
0130.597-04-17
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DEFINITIONS
•
•

UNIT TESTING: aimed at exposing bugs in the
smallest component, the unit.

•

INTEGRATION TESTING: aimed at exposing
interface and interaction bugs between
otherwise correct and component-tested
components.

•

FEATURE TESTING: aimed at exposing
functional bugs in the features of an
integration-tested system.

COMPONENT TESTING: aimed at exposing
bugs in integrated components of one or
more units.

~

.._ 1205 8121192

DON'T CONFUSE

•

DON'T CONFUSE "INTEGRATION TESTING"
WITH TESTING AN ALREADY INTEGRATED
SYSTEM.

•
•

THE LATTER IS CALLED "SYSTEM TESTING"
INTEGRATION TESTING IS THE SPECIAL
TESTING DONE TO SUPPORT THE
PROCESS BY WHICH UN-INTEGRATED
COMPONENTS BECOME INTEGRATED.

©[[]
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i

MORE DEFINITIONS
•
•
•

•

I

I

SYSTEM TESTING: tests aimed at exposing bugs and
conditions usually not covered by specifications,
such as security, robustness, recovery, resource loss.
STRUCTURAL TESTING: test strategies based on a
program's structure-e.g., the code. Also called "white
box" and "glass box" testing.
BEHAVIORAL TESTING: test strategies based on a
program's required behavior-e.g., specifications.
testing" and "black-box
Also called "functional
testing."
TESTING: the act of specifying, designing, testing,
and executing tests.

1210 08121/92
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CLEAN VERSUS DIRTY TESTS

•

CLEAN TESTS:

TESTS AIMED AT SHOWING THAT THE

COMPONENT SATISFIES REQUIREMENTS.

ALSO CALLED

"posrnve TESTs".

•

DIRTY TESTS:

•
•

IMMATURE PROCESS:

CLEAN:DIRTY:

5:1

MATURE PROCESS:

CLEAN:DIRTY:

1 :5

TESTS AIMED AT BREAKING THE

SOFTWARE. ALSO CALLED "NEGATIVE TESTS".

OBTAINED BY INCREASING THE NUMBER OF DIRTY TESTS

.

~

1211 08121/92
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TESTING MODALITIES
EQUIVALENCY TESTING

•

WHAT:

•
•

WHY:

BEHAVIORAL REGRESSION TESTING OF ALL OLD

FEATURES ON NEW VERSION.
TO ESTABLISH A CORRECTABLE BASELINE •

PREREQUISITES: UNIT, COMPONENT, INTEGRATION
TESTING. SOFTWARE RUNS TO CLEAN OUTPUT FOR EASY
CASES.

•

PREREQUISITES: PERMANENT TEST PRODUCTS. TEST
EXECUTION AUTOMATION.

©[[]
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TESTING MODALITIES
PROGRESSIVE TESTING

•

WHAT:

BEHAVIORAL TESTING OF NEW FEATURES ON NEW

VERSION

•

WHY:

TO EXPOSE NEW FEATURE BUGS;

INTER-ACTION BUGS

OF NEW FEATURES WITH OLD FEATURES.

•

PREREQUISITES:

1245 09/ 16192

EQUIVALENCY TESTING •

@[Bj
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TESTING MODALITIES
REGRESSION TESTING
WHAT:

e

RERUN OF TEST SUITE (BEST IF COMPLETE RERUN)

AFTER ANY CHANGE OF: REQUIREMENTS, SOFTWARE, TEST,
TARGET PLATFORM, OR CONFIGURATION.

WHY:

e

TO ESTABLISH A CORRECTABLE BASELINE, TO AVOID A

RUNAWAY PROCESS.

•

WHEN:

•

WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OCCURS TO YOU.

PREREQUISITES:

PERMANENT TEST PRODUCTS,

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION.

1250 09/ 16192

A UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE
•

THE (ALMOST) UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE WITH
REGRESSION TESTING IS THAT MANUAL
REGRESSION TESTING NEVER GETS DONE.
•

EQUIVALENCY TESTING IS COMPROMISED

•

PROGRESSIVE TESTING IS COMPROMISED

•
•

BOTH ARE COMPROMISED
MANUAL RETEST ERROR RATES ARE HIGH

•

EVERYBODY HATES THE JOB

1251 09/ 16/92

TESTING SIMULTANEITY
SINGLE THREAD
•

WHAT:

•

SEVERITY:

•

BUGS CAUGHT:

•

PREREQUISITES:

ONE TESTER ON THE PRODUCT AT A TIME
THE GENTLEST OF ALL TEST MODES
SIMPLE, LOCALIZED, OBVIOUS
INTEGRATED, TESTABLE PRODUCT

1255 09/ 16192
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TESTING SIMULTANEITY
MULTI-THREAD

• WHAT:
• SEVERITY:
• BUGS CAUGHT:
• PREREQUISITES:

THREE OR MORE TESTERS ON THE PRODUCT

SIMULTANEOUSLY

TOUGH••BEGINS TO CATCH SUBTLE BUGS
REENTRANCE, INTERRUPTS, RESOURCE
DUAL-THREAD TESTING

@[[]
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STRESS TESTING DEFINED

•

SUBJECTING SOFTWARE TO AN UNREASONABLE
OVERLOAD WHILE DENYING IT THE RESOURCES
NEEDED TO PROCESS THAT LOAD.

•

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT IS NOT STRESS--lrs WHAT
THE SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED TO DO.

•

IF THE LOAD IS REASONABLE, 1rs NOT STRESS .

•

IF THE RESOURCES ARE ADEQUATE, 1rs NOT
STRESS.

©[[]
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TESTING SIMULTANEITY
STRESS TESTING

•
•

WHAT:

•

BUGS CAUGHT:

BACKGROUND OF STRESS TRANSACTIONS

SEVERITY:

MUCH WORSE THAN EXPECTED REALITY
REENTRANCE, INTERRUPTS, RESOURCE

LOSS BUGS, COMPLEX INTERACTIONS

•

PREREQUISITES:

1270 09/ /6/92

MULTl•THREAD WITH BACKGROUND

I
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BEHAVIORAL Vs. STRUCTURAL
TESTING
TH1s 1s A COPYRIGHT NOTICE. No PART OF THESE GRAPHICS MAY BE
REPRODUCED OR USED IN ANY FORM BY ANY MEANS SUCH AS GRAPHICS,
ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL, MECHANICAL, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

.· PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, SCANNING, CONVERSION TO OTHER MEDIA,
TRANSMISSION, OR STORAGE IN A COMPUTER OR AN INFORMATION STORAGE
AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM - WITHOUT THE AUTHOR S WRITTEN PERMISSION.
0

~~

BEIZER,

ANALYSIS -1232 GLENBROOK Ro..o,
19006

HUNTINGDON VAUEY,

TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144 E.wc:

17~ 04/08197 ·
~- -=-·
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BBEJZER@r,oclMAJLC~
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BEHAVIORAL VS. STRUCTURAL
TESTING
•

STRUCTURAL TESTING: CONFIRM THAT THE
ACTUAL STRUCTURE (E.G., CODE) MATCHES
THE INTENDED STRUCTURE •

•

BEHAVIORAL TESTING: CONFIRM THAT THE
PROGRAM S BEHAVIOR MATCHES THE
INTENDED BEHAVIOR (E.G., REQUIREMENTS).
INPUT _. RESPONSE
0

.... 1700 09102/92

©~
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BEHAVIOR VERSUS STRUCTURE
e BEHAVIOR VERSUS STRUCTURE IS A
FUNDAMENTAL DISTINCTION OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE
• OUR OBJECTIVE IS TO PRODUCE A STRUCTURE
(I.E., SOFTWARE) THAT EXHIBITS DESIRABLE
BEHAVIOR (I.E., MEETS REQUIREMENTS)

e THE TWO POINTS OF VIEW ARE NOT
CONTRADICTORY, BUT COMPLEMENTARY
1701 09/25192
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1rs ABOUT MODELS
• WHAT IS A TEST ?
• INITIAL STATE
• INPUT

e ExPECTED OUTCOME

• PASslfAJL

CRITERIA

• ONCE A TEST IS CREATED, YOU CAN1T TELL IF IT WAS
STRUCTURAL, BEHAVIORAL, BLACK-BOX, GREEN BOX, OR
WHAT.

e IT IS ALL IN YOUR HEAD

©~,
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BEHAVIORAL MODELS
• FOCUS ON BEHAVIOR -- BECAUSE THATS
WHAT THE USERS PAY US FOR
• BEHAVIORAL TESTING IS REQUIREMENTSBASED TESTING
• POSITIVE BEHAVIORAL TESTS CHECKS
MANY (BUT NEVER ALL) THE THINGS THE
SOFTWARE SHOULD DO

e NEGATIVE BEHAVIORAL TESTS TRY TO
BREAK THE SOFTWARE, AS A USER MIGHT

....

©~
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~

STRUCTURAL MODELS
e IF YOU NEVER EXECUTE A SEGMENT OF
CODE YOU CAN BE GUARANTEED TO MISS
ANY BUGS THAT ARE IN IT-STRUCTURAL!
•ONLY ACTUAL EXECUTION OF REAL CODE
IS OBJECTIVE - YOU'VE GOT TO GET REAL
• BEHAVIOR IS INFINITE - STRUCTURE IS
FINITE

...

1704 04/07197
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STRUCTURAL TESTING
ADVANTAGES
•

EFFICIENT

•

THEORETICALLY COMPLETE

•

CAN BE MECHANIZED

•

INHERENTLY METHODICAL

I
I

(THEORETICALLY)

©~
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STRUCTURAL TESTING
DISADVANTAGES
•

INHERENTLY BIASED BY DESIGN

e MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL OR USEFUL

.

•

CAN'T CATCH MANY IMPORTANT BUGS

•

FAR REMOVED FROM USER

/ 707 09102/92
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.
STRUCTURAL TESTING
EFFECTIVENESS
•

CATCHES 50%-75% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN UNIT TESTING (25%-50% OF TOTAL)

•

BUT THEY'RE THE EASIEST ONES TO
CATCH

•

AT MOST 50% OF TEST LABOR CONTENT

/ 708 09102/92
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BEHAVIORAL TESTING
ADVANTAGES
•

INHERENTLY UNBIASED

e ALWAYS USEFUL AND MEANINGFUL
•

CATCHES THE BUGS THE USERS SEE

•

LESS ANALYSIS REQUIRED

©ii
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BEHAVIORAL TESTING
DISADVANTAGES
I
•

INEFFICIENT--TOO MANY BLANK SHOTS

•

THEORETICALLY INCOMPLETE

•

CANNOT BE FULLY AUTOMATED

•

INTUITIVE RATHER THAN FORMAL

©ii
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BEHAVIORAL TESTING
EFFECTIVENESS
CATCHES 10-30% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
•CAUGHT
IN UNIT TESTING (5%-15%

OF TOTAL)

•

CATCHES 50%-75% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN SYSTEM TESTING

•

CATCHES TOUGH, EMBARRASSING BUGS

•

ABOUT 50% OF TEST LABOR CONTENT

1713 09/02192
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COVERAGE CONCEPTS
•

•

•
•

•

"Coverage" Is a measure of testing completeness
with respect to a particular testing strategy.
"100% Coverage" never never means "complete
testing", but only completeness with respect to a
specific strategy.
It follows that every strategy and therefore every
associated test technique will have an associated
coverage concept.
An infinite number of strategies.
an infinite number of associated techniques .
an infinite number of coverage metrics.
None is best, but some are better than others .

©~
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MENTAL MODELS
•

EVERY TEST TECHNIQUE IS BASED ON A DIFFERENT MENTAL
MODEL OF WHArs IMPORTANT ABOUT A ROUTINE

•

EACH SUCH MODEL ASSUMES SOMETHING ABOUT THE
LIKELIHOOD OF CERTAIN BUG TYPES, FOR EXAMPLE:
• CONTROL BUGS OOMINATE
• LOOPS ARE BUGGY
• PROGRAMMERS CAN'T HANDLE INTERFACES
• INITIALIZATION BUGS DOMINATE

•

THERE ARE AS MANY POTENTIAL TEST TECHNIQUES AS THERE
ARE WAYS OF LOOKING AT SOFTWARE'S BEHAVIOR OR
STRUCTURE

•

EACH POINT OF VIEW REPRESENTS A TEST TECHNIQUE

©~
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THE MODERN VIEW
•

BEHAVIOR IS ALWAYS RELATIVE TO A LEVEL - EVERY
COMPONENT OR AGGREGATE OF COMPONENTS HAS A
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

e DESIGN TESTS USING BEHAVIORAL MODELS
• MONITOR WHAT STRUCTURE IS ACTUALLY EXECUTED
USING COVERAGE TOOLS
• THE BEST SOFTWARE, TESTED WITH THE BEST
(BEHAVIORAL) TECHNIQUE WOULD ACHIEVE 100%
STRUCTURAL COVER

...

/ 7U/J.J/081'}7
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•

STRUCTURAL

D BEHAVIORAL

INTERNAL INTERFACES
lNT TESTlNG
IDN INTEGRATION
HGH INTEGRATION

ACCEPTANCE TESTING

USABIUlY TESTING

THERE IS NO CONFLICT!
I 7I 5 ()<)/02192

TASKS FOR PRUDENT TESTERS AND DESIGNERS:

e REJECT ALL SIMPLISTIC, SINGLE-METHOD
APPROACHES
•

UNDERSTAND ALL EFFECTIVE TEST
METHODS

•

BE VERY FLEXIBLE

•

FIND THE BEST METHODS MIX FOR YOU

•

BE SENSITIVE TO THE NEED TO CHANGE
METHODS OVER TIME

I 725. I 09102/92
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UNIT TESTING--THE FOUNDATION
•.. 'This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
· \ -e'produced or used in any form by any means such as graphics,
_ electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not limited to
'' ·photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to other media,
-transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage
-.- ~.end retrieval system -- without the author's written permission.

,B<!ru Beizer, ANALYSIS -

-

1232 Glenbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA
19006

©[[]
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UNIT TESTING IS THE FOUNDATION
1300b 9/ 18/ 9 2

I

II

I

I

I
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WHAT IS A UNIT??
A UNIT IS:
• THE WORK OF ONE PROGRAMMER (IN PRINCIPLE)
• THE SMALLEST THING THAT CAN BE TES TEO ( USING APPROPRJATE
DRIVERS AND/OR STUBS)
• SMALL -

50

TO

300

LINES OF CODE EXCLUDING CALLED

FUNCTIONS AND SUBROUTINES

A UNIT IS NOT:
• THE SMALLEST ENTITY THAT PROVIDES A COMPLETE FEATURE
•

1

THE SMALLEST ENTITY YOU CAN TEST BECAUSE YOU DION T THINK
1

ABOUT TESTING OR OON T WANT TO USE DRSVERS

• 50,000 TO 100,000

LINES OF CODE

1301 97-04-09

PREREQUISITES TO UNIT
TESTING
•

BUILDER'S CONFIDENCE

•

A TESTABLE COMPONENT

•

INSPECTIONS

e THOROUGH PRIVATE TESTING
•

A DESIGNED, DOCUMENTED, UNIT TEST PLAN

•

TIME, PREREQUISITES, TOOLS, RESOURCES.

1315 09/ 18192

SOFTWARE TESTING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
SEMINARS-BORIS BEIZER

INTEGRATION TESTING
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be reproduced or used
in any form by any means such as graphics, electronic, optical, mechanical,
including but not limited to photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to
other media, transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage
and retrieval system - without the autho~s written permission.

Borla Belzer, ANALYSIS -1232 Gltnbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

TEL: 215'572-5580 FAX: 215'886-0144 Email: Bbelzer@sprlntrnall.com
.30XX
__,.,.- 97-04-09
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GOALS OF INTEGRATION TESTING

OBJECTIVE GOALS:

•
•

DEMONSTRATE THAT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
ARE INCONSISTENT WITH ONE ANOTHER
BUILD A HIERARCHY OF WORKING COMPONENTS

SUBJECTIVE GOALS:

•

BUILD A HIERARCHY OF TRUST

©[[]
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WHAT'S THIS JAZZ ABOUT
"TRUST"???
e

OCCAM'S RAZOR: FIRST TRY THE SIMPLEST
HYPOTHESIS THAT FITS ALL THE FACTS.

e

WHICH IS THE SIMPLER HYPOTHESIS?

•

.

THE BUG IS IN ONE OR THE OTHER
COMPONENTS
THE BUG IS IN NEITHER COMPONENT, IT ARISES
FROM THEIR UNPREDICTED INTERACTION.

©il
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THE DEBUGGING PROCESS

I

BUG HYPOTHESIS

SYMPTOM

L
3035.2 09/18192

l

TEST

OUTCOME

_j
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INTEGRATION WITH AND
WITHOUT TRUST
• INTRA-COMPONENT BUGS ARE SIMPLER THAN INTERCOMPONENT BUGS
• WITH TRUST, DEBUGGER REJECTS THE SIMPLER UNIT
BUG HYPOTHESIS AND GOES DIRECTLY FOR THE MORE
COMPLEX INTEGRATION-INTERFACE BUG
• WITHOUT TRUST, THE DEBUGGER WASTES HOURS OR
DAYS LOOKING FOR COMPONENT BUGS THAT DON'T
EXIST
JIIGHT DOWN TO THE SUUOUTINE LlllllART, THE
COMPILEll, oa EVEN THE IIAIU)WAJUt
3035.3 09/18192
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INTEGRATION IS NOT AN EVENT
IT IS A CONTINUING PROCESS
A PROCESS THAT BEGINS WHEN THERE ARE
TWO OR MORE TESTED COMPONENTS
AND ENDS WHEN THERE IS AN ADEQUATELY
TESTED SYSTEM

3CUO 97-CU-09

©il

PREREQUISITES TO INTEGRATION
• TRUSTED SUBCOMPONENTS

e
e
e
e
e

INTERFACE STANDARDS
CONFIGURATION CONTROL
DATA DICTIONARY
AN INTEGRATION PLAN
TIME, TOOLS, RESOURCES

3050 09/18192
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SYSTEM TESTING
.. This is a copyright notice. No part ofthese graphics may be reproduced or
·used in any form by any means such as graphics, electronic, o¢i:al,
11)echanical, including but not limited to photocopying. recordfug.
scanning, conversion to other media, transmission, or storage \n a
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SYSTEM TESTING GOALS
•

BOTTOM-LINE BEHAVIORAL VERIFICATION

•

FOCUS ON USERS' PERSPECTIVE AND CONCERNS

•

RISK MINIMIZATION

•

GLOBAL, INTERACTIVE, TIMING, BUGS

©!ID

1500 09/18192

PREREQUISITES TO SYSTEM
TESTING
• THOROUGH UNIT TESTING AND COMPONENT TESTING
• INTEGRATION TESTING AT EVERY BUILD STAGE
• FEATURES ALL WORK IN SINGLE-THREAD, SIMPLE MODE

• A SUFRCIENTI.Y FLESHED BACKBONE TO BEGIN TESTING
• A DETAILED, WRITTEN, FUNCTIONAL SPECIRCATION
• A DESIGNED, DOCUMENTED, SYSTEM TEST PLAN
• A CONTROLLED TEST DATA BASE
• A FAILURE REPORTING MECHANISM
• TIME, TOOLS, RESOURCES

1505 97-04-09
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BOTTOM-LINE BEHAVIORAL
TESTING

• USUALLY INDEPENDENT TESTING
• DOMINATED BY BEHAVIORAL TESTING
KNOWLEDGE HELPS CUT
• STRUCTURE
USELESS TESTS
• THE USERS' POINT OF VIEW
• GETS RISK CONTROL DATA
©il

1515 09/18192

SYSTEM TESTS

•

FEATURE INTERACTION TESTING:

SHOW
THAT INTERACTING FEATURES DON'T HAVE
UNWANTED BYPRODUCTS OR SIDE EFFECTS.

e CONFIGURATION TESTING: SHOW THAT THE
SOFTWARE DOES NOT HAVE UNPLANNED
INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER PACKAGES

e BOUNDARY INTEGRITY TESTING : SHOW THAT
THE SOFTWARE RESPECTS THE MEMORY
BOUNDARIES SET FOR IT BY OPERATING SYSTEM

©il

1529 05/13/94

MORE SYSTEM TESTS

•

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION SENSITIVITY:

•

PERFORMANCE TESTING:

•

RECOVERY TESTING:

•

SECURITY TESTING:

SHOW THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL WORK FOR EVERY TARGET

HARDWARE PLATFORM
SHOW THAT SYSTEM

HAROWAREISOFTWARE RESOURCES CAN MEET TARGET

THROUGHPUTS AND DELAYS
SHOW THAT THE SYSTEM DOES

NOT LOSE OR CORRUPT DATA OR ACCOUNTABILrTY FOR DATA

AFTER A FAILURE
SHOW THAT THE SYSTEM CAN

PROTECT ITSELF AGAINST POSTULATED ATTACKS

1530 97-04-09

©il

This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
reproduced or used in any form by any means such as graphics,
electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not limited to
photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to other media,
transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage
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WHY ALL TESTERS SHOULD KNOW
CONTROL FLOW (PATH) TESTING
e

FUN DAM ENTAL TECHNIQUE lltAT IUUSTRATES ASPECTS OF OTHER

e

PATHS EXIST AND THEY'RE 11\W'ORTANT EVEN IF YOU DON'T DO CONTROL

e

DEVELOPERS' TESTING:

e

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING: A BEHAVIORAL TEST METHOD USED IN

TEST TECHNIQUES.

FLON TESTING.
DESIGNERS OFTEN USE CONTROL-FLON
TESTING METHODS IN UNIT TESTING. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THEIR
TESTS.

SYSTEM TESTING, IT IS ANALOGOUS TO CONTROL FLON TESTING.

e

DATA-FLOW TESTING: IN EITHER BEHAVIORAL OR STRUCTURAL FORM,
PRESUPPOSES KNONLEDGE OF CONTROL-FLON TESTING METHOOS.

©[[]

1345 97-02-09

CONTROL FLOW TESTING CONSISTS
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CONTROL FLOW (PATH) TESTING
CONSISTS OF SELECTING AND
EXECUTING ENOUGH PATHS
THROUGH A PROGRAM TO
CONVINCE US THAT THE
1
PROGRAM S ACTUAL STRUCTURE
1
MATCHES THE PROGRAMMER S
INTENDED STRUCTURE
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CONTROL-FLOW (PATH) TESTING
STRATEGIES
•

STATEMENT COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO

ASSURE THAT EVERY PROGRAM STATEM:HT HAS BEEN TESTED
AT LEAST ONCE.

•

IEEE/ANSI

BRANCH COVERAGE:

STANDARD.

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO ASSURE

THAT EVERY PROGRAM BRANCH ALTERNATIVE HAS BEENTESTED AT
LEAST ONCE.

•

(MINI- RATlONAL STANDARD)

PATH COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO ASSURE THAT

EVERY POSSIBLE PATH THROUGH THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN TESTED

AT LEAST ONCE. M'RACTICAL, INEFFICIENT, UNNECESSARY.

2011 10'2&92

THE THREE PARTS OF
CONTROL-FLOW TEST DESIGN
•

SELECT THE COVERING PATHS IN
ACCORDANCE TO THE CHOSEN
STRATEGY

•

SENSITIZE THE PATHS:

FIND INPUT VALUES THAT

FORCE THE SELECTED PATHS.

•

INSTRUMENT THE PATHS:

CONFIRM THAT YOU

ACTUALLY WENT ALONG THE CHOSEN PATH.

2015 97-02-18

SELECT COVERING PATHS?
•

PICK YOUR TESTS TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS, •
INCLUDINGALL EXCEPTION CASES

•

DON'T WORRY TOO MUCH ABOUT PATHS WORRY ABOUT BEHAVIOR- PATHS WILL TAKE
CARE OF THEMSELVES

•

USE COVERAGE TOOL TO MONITOR
TEST COMPLETENESS

•

IF REQUIREMENTS ARE COMPLETE AND TESTING
IS THOROUGH, 100% COVER (ALL CRITERIA)
SHOULD BE ACHIEVED

2015.1 97-04-09
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PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
•

MANY SHORT PATHS BETIER THAN A
FEW LONG, COMPLICATED PATHS

•

FUNCTIONALLY MEANINGFUL PATHS
BETIER THAN OBSCURE PATHS
•
•

•

ABILITY TO PREDICT OUTCOME
ABILITY TO SENSmZE

COVER MORE IMPORTANT THAN WHICH
PATHS YOU PICK

©[[]

2081 09/21192

SENSITIZE THE PATHS
•

FIND A SET OF INPUT VALUES FOR EACH
SELECTED TEST PATH THAT WILL
MAKE THE SOFTWARE GO DOWN
THAT PATH

•

THEORETICALLY DIFFICULT, BUT IN
PRACTICE EASIER DONE THAN SAID

•

SENSITIZATION DIFFICULTIES USUALLY
INDICATE CONCEPTUAL OR DESIGN
PROBLEMS

ti... 2015.2 06/2004

GOOD SOFTWARE IS EASY TO
SENSITIZE ALONG FUNCTIONALLY
MEANINGFUL PATHS
IF SENSITIZATION IS DIFFICULT, ASK YOURSELF IF:

•

CAN BRANCH COVER BE ACHIEVED?

e COULD STRUCTURE BE IMPROVED BY:
•

USE OF CASE STATEMENTS

•
•
•

CLEANER LOOPS
ENUMERATED TYPES (INC, SAY)
ELIMINATION OF CONTROL FLAGS AND SWITCHES

2240 10/08192
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INSTRUMENT THE PATH
•

BECAUSE OF BUGS, YOU MAY NOT TAKE
THE PATH YOU INTENDED TO TAKE

•

INSTRUMENTATION IS USED TO
CONFIRM THE ACTUAL PATH TAKEN

•

TODAY, USUALLY PART OF THE UNIT
TESTTOOL

©[[]
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REVIEW OF CONTROL-FLOW
TESTING
•

PICK A STRATEGY:

STATEMENT COVER, BRANCH

COVER, PREDICATE COVER, ••••

•

SELECT THE TESTS

•
•
•

PREDICT THE OUTCOMES
RUN THE TESTS
CONFIRM THE OUTCOMES AND PATHS

TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

•

MONITOR COVERAGE

•

DESIGN ADDITIONAL TESTS tELECT
PATHS, SENSITIZE, RUN, ONFIRM PATHS)
FOR ANY UNCOVERED ELEMENTS

©[[]
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CONTROL-FLOW TESTING TOOLS
I

TYPICAL TOOL TODAY IS A MULTI-PURPOSE
TOOL THAT INCLUDES

e
e
e

TEST SET-UP

•

TEST EXECUTION

e

SMART OUTCOME COMPARISON

COVERAGE RECORDING
PATH CONFIRMATION

2261 97-04-18
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TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
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transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage and
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TRANSACTION FLOW
TESTING
A BEHAVIORAL TEST TECHNIQUE
BASED ON A STRUCTURAL MODEL
(CONTROL FLOW TESTING)

©[[]....
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APPLICATION
•

A BEHAVIORAL MODEL THAT'S MOST USEFUL IN
SYSTEM TESTING

e BY "SYSTEM" WE MEAN A TOTAL SYSTEM THAT
CAN INCLUDE PEOPLE, MACHINES,
COMPUTERS, NETWORKS, OTHER HARDWARE
•

IT MAY BE ONE COMPUTER OR A COMPLEX OF
COMPUTERS

•

IT MAY BE USED TO MODEL SOFTWARE AND/OR
HARDWARE AND/OR PEOPLE AND HOW THEY
ALL INTERACT

•

SOMETIMES , ALL OF SYSTEM TESTING CAN BE
DONE WITH THIS MODEL

I

I
I

I

2804 01/27193
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PRINCIPLES
•

IDENTIFY THE MAJOR TRANSACTIONS

•

DESCRIBE THE SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS USING
FLOWCHARTING (FLOWGRAPH) LANGUAG~

•

TREAT THAT FLOWGRAPH AS IF IT IS AN ACTUAL
PROGRAM (E.G., CONTROL FLOWGRAPH)

•

APPLY STRUCTURAL TEST TECHNIQUES (E.G., PATH
TESTING, LOOP TESTING, ETC.)

©[[]
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.,I

PROGRAM

ALTERNATES/
BIRTHS
MERGERS/
JUNCTION

PROGRAM A

~

·
~
~
.
~

-

PROCESS QUEUES

TRANSACTION FLOWGRAPH COMPONENTS

©[[]
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COMMENTS ON TRANSACTION FLOWS
• DON'T CONFUSE THEM WITH PROGRAM CONTROL FLOWS AND
PROGRAM STRUCTURES
• TRANSACTION FLOWS DESCRIBE BEHAVIOR, NOT STRUCTURE
• BEHAVIOR FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF A SINGLE
TRANSACTION
• PROCESSING CAN BE BATCH OR ONE TRANSACTION AT A TIME
• PROCESSING CAN BE SINGLE-COMPUTERT MULTl-COMPUTER,
LOCAL, DISTRIBUTED, NETWORKED, E C.
• TRANSACTION LINKS ARE QUEUES, MESSAGES, HISTORY, NOT
CONTROL FLOW STEPS

©~

2823 01129/93

PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
HOW PATH SELECTION CRITERIA ARE THE SAME AS
CONTROL FLOWS
• COMPLETE LINK COVER IS MANDATORY MINIMUM
• HIT THE SPECIAL LOOP CASES (E.G., NULL TRANSACTIONS)

HOW PATH SELECTION CRITERIA DIFFER FROM
CONTROL FLOWS (DIRTY TESTING)
• EMPHASIS ON STRANGE, DEVIOUS, FUNCTIONALLY SILLY
PATHS
• FIND THE LONGEST, NON-REPETITIVE PATH
• TEST AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF CLEAN TRANSACTIONS

©~

2825 01/29/93

TRANSACTION FLOW TEST
DESIGN STEPS
1. FIND AND DEFINE A COVERING SET OF
TRANSACTION FLOWS

2. SELECT THE TEST PATHS
3. SENSITIZE THE PATHS
• PREPARE INPUTS
• PREDICT OUTCOMES

4. INSTRUMENT THE PATHS
5. DEBUG AND RUN THE TESTS

2830 09!.?2-92
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COMMENTS ON TRANSACTION FLOWS
• DON'T CONFUSE THEM WITH PROGRAM CONTROL FLOWS AND
PROGRAM STRUCTURES
• TRANSACTION FLOWS DESCRIBE BEHAVIOR, NOT STRUCTURE
• BEHAVIOR FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF A SINGLE
TRANSACTION
• PROCESSING CAN BE BATCH OR ONE TRANSACTION AT A TIME
• PROCESSING CAN BE SINGLE-COMPUTERT MULTl-COMPUTER,
LOCAL, DISTRIBUTED, NETWORKED, E C.
• TRANSACTION LINKS ARE QUEUES, MESSAGES, HISTORY, NOT
CONTROL FLOW STEPS

©[[]
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EXECUTION AND TEST DRIVING
•

FULL EXECUTION AUTOMATION IS ESSENTIAL.
DON'T EXPECT BIG BENEFITS IF YOU'RE
STUCK IN KEY-POUNDING MODE.

•

YOU MAY NEED AN EXTERNAL TRANSACTION
GENERATOR/DRIVER.

•

SUPPORTING DATA BASE AND STRUCTURES
CAN BE 25% TO 50%.OF THE EFFORT

•

INDIRECT VERIFICATION IS PRIMAL
•

UNINVOLVED TRANSACTION CORRUPTION OR LOSS

•

RESOURCE CORRUPTION OR LOSS

•

PROGRAM SPACE AND OTHER MEMORY VIOLATIONS

©[[]

...2830.5 01/29/93

AUTOMATION TOOLS
•

CAPTURE/PLAYBACK:

EASIEST WAY TO MAKE

THE TRANSITION TO AUTOMATED TESTING,

•

SCRIPTING LANGUAGE:

SUCH AS CASL-IV
FOR THOSE WHO'D RATHER SCRIPT THAN PLAY.
PROVIDES BETTER TEST CONTROL

•

DEDICATED GENERATOR/DRIVER:

FOR
MASS TRANSACTIONS (E.G., BANK TELLER MACHINES)

AND COMPLICATED SCENARIOS,

•

PC/WORKSTATION:

283109122192

INDISPENSABLE.

©[[]
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TRANSMISSION, OR STORAGE IN A COMPUTER OR AN INFORMATION STORAGE ANO
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM -

WITHOUT THE AUTHOR'S WRITTEN PERMISSION.

A QUESTION
•

COMMON SENSE DICTATES PATH TESTING
BECAUSE IT DOESN'T MAKE SENSE TO
RELEASE UNTESTED CODE

• DOES IT MAKE SENSE TO RELEASE CODE
FOR WHICH DATA DEFINITIONS AND
USE ARE UNTESTED?
• AT LEAST, WE SHOULD VERIFY THAT:
• DATA ARE DEFINED AS WE INTEND
• THEY ARE CREATED BEFORE NEEDED
• THEY ARE USED (PROPERLY) IF CREATED

@[[]

460109122112

DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA
(STRUCTURAL)
•

MORE GENERAL THAN PATH TESTING FAMILY

•

STRONGER THAN BRANCH BUT WEAKER THAN
ALL PATHS

•

MUST BE DONE SEPARATELY FOR EACH DATA
OBJECT

•

BASED ON CONTROL FLOWGRAPH ANNOTATED
WITH DATA FLOW RELATIONS

4610 09122112
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DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA
(BEHAVIORAL)

•

HEURISTIC BUT SENSIBLE AND EFFECTIVE

•

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING IS A KIND OF
DATA FLOW TESTING

•

MUST BE DONE SEPARATELY FOR EACH DATA
OBJECT IN YOUR DATA MODEL

•

BASED ON DATA FLOWGRAPHS USED IN MANY
DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

!

©ii

4610.5 09/22192
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DATA FLOW DEFINITIONS
COMPUTATIONAL USE:

VARIABLE USED IN A COMPUTATION;

E.G., APPEARS ON THE RIGHT•HANO-SIDE OF AN ASSIGNMENT
STATEMENT.

PREDICATE USE:

VARIABLE USED IN A CONTROL FLOW

PREDICATE.

USE:

A COMPUTATIONAL ANolOR PREDICATE USE.

DEFINE:

A VARIABLE IS DEFINED WHEN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING

HAPPEN

• CREATED: E.G. IN A DECLARATION
• NEW VALUE ASSIGNED
• INITIALIZED TO A NEW VALUE

©ii

4605 09/22192
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EXAMPLES OF DATA OBJECTS
• EXPLICIT VARIABLES: X, Y,
• ARRAYS:

•
•
•
•

PAYROLL_EHTRY

EACH ELEMENT IS A SEPARATE OBJECT

POINTERS: TO ARRAYS, RECORDS, FILES
FILES: ALES, RECORDS, DATA STRUCTURES
PROGRAMS: WHEN MAMPULATED AS DATA (E.G.,
OBJECTS: AS IN OBJECT ORIENTED PROG-NG

LOAD, INITlAUZE)

ANY OF THESE CAN BENEFIT
FROM DATA FLOW TESTING
4605.1 09,22/92
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DATA FLOW TESTING IS VERY OLD

•

•

USED AT IBM FOR OVER 25 YEARS
IMPLICIT IN MANY DESIGN METHODS: H1Po,
SoFTEcH, BENDER

•
••

A NATURAL ADJUNCT TO DATA FLOW DESIGN
COMMON SENSE BASIS

•

.

KNOWWHATYOU'REDOINGWITH DATA
TEST THAT WHAT YOU DID IS WHAT YOU WANTED TO DO

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING IS DATA FLOW
TESTING

©[[]
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THEORY AND PRACTICE
•

PRACTICE: VERY OLD
• INTUITIVE, HEURISTIC, COMMON SENSE
• BEHAVIORAL TESTTECHNIQUE

•

THEORY: 15 YEARS OLD
• FORMALIZATION OF COMMON SENSE
• STRUCTURAL TEST TECHNIQUE
• TOOL INTENSIVE

•

CONCLUSIONS
• EITHER BEHAVIORAL OR STRUCTURAL
• APPLICABLE TO ALL TESTING LEVELS
• BASIC PART OF TESTERS' TOOL KIT

©[[]

4612 04/18197

DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA

•

ALL PREDICATE USES:

•

ALL COMPUTATIONAL USES:

•

ALL DEFINITIONS:

ALL USES IN CONTROL-FLOW PREDICATES,
ALL USES IN CALCUI.ATIONS.

ALL POINTS AT WHICH OBJECTS ARE DECLARED

AHO/OR ASSIGNED NEW VALUES.

• ALL USES:

ALL POSSIBLE USES OF OBJECTS,

• ALL DU-SEGMENTS (DEFINED THEN USED):

ALL SIMPLE

PATH SEGMENTS ON WHICH AN OBJECT IS DEANED AN) lltEN USED

W1TiiOUT INTERVENING VALUE CHANGES,

NOTE: apply to every data object separately
NOTE: each criteria has its own coverage metric

...4614 09;22;92
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ALL PATHS

t

ALL DU PATHS

+

ALL USES
ALL-C/SOME-P . . . - - - - - - - - - - . . ALL-P/SOME-C

~L~A··~
ALL DEFS

BRANCH

t

STATEMENT

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF STRUCTURAL TEST STRATEGIES

@[[]
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RELATIVE COST (TEST CASES PER BRANCH) OF
VARIOUS STRUCTURAL STRATEGIES
STATEMENT

BRANCH
AU.PUSES
AU.CUSES
AU.USES
AU.OU PATHS

CONCLUSION: FOR NOT MUCH MORE TESTING THAN
EITHER STATEMENT OR BRANCH, ALL DU-PATHS IS
ALMOST AS GOOD AS TESTING ALL POSSIBLE PATHS.

@[[]
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TOOLS AND AUTOMATION
STATUS
•

BEHAVIORAL DATA FLOW TESTING DOESN'T NEED
SPECIAL TOOLS, ONLY THE WILL TO DO IT.

•

STRUCTURAL DATA FLOW TESTING NEEDS TOO
MUCH BOOKKEEPING TO DO MANUALLY. IT IS
TOOL INTENSIVE.

•

MANY PRIVATE STRUCTURAL DATA FLOW TOOLS IN
USE

•

NO COMMERCIAL TOOLS AS OF 4/18/97, BUT SEVERAL
ON THE WAY?

4640 04/18197
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photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to other media,
transmission, or storage in a computer or an information
storage and retrieval system - without the author's written
permission.

LIMITATIONS OF MANUAL TESTING
• NOT REPRODUCIBLE
• TESTING AND TESTER ERRORS
• INITIALIZATION BUGS
• DATA BASE AND CONFIGURATION BUGS
• INPUT BUGS
• VERIFICATION AND COMPARISON BUGS
• INPUT "CORRECTIONS"

• VARIABLE REPORTS, NO SUPPORT FOR
METRICS, POOR TRACKING
• VERY LABOR INTENSIVE:

TESTERS SHOULD DESIGN TESTS,

NOT POUND KEYS.

©[[]
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WHY AUTOMATED TESTING
IS MANDATORY
•

MANUAL TEST EXECUTION ERROR RATES ARE MUCH
HIGHER THAN THE SOFTWARE RELIABILITIES THE
USERS DEMAND

e HOW CAN YOU TEST A 0.000001 PACKAGE WITH A 0.01
PROCESS?
•

WHAT MUST BE JUSTIFIED IS CONTINUED USE OF MANUAL
METHODS ON AUTOMATION PRODUCTS

•

MOST COST-BENEFITS ANALYSES THAT CLAIM TO SHOW
THAT MANUAL TESTING IS CHEAPER ASSUME NO
TESTING BUGS--SILLY ASSUMPTION!

7901 09122192
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TEST TOOLS OVERVIEW
• FUNDAMENTAL TOOLS: COMPILERS, SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER,
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS, HARDWARE, HUMAN ENVIRONMENT,

•

ANALYTICAL TOOLS:

THAT TELL

us SOMETMING ABOUT TliE

SOFTWARE: FLOWGRAPH GENERATORS, CALL TREE GENERATORS,

•

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION TOOLS

•

TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION AIDS

•

CAST: f()MPUTER ~IDED ~OFlWARE ,IESTING

@[[]
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A BASIC TOOLKIT
• CAPTURE/PLAYBACK

(BEHAVIORAL

TOOL)

• UNIT COVERAGE ANALYZER &
DRIVER (STRUCTURAL TEST TOOL)
•

REQUIREMENTS BASED TOOL
(BEHAVIORAL TEST TOOL)

COVERAGE ANALVZERS
•

EACH TECHNIQUE HAS A DIFFERENT NOTION
OF COVERAGE

•

EACH TECHNIQUE THEREFORE NEEDS A
DIFFERENT COVERAGE ANALVZER
• PATH TESTING: BRANCH AND STATEMENT COVER
• DATA-FLOW TESTING: VARIOUS COVER METRICS
• STATE TESTING: STATE AND TRANSITION COVER

@[[]
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CONTROL FLOW COVERAGE
TOOLS
•

MODIFIES SOURCE CODE TO INSERT PROBES

•

USUALLY INCLUDES TEST DRIVER

•

STATEMENT, BRANCH, PREDICATE, OTHER
COVERAGE METRICS

•

SHOULD PROVIDES PATH CERTIFICATION, BUT
OFTEN DOESN'T

•

EFFECTIVELY LIMITED TO UNIT AND LOWLEVEL COMPONENT TESTING

•

CAN MASK HEISENBUGS

©[[]

7810 97-04-10

SIDE BENEFITS OF
COVERAGE TOOLS
•

PROGRAMMERS (ESPECIALLY) HAVE
INFLATED VIEWS OF THE COVERAGE THEY
ACHIEVE IN TESTING

•

THEY THINK THAT IT IS 95% BUT IN FACT, 1rs
CLOSER TO 50%

•

FUNDAMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT DATA

•

QUANTIFICATION-A METRIC OF COMPLETION

@[[]

7801 09/22192
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PRESENT STATUS OF COMMERCIAL
COVERAGE TOOLS
•

STATEMENT, BRANCH, PREDICATE, CALL
TREE, AND PATH COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE

•

EXCELLENT PUBLIC-DOMAIN AND PRIVATE
DATAFLOW COVERAGETOOLS

•

HEURISTIC BEHAVIORAL COVERAGE
TOOLS (E.G., FUNCTION POtNT, SPECIFICATION COVER).

•

COMMERCIALIZATION HINDERED BY LACK
OF DEMAND, NOT TECHNOLOGY

©[[]
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TEST DRIVERS
•WHAT: TOOLS THAT AUTOMATE THE SETUP,
INITIALIZATION, EXECUTION, OUTCOME
RECORDING, AND CONFIRMATION OF
TESTS, ESPECIALLY FOR UNIT TESTING
• WHY: ELIMINATION OF TEST EXECUTION
ERRORS SIMPLIFIES TEST DEBUGGING
AND MAKES REGRESSION TESTING
POSSIBLE
• PREREQUISITES: FORMAL, DESIGNED TESTS
UNDER CONFIGURATION CONTROL

©[[]
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OVERVIEW OF DRIVER
FUNCTIONS

• SETUP PHASE
• EXECUTION PHASE
AND POST MORTEM
• ANALYSIS
PHASE
©[[]
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DRIVER SET-UP PHASE

(IDEAL)

• CONFIRMS THE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
CONFIGURATION
• LOADS PRE- AND CO-REQUISITE
COMPONENTS
• FETCHES AND INSTALLS STUBS
• INITIALIZES ALL HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE
• INITIALIZES PATH INSTRUMENTATION
• SETS UP ACCESS TO DATA STRUCTURES

i
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DRIVER EXECUTION PHASE (IDEAL)
• RE-INITIALIZES TO BASE
CONDITION FOR EACH TEST
• LOADS AND CONTROLS INPUTS
• EVALUATES ASSERTIONS
• RESETS PATH INSTRUMENTATION
• TEST DEBUG SUPPORT
• PERFORMANCE DATA GATHERING

@[[]
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ANALYSIS AND POST-MORTEM
PHASE (IDEAL)
• VERIFY PATH CORRECTNESS
• COMPARE ACTUAL OUTCOME TO
PREDICTED OUTCOME
•PASSES CONTROL TO DEBUG PACKAGE
ON TEST FAILURE
•PASSES TEST STATUS TO COVERAGE
TOOL
• CHECK FOR RESIDUES AND
BYPRODUCTS
I

@[[]
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EXECUTION AUTOMATION
STATUS
e
e
e
e
e

I
I

MOST COMMERCIAL TOOLS ARE STRAP-ON
SOME INTEGRATION VVITH CASE TOOLS
SOME INTEGRATION VVITH CONFIGURATION
CONTROL
COMMON TOOL BACKPLANE ON THE WAY
BUT STILL A LONG WAY TO GO

I
I

@[[]
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NOT

GRAPHICS,
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TO

PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, SCANNING, CONVERSION TO OllER r.EOIA,
TRANSMISSION, OR STORAGE IN A COMPUTER OR AN INFORMATION STORAGE
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PREREQUISITES TO DESIGN
AUTOMATION
•

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION: BECAUSE
ALL TEST GENERATORS PRODUCE VAST
NUMBERS OF TESTS

•

TEST CONFIGURATION CONTROL

•

UNDERSTAND GENERATOR'S METHODS
• THE UNDERLYING TEST TECHNIQUE (IF ANY)
• THE CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS
• THE HIDDEN ASSUMPTIONS

7705 09,2392

DESIGN AUTOMATION
OBJECTIVES
• MORE COMBINATIONS OF FACTORS
• BETTER COVERAGE
• MORE REVEALING TESTS
• FULL CONFIGURATION SUPPORT
• REDUCE TEST DESIGN LABOR CONTENT

7710 09,2392
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DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOLS
•

CAPTURE/PLAYBACK

•

BEHAVIORAUREQUIREMENTS BASED

•

MODEL BASED TOOLS
• SYNTAX TESTING
• STATE TESTING

•

STOCHASTIC TEST GENERATORS

•

HEURISTIC GENERATORS SMASHERS

COMBINATION

©[[]
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I;,
CAPTURE/PLAYBACK TOOL: WHAT

"'

• HARDWARE AND/OR SOFTWARE

e INSERTED BETWEEN (OR IN) TEST TERMINAL
AND TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION SYSTEM

e CAPTURES TESTERS KEYSTROKES AND
SYSTEM RESPONSES

e COMPARES OUTCOMES TO PREVIOUSLY
RECORDED OUTCOMES
• REPORT BY EXCEPTION
• TEST EDIT FACILITY (E.o.,

LINK TO WORD PROCEasOII)

©[[]

.

I
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CAPTURE/PLAYBACK TOOL: WHY
• EASIEST WAY TO TRANSITION FROM MANUAL
TO AUTOMATED TESTING
• HUGE PAYOFF IN REGRESSION TESTING
• PARLAY ONE COMPLICATED, FULLY
DEBUGGED TEST, INTO MANY VARIATIONS
BY EDITING
• EASIER FOR MOST TEST WRITERS THAN
SCRIPTING LANGUAGES
• MOSTLY USED IN SYSTEM TESTING BUT
USEFUL AT ALL LEVELS
• THE SINGLE MOST POPULAR TEST TOOL

©[[]
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CAPTURE/PLAYBACK TOOL: HOW
• TEST IS FIRST EXECUTED IN NORMAL (MANUAL)
MODE
• MANUAL VERIFICATION OF OUTCOMES IS
ESSENTIAL THE RRST TIME
• EDITOR IS USED TO CORRECT INPUTS OR
OUTCOMES IF TEST FAILS
• SUBSEQUENT EXECUTIONS IS FULLY
AUTOMATED
• EDITOR IS ALSO USED TO BUILD VARIATIONS

©[[]
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CAPTURE/PLAYBACK STATUS
• THE SINGLE MOST POPULAR TEST DESIGN AND
EXECUTION AUTOMATION TOOL
• HUNDREDS OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
• IMBEDDED IN MANY OTHER PRODUCTS
• CASLIN CROSSTALK
• RECORDER IN WINDOWS
e WHAT MANY (IGNORANT) PEOPLE MEAN WHEN
THEY SAY ''TEST AUTOMATION"
• MOST LANGUAGES, OPERATING SYSTEMS, AND
ENVIRONMENTS SUPPORTED
• HUGE PRICE VARIATION ($200 -$20,000) ONLY
WEAKLY LINKED TO CAPABILITIES

RUN, DON'T WALK, TO GET ONE!
7924 1001192
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REQUIREMENTS-BASED
GENERATOR
• CAPTURES REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYZES FOR
COMPLETENESS AND CONSISTENCY
• GENERATES TEST SUITES BASED ON A VARIETY
OF FORMAL AND HEURISTIC METHODS
• ESPECIALLY GOOD AT GENERATING
COMBINATORIAL TEST CASES
• GOOD FUNCTIONAL COVERAGE

©ii...
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REGRESSION/MAINTENANCE TOOLS
• SELECTS OR CONSTRUCTS STRUCTURAL TESTS
BASED ON SOURCE CODE AND CHANGES TO IT
• IDENTIFIES WHICH TESTS MUST BE MAINTAINED AND
HOW
• REGENERATES PREDICTED OUTCOMES AND
SENSITIZES NEW INPUT VALUES
• NO COMMERCIAL TOOLS
• AREA OF INTENSIVE RESEARCH THAT PROMISES A
REVOLUTION IN THE NEXT GENERATION OF TEST
DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOLS

"'-7734 09123192

NOT ENOUGH TOOLS?
e1200+ 7E'STTOOLSONMARKET

e
e

AT LEAST 50 OF THEM ARE GOOD

e

UNTOLD NUMBER OF UNPUBLISHED
INTERNAL TOOLS DEVELOPED AND USED

e

TOOLSIIIITHS AT V\ORK V\ORLDVIIIDE

200+ PAPERS ON R&D TOOLS PUBLISHED
30-40 NEW ONES EACH YEAR

l,\E' HAVE FAR MORE

TOOLS THAN TIE INDUSTRY CAN SUPPORT

i..1191.1 O!lt'10'92

TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION
STATUS
• WEAK EXECUTION AUTOMATION SUPPORT
•

UN-INTEGRATED COMMERCIAL TOOLS

• AD-HOC, SPECIAL INTERFACES
•

BIG GAP BElWEEN LABS AND PRACTICE

•

HEAVY TRAINING INVESTMENT

•

POOR INTEGRATION WITH CASE

©[[]
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PERSPECTIVE ON TESTING
This is a copyright notice. No part of these 'graphics ma:rbe '
reproduced or used in any form by any means such as graphics,
electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not limited to
photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to other media,
transmission, or storage in a computer or-an information storage and
retrieval system.- without the author's written permission.
BornBmer, ANALYSIS-1232 GlenbrookRoad, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
1EL: 21S.572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144 Email: bbeizer@spriatmail.com

PERSPECTIVE ON TESTING
AMMUNITION TO USE ON NON-BELIEVERS

•

ALL ADVANCED TEST TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL
INTENSIVE

•

IMPORTANCE OF TOOLS AND TEST AUTOMATION

•

TOOL BUILDING VERSUS TOOL BUYING

•

REALISTIC PAYOFF PROJECTIONS

•

TOOL PENETRATION--REAUTY VS ASPIRATIONS

•

SOLUTION TO THE TOOLS PENETRATION PROBLEM

©[[]
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TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
• MOST ADVANCED TEST TECHNIQUES, BE IT FOR UNIT
TESTING, INTEGRATION TESTING, SYSTEM TESTING,
REGRESSION TESTING-ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
• MANUAL ALGORITHM USE IS POSSIBLE BUT NOT
COST-EFFECTIVE
• SO WHAT! DOES IT MAKE SENSE THAT THE VERY
HEART OF AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE
TESTING OF THAT TECHNOLOGY BE BASED ON
MANUAL METHODS? WHY NOT STONE AXES?
•WE ARE JUST FOLLOWING THE PATH THAT OUR
HARDWARE COUNTERPARTS STARTED ON 20 YEARS
AGO. WHY SHOULD ANY ONE EXPECT IT TO BE
DIFFERENT FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT?

©lB:I
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TOOL BUILDING AND BUYING
• ABOUT 5% OF THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
BUDGET SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO TEST
TOOL BUILDING AND/OR BUYING
• CENTRALIZING TOOL KNOW-HOW IN A
TOOLSMITH GROUP IS A GOOD INVESTMENT
• EVEN IF YOU BUILD YOUR OWN, BUYING
COMMERCIAL TOOLS IS A GOOD WAY TO LEARN
WHAT YOU NEED
• SOME TOOLS, ESPECIALLY FOR SYSTEM TESTING
SUPPORT, YOU WILL HAVE TO BUILD

©[[I
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TOOLS AND TEST AUTOMATION

IMPORTANCE IN JAPAN
200

A SURVEY OF
JAPANESE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
GROUPS (T. NOMURA, "Use OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOLS
IN J A P ~ ' l l l INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING, MoNTEREY CA 3/30- 4/2, 1987) RANKED
SOFTWARE TEST TOOLS AS HAVING TllE HIGHEST PRODUCTlVITY
RETURN ON INVESTMENT.

e
e
e
e

AHEAD OF ADOPTING A STANDARD tlETHODOLOGY
AHEAD OF CASE
AHEAD OF ANY SOFTWARE DEVELOPIIIENT TOOL
AHEAD OF REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS

IS THERE A LESSON IN THAT FOR US?

©[[]
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REALISTIC PAYOFF PROJECTIONS
e

PAYOFF IS LONG-TERM ONLY. 2-4 YEARS AND
SEVERAL PROJECTS

e
e

A CAPITAL INVESTMENT-NOT JUST AN EXPENSE

e

COST AND TIME BREAK-EVEN ON THE FIRST
PROJECT IS A ROARING SUCCESS, BUT UNLIKELY

e

SOFTWARE QUALITY WON'T IMPROVE AT FIRST-IT
IS A CUMULATIVE EFFECT THAT REQUIRES THE
BUILDUP OF AUTOMATED TEST SUITES AND A
CONTROLLED TEST ENVIRONMENT•

THE TRIAL PROJECTS NEED MORE TIME AND MORE
LABOR. NOT LESS

....... , Ofl/1Ml2
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THE TOOL PENETRATION PROBLEM
• THE PROBLEM:

SURVEYS OF TOOL BUYERS, BUILDERS, AND USERS A

YEAR OR TWO AFTER THE TOOL WAS BOUGHT SHOWED TI-IAT THE TYPICAL
USAGE WAS ONLY ABOUT

5%.

USUALLY, THE TOOL WAS ONLY USED BY

THOSE WHO SPONSORED IT, DESPITE THE OBVIOUS PAYOFF

• THE REASON:

NO ALLOWANCE HAO BEEN MADE FOR THE TIME IT

TAKES TO BECOME ADEPT AT USING THE TOOL TESTERS AND
PROGRAMMERS 'WERE EXPECTED TO LEARN IT ON THEIR OWN TIME AND
STILL MEET TIGHT SCHEDULES. IT WAS EASIER TO CONTINUE MANUALLY

DESPITE TOP MANAGEMENT, MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, AND
GRASS ROOTS SUPPORT AND ENTHUSIASM!

I

©[[]
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PENETRATION PROBLEM SOLUTION
• ADEQUATE (COMPANY) TIME TO LEARN TOOL 15
ESSENTIAL. A WEEK FOR SIMPLE TOOLS SUCH AS
CAPTURE/PLAYBACK, MONTHSFORELABORATE
TOOLS, TOOL KITS OR TESTING ENVIRONMENTS
• ADJUST SCHEDULES AND HUMAN RESOURCES
ACCORDINGLY
• MANAGEMENT MUST ASSURE WORKERS THAT THE
INITIAL PRODUCTIVITY DROP AND SCHEDULE DELAY 15
EXPECTED AND WON'T BE HELD AGAINST THEM AT
REVIEWTIME
• EXPECT BREAK-EVEN NO SOONER THAN SECOND OR
THIRD PROJECT.

©[[]
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THE MESSAGE RECAP
• ITS AN OLD AND MATURE TECHNOLOGY
• ITS A TOOL-INTENSIVE TECHNOLOGY
• MORE THAN ENOUGH TOOLS OUT THERE TO
GET STARTED VVITH
• THERE'S A LOT MORE TO SOFTWARE TESTING
THAN "BE SURE TO TEST THOROUGHLY''I
• TESTING IS NOT KEY-POUNDING!

1189 09/23192
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A BRIEF MEDITATION ON THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF SOFTWARE TESTING
Thus spake the master: "Any program, no matter how small, contains
bugs."
The novice did not believe the master's words. "What if the program
were so small that it performed a single function?" he asked.

"Such a program would have no meaning," said the master, "but if
such a one existed, the operating system would fail eventually,
producing a bug."
But the novice was not satisfied. "What if the operating system did not
fail?" he asked.

There is no operating system that does not fail," said the master, but if
such a one existed, the hardware would fail eventually, producing a
bug."
The novice still was not satisfied. "What if the hardware did not fail?"
he asked.

The master gave a great sigh. "There is no hardware that does not
fail," he said, but if such a one existed, the user would want the
program to do something different, and this too is a bug.
A program without bugs would be an absurdity, a nonesuch. If there
were a program without any bugs then the world would cease to
exist."

Geoffrey James, Tbe Zen ofProgramming

V

Test Automation for Object-Oriented Systems
Overview

We'll look at how to build test capabilities into your application systems.

96200

•

Assertions.

•

Test cases.

•

Stubs.

•

Drivers and the TestManager strategy.

•

COTS for objects.

•

Advanced Built-in test

c 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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TEST AUTOMATION

Motivation
What benefits does test automation provide?

Ad hoc, manual testing is difficult and wasteful.

•

It may be hard to reproduce a problem to verify a fix.

•

The programming is repetitive, error-prone, and tedious.

•

Testing information is usually inconsistent. Data capture for
metrics and production of test reports is inconsistent, costly, and
slow.

•

Time is consumed on writing throw-away code that could be
used for more extensive testing.

•

Regression testing 1s a practical impossibility without test
automation.

•

Test automation typically provides cost pay-back after two or
three projects from increased productivity and the avoided costs
of buggy software.

•

Test automation means more consistent results over time.

•

Test automation reduces risk of depending on the "test genius."

00 Test Automation 2
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Assertions

Assertions
What is an assertion?

96200

•

An executable, inline Boolean expression.

•

Checks necessary conditions for correct execution.

•

Similar to type checking or built-in bounds-checking on array
references.

•

Specification-based assertions can dynamically check the
implementation for violation of specification assumptions.

•

When an assertions "fails", an error message is output or an
exception is raised.

•

Typically toggled on and off by compiler parameter.

c 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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TEST AUTOMATION

Assertion

\::: :._?: >.... :\...\

reads it.

.·_:-:"· ·. \:

•·- :
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Assertions define expected results -- not invalid conditions.

if (ia -- 0) throw memExhaust;

//

Conditional
check for
exception

assert ( ia I= 0 );

//

Same check
using an
assertion

'.

00 Test Automation 4
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Assertions

Who uses Assertions?
Assertions may be used by the entire development team.

•

Analyst and designers can write them as part of the class
specifications.

•

Developers typically code assertions during class development.

•

Testers can use assertions to design tests.

Heavy use at Microsoft.

96200

•

Parameters passed into a function.

•

Assumptions asserted at top.

•

Post-conditions asserted at bottom.

•

Microsoft Foundation Class are shipped with user-toggled
asserts.

0
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TEST AUTOMATION

Why use Assertions?
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qoder

•

Writing assertions leads to correct software in the first place.
Assumptions are made explicit and executable.

•

Test cases can be derived from assertions, even when there is no
formal specification.

•

"Dumb" errors are caught early and automatically; testing
budget can be spent on more sophisticated testing.

•

Provides a built-in debugging tool that provides diagnostic
information. It is easier to find and fix faults.

•

Increases testability; reduces distance between fault and failure.
Internal states are more observable.

•

Facilitates maintenance since code is more self-documenting.

•

Can improve robustness by using exception handler.

•

Basis for Design by Contract approach [Meyer 92].

00 Test Automation 6
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Assertions

Uses of Assertions
Assertions may be used to check many things.

96200

•

Constraints among arguments.

•

Constraints on arguments and returned values.

•

Constraints on arguments and instance/class variables.

•

Constraints among instance/class variables.

•

Constraints on instance/class variables and returned values.

•

Variables which must be same at entry and exit.

•

Bounds checking on arrays and other collections.

•

Range checking on scalar types.

•

Validation for membership in enumerated types or collections.

•

Pointers that must be non-null.

•

"This Should Never Happen" segment.
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TEST AUTOMATION

Types of Assertions
Assertions were first investigated as means to prove the correctness of
programs.

There are several kinds.

•

Loop invariant/variant.

•

Pre-condition.

•

Post-condition.

•

State Invariant.

•

Class Invariant.

00 Test Automation 8
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Assertions

Loop Assertions

Loop ln'fartant TltU~

LH, Control TRIIE

Loop ln,1rtant TRIIE

Loop
. .dy

Loop Control l'ALS~

Loop Invariant TRUE

A Loop Invariant is:
•

A Boolean expression about the variables used in the loop
which must hold at entry and exit from a loop, no matter
how many times the loop iterates.

•

The loop invariant is determined by generalizing the
postcondition of the loop body and its initial conditions.

The Invariant must be true:

96200

•

After loop control initialization (before the first iteration),

•

After each subsequent iteration.

•

After the final iteration.

•

If no iteration is performed.

c 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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TEST AUTOMATION

Loop Assertions
Loop Invariant

For example, suppose we have loop that finds the min and max values in
an array:
II np is number of elements in
II
min =
max =
for

X
X

X

[O];
[O];

(int I=O, I < np; I++) {
if (x [i] < min ) min = X [i];
if (x [i] > max ) max= X [i];

}

The loop invariant is
min<= max

The asserted loop is
min= x[O];
max= x[O];
assert (min<= max);

for

(int I=l, I< np; I++) {
if (x[i] <min) min= x[i];
if (x[i] >max) max= x[i];
assert (min<• max);

}

00 Test Automation 10
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Assertions

Loop Assertions
Loop Variant

The loop variant is a Boolean expression on variables increased or
decreased on every iteration.
•

It has a fixed upper or lower limit.

•

The loop will terminate at this limit.

For example, the min/ max loop variant is:
(np - I)

> 0

We could assert the loop variant as:
assert (min<= max);
for
(int I=O; I< np; I++) {
if (x[i] <min) min= x[i];
if (x[i] >max) max= x[i];
assert (min<= max);
assert ( (np - I) > 0 );

}

96200
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TEST AUTOMATION

Pre- and Postconditions
Preconditions
These assertions express constraints on input message values and object
state which a method requires for correct execution.

•

Values (states) of message parameters at entry.

•

Properties that must hold when a method is activated.

•

Checks that the incoming message is acceptable given the
current state of the object.

Example:
The precondition for a floating point square root function
X

sqrt (x)

is:

>• 0.0

Preconditions for Account.Debit (amount, tx_code)

((amount> 0.0) && (balance•> 0.0)
11

(amount> 0.0) && (balance< 0.0) &&
( tx code•• fee debit))

00 Test Automation 12
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Assertions

Pre- and Postconditions
Postconditions

These assertions define valid results of a method's execution.

•

Properties that must hold when a method completes;
evaluated just before returning a message.

•

Checks that values bound to the outgoing message are
acceptable given the current state of the object.

•

The method guarantees its postconditions, provided that it
has been called with satisfied preconditions.

Examples.
''..'

The postcondition for a floating point square root function

( abs(x -

(sqrt_x

* sqrt_x)))

< x

sqrt (x)

is:

* 10.0E-6

Postconditions for Account.Debit (amount, tx_code)

(balance== old(balance) - amount)
// old -- value at entry

96200
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TEST AUTOMATION

Invariants
State Invariant
•

A Boolean expression that defines a state.

•

Easy to implement a Boolean get method for each valid state.

•

At least one is required for a class.

•

When a single state invariant suffices, it must be identical to
the class invariant.

•

One and only one state invariant holds at entry and exit.

•

May be false while an exception is in progress.

•

The set of state invariants need not be exhaustive -- i.e., the y
state is implied by the complement of the valid state space.

00 Test Automation 14
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Assertions

Invariants
State Invariant Example
class Account {
public:
bool StateisOpen() {
( (tx_yr - c_yr < 5) && (balance>= O));
}
bool StateisOverDrawn() {
( (tx_yr - c_yr < 5) && (balance< O ));
}
bool Stateisinactive() {
(tx_yr - c_yr >= S);
}
bool StateisFrozen() {
( IsFrozen );
}
bool StateisClosed() {
( IsClosed) && (balance= 0) ;
}

};

96200
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Invariants
Class Invariant
•

Specifies semantic properties of the entire class {but not to the
argument values.)

•

Must hold after instantiation, upon entry and at exit from
every method, and just prior to destruction.

•

Must hold for all methods, over all activation sequences, and
for any value of incoming arguments.

Class Invariant Example
class Account {
public:
bool AccountisValid() {
// Last tx date cannot be in the future

II
II Must be one of active, frozen, or closed.
II
{

&:&:
(

11
11
) ;

{tx_date <= current_date)
(
(
(

IIsActive &:&: IIsFrozen &:&: IsClosed)
IIsActive &:&: IsFrozen &:&: IIsClosed)
IsActive &:&: IIsFrozen &:&: IIsClosed)

}

};
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Using Assertions for Testing
What do assertion failures mean?

•

A precondition violation indicates a fault in the client. The
client did not observe the contract.

•

A postcondition violation is a fault in the server. The server
failed to deliver on its promises.

Testers can use assertions to identify domains, equivalence classes, and
boundary values.

96200

•

Preconditions define valid domains for arguments.

•

Values rejected by a precondition provide at least one
equivalence class for invalid data.

•

Boundary values can be taken directly from the precondition:
edge, on, and off.

•

The same comments apply to postconditions and output
boundary values.

•

After class testing, a class must be embedded in an application
system.

•

Invariants, pre- and postconditions aid testability by proving
built-in observability, especially as classes are integrated into
clusters.
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Using Assertions for Testing

How are test cases prepared from assertions?

•

There should be at least one test case for each logical "or" in
each precondition.

•

The test suite (for the MUT) should violate each precondition
in the MUT at least once.

•

The test suite (for the MUT) should execute each
postcondition in the MUT at least once.

•

The class invariant should be "anded" with the MUT's preand postconditions.

Misuse of Inheritance often causes "domain shift". At each new level:

•

•

•

There may be new holes in the domain.

_ There may be new boundaries or intersections in the domain.

Assertions should specify and validate the shift. Design tests
to see if they do!
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Assertions

Using Assertions for Testing

Here are some tips:

•

Assert your stubs!

•

When an assertion fails, try to determine the root cause of the
failure. Try backtracking from the immediate cause. There
may be other problems that contributed to the failure.

When should assertion monitoring be turned off?

•

A class cluster is typically released when it is believed to be
sufficiently reliable.
At this time, the assertions could be turned off.

•

96200

However, the newer clients of this library may be buggy, so it
can be useful to turn on assertion checking while integrating
the new clients.
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Implementation
Assertions are implemented by various kinds of Boolean expressions.
They are translated and executed in the same way as other statements.

They can be implemented in many ways.
•

In C + + and Objective-C with the assert macro.

•

Eiffel provides the require (pre-condition), ensure (postcondition), and invariant constructs.

To ship or not, that is the question ...

•

Assertions can be deactivated by selective compilation before
the final application build is released.

•

If assertions are used to detect and handle exceptions, then
they are part of the application system.

•

Unless performance considerations dictate otherwise,
assertions should be shipped (this implies that an appropriate
assertion failure-handling mechanism is also shipped.)
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Assertions

The Eiffel Implementation
claaa STACK (T] export
nb_elementa, empty,full,puah,pop,top
feature
nb elements:
INTBGBR;
empty:
Boolean;
Is atack empty?
full:
Boolean;
Is stack full?

push(x:T) is
-- Add x on top of stack
require
not full;
do
ensure
not empty;
top• x;
nb elements• old nb elements+ 1
end;
pop is
-- Remove top of stack
require
not empty;
do •••
ensure
not full;
nb element•• old nb elements - 1
end;

top is
-- Report top of atack
require
not empty;
do •••
end;
invariant
O <• nb_elements; nb_elementa <• max_size;
empty • (nb_elements • 0)
end

96200
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C + + Implementation
C+ + Assertions can be documented with comments.
II
II

Adapted from The Craft of Testing,
Brian Marick, 1995.

class Hash table

{
public:
Boolean insert(token &tok)
// Add an entry
//Preconditions---------------------------------// Assumed:
tok is not in the hash table
// Validated: room for a new element
//
On failure:
//
return FALSE

II
//Postcondtions---------------------------------1.
tok is inserted in hash table
2.
insert returns TRUE
//
3.
get(tok) will return a copy of tok
//
4.
del(tok) will remove tok

1/
II

}

What are some limitations of non-executable assertions?
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Assertions

C + + Implementation
C+ + assertions are typically implemented with the assert() macro.

// Simple assertion, uses standard out
// part of a header file
#ifdef SELF TEST
#define assert(expression) if (!expression)

{ \
printf("Assertion failed: file%s, Line %d,
FILE ,
LINE_O:\

}
#else
#define assert()

// Assert is no-op otherwise

// Simple assertion, uses MS/Windows dialog box
// part of a header file
#ifdef SELF TEST
#define assert(expression) if (!expression)
{ \
wsprintf(rgchAssertBuffer,
"Assertion failed:file%s, Line %d,
FILE ,
LINE 0:\
MessageBox(hwndApp,
rgchAssertBuffer,"FAILURE",MB_OK);\
}
#else
#define assert()
// assert is no-op otherwise

96200
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C + + Implementation
// part of a .CPP file
void myFunction( char *sz) {
assert (sz != NULL)

}

String::-String() {//Assertion checks class invariant
// in destructor
#ifdef SELF TEST
assert ( class_invariant)
cout cc "-String()" cc len cc"" cc str cc endl;
#endif
delete str;
}
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Assertions

Limitations

Assertions are not:
•

A panacea.

•

A replacement for requirements and specifications.

•

A replacement for test plans.

Assertions cannot express all valid post-conditions and they cannot always
discriminate between correct and incorrect values.
•

For example, a valid (but unassertable) post-condition for a
stack. pop is:
pop ( push( x, olds)

•

96200

) = s

To provide complete checking, the postcondition would have
to duplicate the method's implementation.

0
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Limitations
Eiffel provides special assertion capabilities:
(the value of instance variable x at entry).

•

Old x

•

Nochange x

(In a post-condition, requires the value of
instance variable x must be the same as at entry).

C + +, Smalltalk, Objective-C, do not support for these constructs.

•

Cannot be inherited (except in Eiffel.)

•

Assertions can be wrong!
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How should test cases be implemented?

Some key design decisions:
•

Are test cases hard-coded or objectified?

•

Will the application class support built-in-test?

I AEElication Class

I
Driver

No Test
Cases

No Test
Cases

I

Built-in
Hard-coded
test cases

Built-in Test
cases are
Objects

Feasible

Feasible

Hard Coded
Test Cases

Feasible

NA

NA

Test Cases
are Objects

Feasible

NA

NA

Objectification is a good thing.

96200

•

Test cases can be inherited.

•

Test protocol can be standardized.

•

Test capabilities can be reused.

0
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Stub Design
A stub is:
•

A minimal implementation of a class method.

•

A placeholder for a uncompleted method.

•

An easy way trace activation or to simulate a response or
other input.

•

Stub names/interfaces are identical to actual object names.

Reusable stubs can reduce programming time. Stubs can be produced by
specializing. It is useful to have several basic stub patterns available.

•

In-line stub that can be accessed using copy, include, macro
expansion or similar source code grabber.

•

Minimal stub containing only an interface and return
statement.

•

Trace stub, containing an entry point, code to display the
stub's name, a timestamp, and the client's arguments.

•

Database stub, containing an entry point, database access logic,
common data structures, error and exception handling code.

•

GUI stub, displays a prompting widget, waits for an action,
and then responds to the client.
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Stubs

What Goes in a Stub?
There are many possible functions for stub methods [Page-Jones 88]:

96200

•

Return to client with no action.

•

Display a trace message.

•

Display a trace message and prompt for continue.

•

Return a constant value.

•

Simplified or reduced implementation.

•

Display a trace and return input parameters with no change.

•

Wait or loop for a specified period of time.

•

Simulate exceptions or abnormal conditions.
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Implementation

When stubs are necessary, don't waste time on throwaway code.

•

Try for a minimal implementation: every non-constructor
method is an executable stub.

•

Fill the stubbed method with its assertions.

•

Use masking stubs.
The stub conditionally passes the message it receives to the
actual implementation. Masking can be controlled by a
compile-time or global parameter.

Develop swap-able build libraries.

•

Control inclusion of stubs through build Qink) parameters.

•

Exception simulation stub library.

•

Client process stub library (Simulates client sending messages
to servers in a C/S architecture.)

•

Server stub library (Simulates server response to a client in a
C/S architecture.)
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Stubs

When to Stub?

Stubs are useful when:

•

You're developing a cluster of many new classes.

•

You need to control the response of a server object, but can't
easily do so.

•

There are cyclic references in the system under test.

Avoid Stubs
•

Most methods are just a few lines of code -- the difference
between the stub and the method may be insignificant.

•

If the stub lies on several activation paths or will be
implemented with access to other private data, the stub can
create problems.

•

96200

If class/cluster integration is done in "uses" order, few (if any)
stubs will be needed to simulate untested methods. (More
about this under integration test.)
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Test Cases and Drivers

A driver is:
•

A class that activates an object under test.

•

Test cases may be hard-coded, entered, scripted, or generated.

We'll look at several design strategies for drivers.

•

Client/Server drivers.

•

Subclass drivers.

•

Mixin drivers.

•

The Test Manager strategy.
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The TestManager Strategy

Design Considerations for Test Drivers
The design of effective and reusable object test drivers is challenging. There are
several key considerations.

96200

•

Must the tested implementation be identical to the released
implementation?

•

How much code bloat is acceptable?

•

Are the risks of trap-doors for testing manageable and acceptable?

•

We need to set the state of the OUT, its inputs, and its
environment. How can we get sufficient control for test setup?

•

We need access to resultant state of the OUT, its outputs, and its
environment. How can we get sufficient access for test evaluation?

•

Do we want automatic test value generation?

•

Do we want automatic pass/fail evaluation?

•

How can we make tests easy to re-run and reuse?

•

How can we make superclass tests easy to run in a subclass?

•

What level of additional design, programming, and maintenance is
feasible?
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Limits of Inheritance in Test Reuse
The scope of (re)testing under inheritance:
•

We need to retest local and inherited features of subclass.

•

We can, under some circumstances skip method-scope retesting of
inherited methods (e.g., base virtual functions in C+ + ).

•

We need to test the interaction among all subclass features ~ocal
integration testing.) These tests can be generated by applying the
test strategy appropriate to the modality of the class under test.

Inheritance helps, but we still need to develop Super/Subclass integration tests.

1

2

3

4

A
5

6

B

C

I

Overriding
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Types of Test Suites
•

Level-specific, method scope.

•

Level-specific, level scope

•

Flattened, method scope.

•

Flattened, level Scope.

Method scope -- limited use, since these may be incorporated in level-scope tests.
Level-scope -- Suite of method tests in sequence designed to reveal interaction
bugs.
Flattened -- includes all inherited features.

Class

Ideal Test Suite
flattened, level scope)

Test Suite Obtained by
Inheriting Test Drivers

A

TS (A)

--

B

TS (A'+ B)

TS(A)

C

TS (A" + B' + C)

TS(A), TS(B)

96200

A'

-- The feature set of superclass A visible one level down.

A"

-- The feature set of superclass A visible two levels down.
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Client/Server Drivers
The object under test is the "server", the driver is the "client".
•

The driver sends messages to the object under test (OU1).

•

The driver sets message parameters according to the test plan.

•

Test cases are typically hard-coded.

The state of the OUT must be set for each test.
•

The driver may set the OUT state by message sequences.

•

A debug tool can be used to manually set state.

The driver/OUT interface can be implemented in several ways.
•

Define the object under test as an instance variable.

•

Send a message to the object under test.
void figureTestOOl() {
Figure testFig;
int shape;
char type;
testFig.new_line(S,1,5,4);
testFig.new_line(l,1,5,1);
testFig.new_line(l,1,5,4);
testFig.what_ami(&shape,&type);
if ( (shape == 3) && (type == "S") )
cout << "okay";
else
cout << "error";

}
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Client/Server Drivers

Part

Purchased

Made

Hierarchy of Classes Under Test

96200
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Client/Server Drivers
TestPart

TestPurchased

TestMade

PurchasedOUT

TestStock

TestCuatom

Parallel Test Driver Hierarchy

LJ

Test Driver Class

C: J
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Direct Access Drivers
Some programming languages support inter-class direct access.
•

Bypass normal scoping/visibility rules.

•

Class implementation is visible.

•

C + + friend class.

•

Ada 95 child unit.

•

ENVY Smalltalk Extensions.

Advantages
•

Access to all functions and data members: no obstacles to
setting and determining concrete state.

•

Consistent pattern for test drivers.

•

Makes inheritance of test cases possible.

Disadvantages

96200

•

Test driver is (more) highly coupled to implementation.

•

Test driver can easily induce side-effects which appear to be
application bugs.
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Direct Access Drivers

4Frfend0f

4Frfend0f

4Frfend0f

4Frfend0f

4Frlend0f

Direct Access Test Driver Hierarchy
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Subclass Drivers
It is typically difficult to access the instance variables of the OUT under
the client/ server driver arrangement.
A subclass driver may avoid encapsulation-based limitations.

r-----------

: Class Under
: Test

Object Under
Test

A
- A
-·

I

~B

I

~c

I

C

L-----1-----

MyTestDriver

MAIN

1----- ------.
11RunTests.I ~
-

: CUT Driver :

IR~nTests
I

I

-------------

96200
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Subclass Drivers
Part

TestPart

Made

Purchased

TestP~rchased

Custom

Te,stC iTstom

Stock

TestStock

lnline SubClass Drivers
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Subclass Drivers
Part

Purchased

Custom

Made

Testflart

TestPurchased

Stock

Parallel Subclass Drivers

96200
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Mixin Drivers
A mixin class:
•

Provides features to other classes via multiple inheritance.

•

Subclasses of the mixin and some other class are instantiated.

The elements of mixin strategy are:
•

The mixin classes implement test protocol, test case objects,
and the test execution code.

•

The root mixin class defines an interface for test activation,
the ExecuteTest method.

•

The T estDriver classes join the CUT and the corresponding
mixin, providing direct access to all features in the CUT.

•

A TestDriver class is instantiated (by Main, e.g.), and is then
sent the Execu teTes t method.

Advantages

•

Same as direct access drivers.

•

CUT need not be altered with built-in test.

Disadvantages

•

Lots of test code, complex structure.

•

The shipped class is not tested.
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The TestManager Strategy

Mixin Drivers
J9
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TestManager Strategy
The T estManager strategy:
•

Relies on systematic use of assertions in all application classes.

•

Provides a reusable, application-independent test harness.

•

Implements an "object-registry" pattern.

•

Provides a form of structured DFT (more later.)

•

Provides a standard test API for all classes.

It uses two main classes.

TestManager
-•

Provides a single user interface for running tests.

•

Provides a single point of control for test activation on objects
in the system under test.

•

Provides global view of object activation.

BuiltlnTest
•

An abstract superclass for all application classes.

•

Defines driver, reporter, etc.

•

Application classes provide class-specific implementations.
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The TestManager Strategy

Class Hierarchy

Object

Class Pattern,
Structured DFT

j

'

1B u iltlnTest
iv_Check()
driver()
set()
reset()
state_ls()

I
)

'

•••
AppClass1
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AppClassn

AppClass2

AppClass1 ()

AppClass2()

AppClassn()

-

-

-

foo()

fee()

fum()

bar()

bor()

bit()

•••

•••

•••

iv_Check()

iv_Check()

iv_Check()

driver()

driver()

driver()

set()

set()

set()

reset()

reset()

reset()

state_ls()

state_ls()

state_ls()
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Responsibilities
TestManager
listActive

List all registered objects that haven't been killed.

listKilled

List all registered objects that have been killed.

listAll

List all registered objects.

register

Register an object creation (constructor
activated.) Assumes self or this sent by
registering object.

kill

Register an object deletion (destructor activated.)
Assumes self or this sent by registering object.

self Check

Send the iv_Check message to the designated
object.

test

Send the driver message to the designated
object.

BuiltlnTest
iv Check

A method that contains the class invariant
assertion.

driver

A method that implements a fixed or variable test
suite.

set

Set the object to a predefined state.

reset

Set the object to an predefined initial state.

state Is

Report the current state of the object.
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The TestManagerStrategy

Implementation

I

appTestManager

••

listActive()

app0bj1

listAII()
~

app0bj1 ()

~

kill()

-

-~

selfCheck()

foo()

test()

bar()

...
-

~

.......

.......

•••
iv_Check()
driver()
set()

TestManager interfaces
with system under test
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•

app0bj2

listKilled()

register()

appObjn

0

reset()
state_ls()
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Built-in Trace and Dump
It may be useful to add trace/dump capabilities.
•

Interface is an abstract superclass, each class provides its own
implementation.

•

Trace is activated by selective compilation or global
parameter.

•

Useful for debugging, can generate output for automatic test
evaluation.

Here is a simple trace/dump pattern. Each trace may be independently
toggled.

•

Record all functions called.

•

Record all passed parameter values.

•

Generate a stack backtrack.

•

Record all data value changes (entry/exit).
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The TestManager Strategy

State Control
The TestManager strategy provides effective control and observation of
the CUT/OUT.

Set/reset
A set/reset function puts an object into a predefined state.

•

Without set/ reset, effective state-based testing is difficult.

•

A set/ reset method allows an object to be set to a predefined
internal state, regardless of its current state.

Several approaches are possible. The set/ reset method can:

96200

•

Offer a menu of states with non-controllable instance variable
values.

•

Offer a menu of states with controllable values.

•

Provide direct manipulation of instance variables.

<D
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State Observability
Reporters

Reporter methods return the concrete (internal, private) state of an object.
•

Attempts to approximate BIT with application methods is a
partial solution at best.

•

If the CUT does not offer any functions, the reporter must
also provide abstract (external, public) state reporting.

•

A reporter must be trustworthy -- we need to be sure its
reports are accurate.

•

Reporter code may be a good candidate to be proven correct
or verified with low-level debug probes.

Self-Test

•

Add a new member function to check the class invariant.

•

Write tests for faults that are unlikely to be observable.
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Access Control
Useful set/ reset and reporter functions necessarily violate encapsulation.
BIT services should not be used to accomplish application requirements.
A safety provision is advisable to prevent inadvertent or willful misuse of
BIT services.

Source code control uses compiler-directives to include or exclude BIT
features. Either a BIT or a non-BIT version of the SUT can be built.
•

•

This is problematic in that the tested implementation is not
necessarily the released implementation. There are many
horror stories about systems which inexplicably fail when an
apparently innocuous code segment is added or removed.
Source code control should be used with care.

Mode control provides a global parameter to toggle test mode and normal
mode.
•

In normal mode, BIT services are disabled. Any BIT
invocation is treated as a no-op or an exception.

•

In test mode, BIT services are enabled.

Password control requires a password of some kind to activate BIT
functions.

96200

•

The driver must supply a password value in a parameter
defined as part of the BIT interface.

•

A BIT request without the password would be treated as a noop or an exception.
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Off The Shelf Test Automation
Useful test automation is entirely different for:
•

An embedded vehicle control system written in C + + for onboard micro-processors communicating over a small LAN and
cross-compiled from a desktop workstation.

•

A multi-media decision support application written in
Smalltalk with daily changes to requirements.

•

A high volume transaction processing system written in C + +
with class wrappers for a relational DBMS running on
heterogeneous servers with many interfaces to legacy systems.

A test environment could be configured from commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) tools for each example. Each would be significantly different.

COTS considerations:
•

Cost spread for mainframe/Unix/PC is large.

•

PC: $1-3K, Unix 5-l0x, Mainframe 50-l00x.

•

Very little interoperability.

•

Costs typically recouped after 2-3 projects.

•

Don't try this without good CM.
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Off The-Shelf Tools

Off The Shelf Test Automation
Tool Slot

Example Tool

Lanl!Uage

Supplier/Location

Test Process
Management

Pure T estExpert

any

Pure Software. Sunnyvale, CA

QA Plan

any

Direct Technology. New York, NY

OOA/D
Test Case
Generation

T/Stp

any

Interactive Development Environments.
San Francisco, CA

TestMaster

any

Teradyne. Nashua, NH

Static
Analyzers

0 bjectMetrics

Smalltalk

ObjectSpace, Inc. Dallas, TX

Discover

C++

Software Emancipation. Lexington, MA

Code-based
Test Case
Generation

QC/Sim

C+ +/Unix

Centerline Software. Cambridge, MA

00 Tool

C++

McCabe & Associates. Columbia, MD.

Test Drivers

Cantata

C++

Quality Checked Software. Beaverton, OR

OTF

Smalltalk

MCG Software. Wilsonville, OR

Sentinel

C+ + Unix

AIB Software Corp. Herndon, VA

BoundChecker

C++/MSWin

Nu-Mega Technologies. Nashua, NH

STW/ Coverage

C++

Software Research, Inc. San Francisco,

PiSCES

C++

Reliable Software Technologies. Sterling, VA

LDRA Toolset

C++

LDRA Technology. Jacksonville, FL

QA Partner

any

Segue Software, Inc. Newton, MA

WinRunner,
XRunner

any

Mercury Interactive. Sunnyvale, CA

Dynamic
Analyzers

Code
Coverage

GUI
Capture/
Playback

This is not a complete list, but includes the industry leaders in each category .
.A. detailed test tool list may be found at http :/ /www . stlabs . com/marick/root. htm.
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Test Process Management

What:

Organizes testing activity and work products.
•

Document test plans and test cases.

•

Establish specification/test/implementation
traceability.

•

Collect and analyze process metrics.

•

May assist in selection of regression tests from a
collection of previously passed test suites.

W'hy:

Necessary to maintain control over a large number of test
cases.

When:

Throughout the development process.

Who:

The entire project team.

Caveat:

A rational software process needs to be established first.
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Off The-Shelf Tools
Specification-based Test Generation

What:

Why:

Specification-based test case generators.
•

Generate test cases from an OOA/D repository.

•

Each test case provides instance values for state and
message parameters for a class under test.

A generator can produce a large number of test cases at
machine speed.
•

This is very useful during iterative development.

•

Changes can invalidate test cases.

•

If changes are frequent, testing may be given short
shrift.

•

When:

May be used as soon as a class model is developed.

Who:

Developers, class and cluster testers, GUI testers.

Caveat:

Requires an "test-ready" OOA/D.
•

96200

When an entire test suite can be regenerated seconds
after a change is entered, this obstacle to testing in
iterative development is removed.

Test case generation does not obviate the need for
analytical and creative test case design!
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Static Analysis

What:

Static analyzers parse source code to determine code
dependencies and identify certain kinds of programming
errors.

Why:

Subtle coding errors and fault-prone code can be found in a
few seconds instead of hours of review or test time.

When:

As soon as code is written; anytime thereafter.

U7ho:

Developers.

Caveat:

A perfect score from static analyzer is usually a good thing,
but does not guarantee the absence of bugs.
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Off The-Shelf Tools
Code-based Test Generation

What:

Why:

96200

Source code is parsed to produce tests, drivers, or stubs.
•

Identify insertion points for exception simulators.

•

Identify paths and path conditions; the path conditions
are presented as test cases.

Time saver, greater robustness.
•

Difficult to induce all possible exceptions; explicit
simulation allows systematic testing of exception
handling.

•

Extraction of path conditions is a time saver and is a
useful kind of reverse engineering for systems that have
no specification.

When:

After an object passes responsibility tests.

Who:

Developer.

Caveat:

Code-based testing is appropriate for testing implementationspecific capabilities like exception processing
•
Verification and Validation -- NOT!

,c
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Test Driver Generators

What:

A test driver generator automatically produces test driver
messaging code and may generate some code to instantiate test
messages.

Why:

Manual production of test drivers is expensive!
•

It is not unusual for a test driver to have more than
twice as much code as the class under test.

When:

As soon as a class is ready for use.

Who:

Developers.

Caveat:

There are limits on the kind and extent of testing that can be
generated.
•

Instantiation of complex objects typically requires hand
coding.

•

Available tools do not support necessary retesting of
inherited features.
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Off The-Shelf Tools

Dynamic Analyzers
What:

Dynamic analyzers instrument code for certain kinds of
runtime monitoring.
•

96200

The most frequent use of these tools is to identify
memory leaks in C + +.

Why:

Memory leaks are hard to identify by desk checking and may
not be revealed under specification-based testing.

When:

As soon as a class is ready for use.

Who:

Developers.

Caveat:

Removing memory leaks is only the beginning of testing.

0
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Code Coverage
What:

A coverage tool inserts trace code at entry and exit of each
path segment. The traces are analyzed and a coverage report is
produced.

Why:

Coverage is a good approximation of test completeness.

When:

•

Developers typically overestimate coverage.

•

Coverage analysis of a black-box test suite is the only
way to find surprises (extraneous or dead code.)

After all responsibility tests pass, coverage should be used to
assess the test suite.

•

If some code is still untouched, then more black box
tests should be added.

Who:

Developer.

Caveat:

Attaining code coverage of any kind does not guarantee bugfree code.
•

It is usually impossible to get 100 percent code coverage
due to exceptions and inconsistent path conditions.

•

The meaning of code coverage with polymorphic
operations is a research topic.

•

There are no COTS tools that can measure coverage of
polymorphic bindings in any meaningful way.
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Off The-Shelf Tools

GUI Capture/Playback

What:

Capture and playback a GUI session.

Why:

Without capture/playback, testing through a GUI is tedious,
error-prone, very time consuming, and non-repeatable for all
practical purposes.
•

When:

After the GUI design has stabilized or when any internal
component associated with the GUI has been changed.

Who:

Developers, testers (without 00 programming skills), and
users.
•

Caveat:

96200

As a script library grows, it provides a valuable
regression testing asset.

Identify representative use cases and interaction
scenarios [Binder 96].

GUI C/P testing does not obviate the need for test planning!
•

GUI test script "brittleness".

•

Limited access to non-GUI class, cluster, or subsystem.
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State Control
The T estManager strategy provides effective control and observation of
the CUT/OUT.

Set/reset
A set/reset function puts an object into a predefined state.

•

Without set/ reset, effective state-based testing is a practical
impossibility.

•

A set/reset method allows an object to be set to a predefined
internal state, regardless of its current state.

Several approaches are possible. The set/ reset method can:

•

Offer a menu of states with non-controllable instance variable
values.

•

Offer a menu of states with controllable values.

•

Provide direct manipulation of instance variables.
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Off The-Shelf Tools

State Observability
Reporters

Reporter methods return the concrete (internal, private) state of an object.
•

Attempts to approximate BIT with application methods is a
partial solution at best.

•

If the CUT does not offer any functions, the reporter must
also provide abstract (external, public) state reporting.

•

A reporter must be trustworthy -- we need to be sure its
reports are accurate.

•

Reporter code may be a good candidate to be proven correct
or verified with low-level debug probes.

Self-Test

96200

•

Add a new member function to check the class' invariant.

•

Write tests for faults that are unlikely to be observable.
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Access Control
Useful set/ reset and reporter functions necessarily violate encapsulation.
BIT services should not be used to accomplish application requirements.
A safety provision is advisable to prevent inadvertent or willful misuse of
BIT services.

Source code control uses compiler-directives to include or exclude BIT
features . Either a BIT or a non-BIT version of the SUT can be built.
•

This is problematic in that the tested implementation is not
necessarily the released implementation. There are many
horror stories about systems which inexplicably fail when an
apparently innocuous code segment is added or removed.

•

Source code control should be used with care.

Mode control provides a global parameter to toggle test mode and normal
mode.
•

In normal mode, BIT services are disabled. Any BIT
invocation is treated as a no-op or an exception.

•

In test mode, BIT services are enabled.

Password control requires a password of some kind to activate BIT
functions.
•

The driver must supply a password value in a parameter
defined as part of the BIT interface.

•

A BIT request without the password would be treated as a noop or an except10n.
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Advanced Built-in Test

Advanced Built-In Test
Testability can be greatly enhance by a systematic approach to class drivers
and BIT.

I DFT a_eproach I VLSI

I Class test

I

none

Manual probes on available
test points

Testing embedded class with
white/black box tests, use of
debugger and ad hoc trace.

Ad hoc

IC-specific test points

Driver/stub per class.

Structured

Addition of set/ reset and
report circuits to provide
combinational test.

Driver/stub per class, test
interface provides set/ reset
and report methods.

Standardized

Standard Test Access Port
and related functions across
all components (IEEE

Driver/class pair with
standard driver API
delivered with class library.

1149.1)

Self Test

96200

Built-in Self Test (BIST).
On-chip ability to generate
and execute tests using
standard BIT.

<D

Generic driver, executable
specification packaged with
the implementation.
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Approaches to DFT
Thread or use builds
for the CUT

No DFT

Build n
Build 2

• ••
Test
Suite

Test Results

NoDFT.
This approach will result in the highest possible test cost or least
reli~bility, depending on which basic testing strategy is followed.
•

To the extent that class testing is done, there is no systematic
DFT.

•

The implementation is developed and the tester copes as best
as he or she can.

•

This typically means it is difficult to control and observe the
CUT.

~6 'rest Automation
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Advanced Built-in Test·

Approaches to DFT

Ad Hoc DFT
Class n
Class 2
Class 1

• ••

Test Results

Ad hoc DFT.
This results in a relatively high test cost or less reliability, depending on
the basic testing strategy.

96200

•

Class testing is done by developing a driver for each class and
possibly a set of stubs. This improves controllability and
observability.

•

However, the absence of explicit set/ reset can result in
lengthy setup sequences and reliance on debug probes to
verify state.
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Approaches to OFT

Structured/Standardized DFT
Class n
Class 2

y

_,
.
X

Class 1

• ••

Test
Suite
.________.

Test Results

Structured/Standardized DFT
•

The ad hoc strategy is augmented by including a standard BIT
API in all classes: set/ reset, state reporting, and BIT-safe
implementation.

•

Complete controllability and observability for any CUT.

•

A single driver must be developed for each class.

•

To develop the driver, the CUT interface is hard-coded in the
driver.

•

The requisite interface information is obtained by manual
inspection of the CUT.

•
•

Test cases must be manually prepared for each class/cluster.
Consistent test capability over the entire library.
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Built-in Self Test
Advanced DFT
The structured/standardized strategy for class testing calls for a driver to
be paired with every class.

This pairing has several negatives:

•

There is additional development and maintenance effort for
every class.

•

With n classes, there are n additional interfaces to
synchronize, and limited automation of test case generation,
execution, and evaluation.

A single, generic driver would solve these problems.

96200

•

It would automatically generate a test suite from a an
embedded test specification (t-spec).

•

It would activate the CUT with this test suite.

•

It would evaluate the results automatically.

•

The need for a driver paired with every class is obviated.
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Approaches to DFT

Advanced DFT

Class n
Test
Suite

Class 2
Class 1

•

• •

Test Results
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Built-in Self Test

An automatic self-test procedure would consist of several steps.

1.

The driver requests the t-spec from the CUT.

2.

The driver generates a test pattern from the t-spec.

3.

The driver generates test case values by splattering the domain
(random sampling of from off, on, and in regions in the
domain).

4.

The driver uses set/reset to control the state of the CUT.

5.

The driver sends the test case message(s) to the CUT.

6.

The driver evaluates the response of the CUT.

7.

The driver evaluates the state of the CUT with the reporter.

The test method and argument names must be bound to messages accepted
by the CUT.

96200
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Driver/CUT Interface
Suppose we don't use the TestManager strategy of registering object Ids.
To do advanced DFT, the manual step of inspecting the CUT to manually
prepare the requisite interface must be automated.
There are several general solutions to the interface binding problem.

Interpreter.
The test profile exported from the CUT contains the names
necessary to create a bindable CUT message.

Message dispatch table.
The driver sends a message for a generic test function to the BIT
dispatcher in the CUT. The BIT dispatcher selects the actual
message interface to use and then sends the message.

Driver generator.
The generic driver reads the CUT source code and generates a
intermediate driver to activate the CUT under control of the
primary driver, e.g, ASTOOT system [Doong 91].

Language extension.
The language translator is modified to accept syntax extensions for
test specifications.
The symbol table and the test specification saved as a separate file
which can be directly processed by the driver.
The scheme is essentially an extension of the technique used to run
programs under a symbolic debugger.
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Advanced Built-in Test

Driver/ CUT Interface

Interpretive
Driver

Interpreter

T st Results

Dispatching
Driver

est Results

___G_e_n_e_ra_t_or_l . . ,

Generated
Driver

est Results

Language
Translator

Symbolic
Driver

...,

~

Test Results
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Executable T-Spec
An executable test specification is needed.
•

Inclusion of such a specification would not impose an onerous
coding burden.

•

For example, the Eiffel language provides an elegant
executable specification for pre-conditions, post-conditions,
and class invariants. Only state control information needs to
be added.

Inclusion of an explicit test specification would also serve a number of
other important software engineering goals:
•

Provide an explicit, specification-based test plan for every
class.

•

Prevent fragmentation of specification information and the
implementation.

•

Provide an explicit, readable specification embedded with the
implementation. This would facilitate reuse and
understandability.
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Advanced Built-in Test

Executable T-Spec
A specification language to automate the state-based testing approach in
the FREE.
t_spec
= class name

+
+
+
+
+

class invariant
{super_class}
initial state
{state}
{ transition }

-- Boolean expression on all instance variables.
-- is a state

state
= state name
+ post_condition

- Boolean expression on instance variables.

transition
= accepting state_name -- 1s a state
+ method name
+ pre_condition
-- Boolean expression on instance variables and
arguments.
+ resulting_state_name -- 1s a state
+ activation_sequence
-- methods activated in this transition
FREE Test Specification

96200
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Limits of BIST
The BIST is not a replacement for all forms of testing.
•

Unless a general solution for an automated oracle is found
(this is not likely), manual preparation of test cases will
continue to be necessary.

•

The test specification language in figure 13 can define the
bounds of acceptable input and output, but does not permit
determination of the exact correctness of a given input and
output.
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Test Case Content
We'll look at how to represent and store test cases to facilitate automated
testing of object-oriented code.

First, some definitions.

Test Case
An implementation of all the information necessary to send a
message to the implementation under test (IUT) and evaluate
pass/fail.
Contains a complete, execution-ready representation of the pre-test
conditions, the test message, and expected results.

Test Suite
A collection of test case sequences which exercise a particular

version of the IUT.

Test Log
The results of a executing a test suite.

96200
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Test Case Content
A test case has two main parts: Setup and Results. With object-oriented
implementations we set and then evaluate:
•

The state of the OUT.

•

The state of the parameters in the test message.

•

The state of the parameters in messages sent to servers of the
OUT.

•

The state of any other system resources relevant to the test.

•

Exceptions.

Test Case

=

-- CUT/OUT Id
< Symbolic Name + Version/Release Identifier >

+

-- Test case ID
< Symbolic Name + Version/Release Identifier >

+
+

Purpose
Test Engineer
Revisions
{ Date + Item }

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Pre-Test Environment
Pre-Test State
Test Message
Expected Response Message
Expected Exceptions
Expected Output Actions
Expected Post-Test State
Expected Post-Test Environment

= composed of, - comment,
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Test Case Content
Lets take a closer look at the setup components.
Pre-Test Environment

=

-- Abstract Instantiation
{ < SetMethod Values I Assignment Algorithm>}

+

-- Concrete Instantiation
{ < Instance Variable Values I Assignment Algorithm > }

+

-- Setup Process
{ < Executable Name + Parameters > }

Pre-Test State

=

< State Identifier I State Invariant Name >

+

--Abstract Instantiation
{ < SetMethod Values I Assignment Algorithm > }
-- Concrete Instantiation:
{<Instance Variable Values I Assignment Algorithm>}
-- SetState Instantiation
{ < SetMethod Values I Assignment Algorithm > }

Test Message

=

-- Assignment
{ < ParameterName + ParameterValue > }
-- Concrete Instantiation
{ < Instance Variable Values I Assignment Algorithm > }
-- Abstract Instantiation
{ < SetMethod Values I Assignment Algorithm > }
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Test Case Content
The result components parallel the setup.

Expected Response Message

=

-- Values
{ < ParameterName + ParameterValue > }
-- Message Objects report by interface
{ GetMethod Value }
-- Message Objects report by State Reporter
{ GetState Report }
-- Message Objects are inspected
{ Instance Variable Values }

Post-Test State

=

< State Identifier I State Invariant Name >

-- OUT reports by interface
{ GetMethod Value }
-- OUT reports by State Reporter
{ GetState Report }
-- OUT is inspected
{ Instance Variable Values }

Expected Exceptions
-- Expected Exceptions

=

{ < Exception Name > }
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Test Case Content
The result components parallel the setup.
Expected Output Action
-- Messages produced by the OUT and sent to its servers/sinks
=

{

I FunctionName I
ProcessName I SystemResourceName >

< MessageName

+

-- Value
{ ParameterName + ParameterValue }
-- Message Objects report by interface
{ GetMethod Value }
-- Message Objects report by State Reporter
{ GetState Report }
-- Message Objects are inspected
{ Instance Variable Values }

}

Expected Post-Test Environment
State of all other objects and system resources of interest.

=

-- Object States
{ -- Same as Post-Test State}

+

-- Parameter Values
{ ParameterName + ParameterValue }

+

-- Resource Interfaces
{ Resourcelnterface
{ ParameterName + ParameterValue }
}
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Test Case Content
The test log retains the actual values used to make the pass/fail
determination.
Test Log

=

Test Log Id

+

Test Case ID

+
+

Start DateTime
Stop DateTime

+

Test Engineer

+

Test System Configuration

+

Run Notes

-- Actuals have same content and structure as setups
+
+
+
+
+

Actual
Actual
Actual
Actual
Actual

Response Message
Exceptions
Output Actions
Post-Test State
Post-Test Environment

+

-- Test Status
[
Test Run Blocked
I
IUT Passed
I
IUT Failed
I
Test Run Failed

]
+

Test Incident Note
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Test Case Objects

Test Objectification
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What is SPICE?
¢

Development of an International Standard on Software
Process Assessment

¢

The SPICE project created to:
• ensure fast development route
• solicit opinions and input of world experts
• carry out early trials
• provide early feedback
• create awareness of the new standard

¢

SPICE - Software Process Improvement and Capability
dEtermination
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What Is a Software Process
¢

Process:
• "A set of interrelated activities, which transform inputs into
outputs"
• /SOI/EC 12207

¢

Process category:
• A set of processes addressing the same general area of
activity.
·
• The process categories address five general areas of
activity: customer-supplier, engineering, support,
management and organization
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Process Assessment
The disciplined examination of the processes
used by an organisation against a set of criteria
to determine the capability of those processes to
perform within quality, cost and schedule goals.
The aim is to characterise current practice,
identifying strengths and weaknesses and the
ability of the process to control or avoid
significant causes of poor quality, cost or
schedule performance. (IS0/IEC JTC1/SC7
1992)
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Relationships

Is
subjected
to

Identifies
changes to

leads
to

Identifies
suitability of

leads
to

may lead to
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Shewart improvement cycle
• Plan
• Define the problem
• State improvement objectives
• Do
• Identify possible problem causes

• Establish baselines
• Test changes
• Check
• Collect data
• Evaluate data
• Act
• Implement system change
• Determine effectiveness
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Crosby Quality Management Maturity Grid

Management understanding and attitude
Quality organization status
Problem handling
Cost of quality as percentage of sales
Quality improvement actions
Summation of company quality posture
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Capability Maturity Model
Continuously
improving~
process ~
Predictable
process~
Standard,

~~~:!:~",->
Disciplined
proces~

epeatable
(2 )

Initial
(1)
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ISO 9000-3
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Assessment Methods
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Origins of SPICE
STD

CMM

TRILLIUM

(Scottish Development
Agency)

(SEI)

(Bell/BN R/NT)

~

•

SAM

SQPA

(BT)

(HP)

/
ISO 9001
ISO 12207

•

HealthCheck
(BT)

'

Bootstrap

(Bootstrap Institute)

(ISO)
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Principles and Elements
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Objective and Scope
A software process assessment standard for:
•

Continuous improvement

•

Capability determination

Scope: plan, manage, execute, control, improve:

ESI

•

Acquisition

•

Supply

•

Development

•

Operation

•

Maintenance

•

Support
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Key Functional Requirements
Applicable over a wide range
•

application domains, businesses, sizes of
organization

¢

Applicable to projects and organizations

¢

Output as process profiles at different levels of detail

¢

Provide comparability between similar entities
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Key Non-Functional Requirements
¢

Reliable and consistent assessment

¢

Objective, and quantitative wherever possible

¢

Simple to use and understand

¢

Does not presume specific:
•

organizational structures or management
philosophies

•

lifecycle models, technologies or development
methods

Supportive of ISO 9000 quality and
ISO/IEC SC? software engineering standards
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Process Improvement
Where
we are

Where the
world is ...

Norms for
Comparison

Self
Assessment

Where we want to be
Business
Needs
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Process Improvement

Improve processes to
better achieve
business objectives

Input

ESI

-~~

Output
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Process Improvement Steps
Examine
organization's
needs

Sustain
_____ improvement
.
gain

Implement
improvement

Initiate
process
improvement
Perform
process
assessment
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Capability Determination
Selection
Criteria

What the
evidence says

What we
need...

Supplier
Proposal

What is
offered...
What the
risks are

How to control risk
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Assessment Approaches
Self-assessment
•

Sponsor is always part of the organizational unit (OU)

•

External experts may be brought in to assist

-

Independent assessment
•

May have external sponsor

•

Assessor is always independent of OU

¢

Team-based or continuous

¢

Tool-based

ESI
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Elements of SPICE 1
Capability
determination
Guidance

Reference _}
model

Process
assessment

assessor

~ Requirements

~ Guidance

Guidance

Indicators
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Elements of SPICE 2
Assessment Input
Purpose
Scope

Process
assessment

Process profile
Assessment context

Assessment output

Reference model

Indicator set

Process purpose
Process attributes

Performance indicators
Process management indicators
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Reference Model Purpose
When making a map of an
unknown piece of terrain, a
surveyor establishes the shape
of the land by triangulation
against known points.
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The SPICE reference model
provides a standard set of
known points against which
software development
processes can be compared so
as to establish their shape, or
profile.

'
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The Objectives of the Reference Model
To define, at a high level, fundamental processes
that are essential to good software engineering
To organise these processes to help software
personnel understand them and use them for
continuous improvement of the management of
software processes
To provide a common basis for different models
and methods on which comparisons can be based
To define a standard scheme for rating the
capability of the organization's software processes

ESI
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Compatible Model
¢

Contains or maps to the reference model.

¢

Contains assessment indicators which can assist
the assessor in formulating judgments about the
processes assessed.
Indicators are less abstract than the reference
model and help to ensure that assessments are
reliable and repeatable.
Exemplar model provided in Part 5.
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1S0/IEC Software Process Assessment
Part 1
Concepts and introductory guide

.

Part 7
Guide for use in
process improvement

Part 8
Guide for use in
determining supplier
process capability

Part 3
Conducting an
assessment
Part 2
A reference model
for processes and
process capability
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Part 9
Vocabulary .
Part 6
Guidance for
qualification of
assessors
Part 4
Guide to conducting
assessments

Part 5
A model for assessing
processes
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Introduction to Process Assessment
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A Conformant Assessment
¢

Defined inputs must be prepared and used

¢

A model compatible with the reference model must be
used

¢-

Justification of the assessment results must be
documented in terms of existence of specified indicators
of performance and capability

c> The assessment process must satisfy certain
requirements

c> Defined outputs must be produced
¢
The team must include a qualified assessor

ESI
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SPICE - the reference model
Two-dimensional model for processes
and process capability
Capability Levels
• Process Attributes

Process Categories

CL5
CL4
CL3
CL2
CL1
CLO

• Processes

,l

-

-

P1 P2 P3 .......... Pn
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Process Categories

CUSTOMER-SUPPLIER

ENGINEERING

s
u

p
p
0
ORGANIZATION
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Process Descriptions
¢

Each process has a purpose statement:
The purpose of Develop Software Design is to define a
software architecture that accommodates the
requirements and which can be tested against them.

¢

The purpose statement contains a list of outcomes that
will be achieved when the process is effective:
- an architectural design will be developed that
describes major software components which
accommodate the software requirements.

¢

Each process may have one or more notes providing
further information about the process:
This process is identical in scope to Activities 5 and 6 of
the Development process, one of the primary life cycle
processes in ISO 12207
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The Capability Levels
Optimising
Predictable
Established
Managed
Performed
Incomplete
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Process Attributes
¢

A capability model is defined that is based upon a set of
nine process attributes
• one attribute characterizes level 1
• two attributes characterize each of levels 2 to 5

¢

Each attribute measures a particular attribute of the
process capability

¢

Example: Performance management attribute
The extent to which the execution of the process is
managed to produce work products within stated time
and resource requirements.

ESI
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Process Attributes
Level 1

1.1 Process Performance

Level2

2.1 Performance Management
2.2 Work Product Management

Level3

3.1 Process Definition

3.2 Process Resource
Level4

4.1 Process Measurement

4.2 Process Control
Level5

5.1 Process Change

5.2 Continuous Improvement

ESI
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The Compatible Assessment Model
¢

Model purpose
• developed for the purposes of process assessment

¢

Model scope
• a sub-set of the process dimension
• a continuous sub-set of the levels of the process capability
dimension

¢

Model elements and indicators
• provides indicators for process and capability dimensions

¢

Mapping
• the fundamental elements of the model must be mapped to
the fundamental elements of the reference model

¢

Translation
• a mechanism for converting the data collected against the
model into the SPICE rating scheme

ESI
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Indicators
¢

Indicators in the compatible model are used to support the
assessor's judgement in rating process attributes
• process performance indicators
• process management indicators

¢

Objective evidence based on the indicators must be
documented to justify assessment ratings

¢

Indicators include
• work products
• practices
• the objective characteristics of work products and practices
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Assessment Instruments
Indicators are most easily
incorporated in. some form of
assessment instrument

s aoz

,.,

• Manual checklists
• Manual questionnaires
• Automated data base tool
• Automated expert system
tool
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Disclaimer

-

As a student in this course, you do not become my legal
client. I provide general information in this course, not specific
legal advice. Even if you ask me a question about a specific
situation, you must understand that you cannot possibly give me
enough information in a classroom setting for me to respond with
a competent legal opinion.
I may use your question as a teaching tool, and answer it in
a way that I believe would "normally" be true but my answer
could be completely inappropriate for your particular situation.
For legal advice, I urge you to consult your own attorney.

Copyright C Cem Kaner. AH rights reserved.
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Welcome to the Law ofSoftware Quality
··;t__

Every week brings more reports of computer failures. But most of the resulting legal
action is settled before trial or arbitrated privately. As a result, the public record underreflects actual levels of legal activity.
As the computer becomes more of a mass-market product, customer expectations and
customer dissatisfaction are both rising.
Against this background, the Uniform Commercial Code is being extended to cover
contracts for development, sale, and support of software. The current draft statute
eliminates almost all accountability of software publishers to customers.
My objective in this tutorial is to give you an overview and insight into the proposed
rules (the 200 page draft can't be fully covered in three hours).
I've been working on Article 2B as a customer advocate. No one has paid me for any of
this work (including this tutorial). I do it because I believe that Article 2B, as conceived
today, poses a serious threat to the long-term health of our industry.
Whether or not you agree with my appraisal, I hope you will take this material
seriously and consider getting involved in the review process.
Copyright@ Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Source Materials
Latest draft of Article 2B: www. law. uh. edu/ucc2b and
www.law.upenn.edu/bll/u1c/u1c.htm
All references to 2B are to the March 21, 1997 draft. A new draft will be
published in May (and more in July, September, November, etc.)
Public comments on Article 2B:
www.Softwareindustry.org/issues/guide/parcom.html
My criticisms of Article 2B, with articles written for a software
development community audience: www . kaner. com.
I've also posted several court cases and articles at my web site. Whenever I
cite to a case in these notes, ifit was available to me in HTML format (and
most cases cited in these notes were), then it's up on my web site. See
www. kaner . com/ qweek . h tm. Also posted there are several papers
that I've written, that are cited in these notes.

Contents
There is more here than we can cover in 3 hours. Much material is here for your
reference. I'll give you background in class; you take it from there. We'll spend the
first hour on the general law of software quality. Contracts are only part of that.
We' ll spend the next 2 hours on contract law, as it works today and on Article 2B.
6
12
33
36
43
65
80
97
104
110
114
133

Customers have legitimate problems
Legal theories of software quality
Ground rules of lawsuits
A quick scan of damages
Background on software contracting
Contract formation under Article 2
The world changes under Article 28
Express warranties
Ability to sue
Restrictions & limitations in the contract
Performance & failure to perform
Remedies for breach
Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Customers Have Legitimate Problems-I
Over the last 3 years of research for my latest book, Bad Softvvare (almost
finished), I've seen mounting frustration among customer care staff as they
are pressured to drive down support costs . Many times they do this by
providing worse service and I or by charging for it, even when customers
call for help with a known bug. I've also been impressed by the depth of
customer cynicism and anger over software products and support.
At the 1997 ASP Customer Support Conference, 90% of attendees said
they believed they were delivering a reasonable level of customer service
& support. The next few pages might give you a different impression.
This number is symptomatic of a larger problem: As an industry, we don't
know how well or poorly we're doing. Our thinking about customer
satisfaction is wishful, just like our thinking about development schedules
and budgets. Our sense of the reliability of the products we put into
commerce is often a fantasy. We are clueless about the number of
customers we lose due to bad software, and our risk analyses reflect this
profound ignorance. Against this background we are writing laws to
regulate the industry we think we work in . The results are scary.
Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Customers Have Legitimate Problems-2
• Software is released with known bugs. Published estimates -Windows 3.1 shipped with 5000 known bugs. Pre-ship bug review
meetings are driven by more or less responsible risk analyses.
• Better Business Bureau data listed computer-related complaints in
the top 10 for 1995, even higher than used car dealers.
• Customer satisfaction with software technical support has declined
for ten straight years. Prognostics Corp. claims the trend has
leveled off. Softbank still cites a decline.
• In 1996, software customers called vendors for help 200 million
times. This is tip of an iceberg because most American customers
don't complain. Callers waited on hold for over 3.9 billion minutes.
• In a cross-industry study of call hold times, complaining software
customers were left on hold longer than any other industry.
Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Customers Have Legitimate Problems - 3
• According to Softbank's chairman, 58% of support staff get less
than 1 week of training.
• Complaints involving software I hardware from more than one
vendor take 18 times as long to resolve.
• Business' cost of ownership of a PC is often estimated at $8000 to
$11 ,000 per year.
• Market diffusion of quality-related information is poor. For example,
MS spent $500,000,000 bringing its customer support from blecch
to world class. But customer perceptions still rank MS as average
support provider, causing Soft-letter, a leading industry newsletter,
to recommend that companies rethink their investments in tech
support.

Copyright C, Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Customers Have Legitimate Problems - 4
Albert Stark lays out problems that software support staff encounter when they
try to buy and install problem management systems. Stark points out that:
• "The system will not do everything promised."
• "System functionality is typically overstated ."
• "You'll need to purchase additional modules to get the functionality you
need."
• "Features you need are scheduled for a future release."
• "The out-of-box reality is less than expected."
• "You'll need to purchase additional hardware."
• "The software will be more complex than it appeared during the sales cycle."
• "System customization will not go smoothly" even though "Vendors can make
customization look easy."
Copyright IC> Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Customers Have Legitimate Problems - 5
• At the 1997 Support Services Conference, a speaker asked an
audience of publishers' technical support staff how many of
them would trade in their problem management system if they
could. Over half the attendees raised their hands.
• 1994 study by Help Desk Institute, 82% of responding support
organizations said that they didn't know their cost-per-call (what
they spend per complaint).
• Few companies have problem resolution systems that report
support cost for a given bug in the field.
• The relationship between customer dissatisfaction with quality of
software or support and future lost sales is frequently
guesstimated but essentially unknown and often therefore lostsale risks are ignored in many risk analysis calculations.
Copyright © Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Customers Have Legitimate Problems - 6
Capers Jones, Patterns of Software Systems Failure & Success:
The number one root cause of cancellations , schedule slippages, and
cost overruns is the chronic failure of the software industry to collect
accurate historical data from ongoing and completed projects. This
failure means that the vast majority of major software projects are begun
without anyone having a solid notion of how much time will be required .
Software is perhaps the only technical industry where neither clients,
managers, nor technical staff have any accurate quantitative data
available to them from similar projects when beginning major
construction activities....
A result that is initially surprising but quite common across the industry is
to discover that the software management community within a company
knows so little about the technology of software planning and estimating
that they do not even know of the kinds of tools that are commercially
available.
Copyright © Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Law ofSoftware Quality
Legal Theories Under Which Software
Developers and Publishers can be Sued.

1. Intentional torts
2. Negligence
3. Contract theories
4. Misrepresentation
5. Consumer protection
6. Strict products liability
7 . Malpractice

Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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1. Intentional Torts
Intentional unlawful interference with, or harm to, a person or
her property, reputation, privacy, or business relations .

Examples:
• Battery
• Conversion
• Computer tampering
• Libel
• Fraud

Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Intentional Torts
Clayton X-Ray Co. v. Professional Systems Corp., 812
SW 2d 565 (Missouri Court of Appeals, 1991 ).
Clayton X-Ray bought a computer and software from PSC for
$42,800, but stopped payments with $10,000 owing . PSC spent
over 2 years and 1100 staff hours trying to fix its bugs at Clayton XRay. PSC then installed a patch that locked up the software on
10/31/86, so that Clayton couldn't access its files . The patch
displayed a message, "Call Professional Systems Corporation
About Your Bill. "
Clayton sued for conversion , because PSC denied Clayton access
to Clayton's data. Clayton won, and was awarded punitive damages
as well as compensatory damages.

Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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2. Negligence
Elements of a negligence case:
• Duty
- products must not create an unreasonable risk of injury or
property damage
- professionals must provide services at a level that would be
provided by a reasonable member of the profession in this
community
• Breach
• Causation
• Damages
See Kaner, Software Negligence & Testing Coverage (1996).
Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Negligence
Factors that a court would probably consider:
1

Actual knowledge of the problem

2

Expertise of the staff

3

Standard methodology

4

Industry standards

5

Safety committee & hazard analysis

6

Design for error handling

7

Handling of customer complaints

8

Bug tracking methodology

9

Quality control plan

1O

Testing intensity and coverage
See Chapter 14 of Testing Computer Software.

Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Negligence and Strict Liability
General Motors v. Johnston, 592 So.2d 1054, 1992 (Supreme Court o(A/abama).
Johnson purchased a new Chevrolet 2500 pickup in 1988, drove it for less than 200
miles, over two days. With his 7 year old grandson in the truck, he pulled up to a
stop sign, started the truck again, and it stalled. A larger truck collided with his
truck, injuring Johnson and killing the grandson.
GM had received reports of stalling problems in vehicles like this one, and
a dealer service bulletin advised dealers that "rolling, hunting or surging idles" could
be fixed by replacing the PROM. The software on the modified PROM was changed
from the original software. This PROM controlled the fuel injector. GM chose to
replace the PROM for complaining customers, but not to announce a recall and
make the change widely available.
The jury awarded $15 million and the Alabama Supreme Court upheld it
at $7.5 million.

Note that complaints put you on notice of problems that you may not have
known about before you released the product.
Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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3. Contract Theories
A contract is an agreement between two or more people (or
companies) that creates obligations to do or to provide
particular things.

A software contract can involve goods (such as a program
bought at a store) or services (such as custom programming),
or some mix of the two (such as a program that comes with a
maintenance contract).

Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Contracts Example
Family Drug Store of New Iberia v. Gulf States Computer Services, 563
So.2d 1324 (Louisiana Court of Appeal, 1990).
Plaintiffs were 2 pharmacists who bought a program (the Medical Supply
System) from Gulf States. After they realized what they had bought, they asked
for, and then sued for, a refund. Here were some of the problems of the system:
"(1) all data had to be printed out, and could not be viewed on the monitor;
(2) the information on the monitor would appear in code;
(3) numerical codes were needed in order to open a new patient file
(4) the system was unable to scroll."
The court found that the seller hadn't misrepresented the system. Nor was it
useless even though it was awkward. Further, the price was about $2500
compared to $10000 for other packages. The court ruled for the defense.

A computer program can be badly designed without imposing liability on the
seller, so long as the seller honestly represents the product to the customer.
Slide 19
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Contracts vs Negligence
Contracts: Law of quality

Negligence: Law of safety

Duty is to give the customer
what s/he paid for.

Duty is to make products that
are not unreasonably unsafe.

Likely types of suits:

Likely types of suits:

• corrupts or loses its own data
• doesn't work; never delivered
• erroneous reports
• bugs that waste time or make the
program hard to use
• compatibility features don't work
• cost-reduction promises aren't
realized

• corrupts or loses data obtained
from some other program
• damages connected peripherals
• injures the user
• injures customer who follows its
directions
• embedded software causes
accidents
• UI design causes accidents

Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Tort Remedies may be Unavailable for Property Damage

If the program destroys your data, can you sue in tort?
(neg Iigence ?)
• Rockport Pharmacy: program damaged "other
property" (data on disk). Negligence verdict by jury
overturned because this was a normal commercial
loss. Breach of contract.
• Transport Corp.: disk drive crashed, goodbye data.
This was not "other property."

In general, an increasing number of states broadly
apply the economic loss rule.
Copyright © Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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4. Misrepresentation
•
•
•
•

False representation by the seller
of a material (important) fact
that the plaintiff justifiably relies on
and as a result, the plaintiff is damaged.

Misrepresentation can be:
• Innocent
• Negligent
• Fraudulent
A misrepresentation is fraudulent if the maker
• knows or believes that the matter is not as he represents it to be, or
• does not have the confidence in the accuracy of his representation that
he states or implies, or
• knows that he does not have the basis for his representation that he
states or implies

Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Post-sale misrepresentation

Post-sale fraud is actionable if it causes a person to forego or
refrain from asserting an existing right or to change position in
some other way.
Mention this to support staff who think they're supposed to lie
if necessary to keep a customer from returning a product.
Ritchie Enterprises v. Honeywell Bull, Inc. (1990)
See Kaner, Liability for Bad Software & Support (1996).

Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Negligent Misrepresentation

• The duty is to exercise the care or competence of a
reasonable person who is communicating information.
• Not all misrepresenters will be held liable. Many states
require a special relationship between the victim and
misrepresenter, such as a position of trust.
• States vary in the degree to which they allow a
negligent misrepresentation suit, in the face of an
integration clause and no misrepresentation in the body
of the contract.

Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Negligent Misrepresentation
Burroughs Corporation v. Hall Affiliates. 423 So. 2d 1348 (Supreme Court of Alabama,
1982). Hall bought a Burroughs B80-40 computer in 1977 for accounting and inventory
functions. The system didn"t work and Hall sued claiming that Burrough' s salespeople's'
representations about the system were fraudulent. The court listed 4 representations:

1. the machine would do inventory and accounting simultaneously
2. the machine was capable of multiprogramming
3. the machine was capable of operating a terminal display unit in a data
communications environment
4. the machine and all of its component parts were new
In Alabama, all that is required for a finding of fraud is

(a) a false representation by the seller
(b) the representation must concern a material existing fact
(c) the plaintiff must rely upon the false representation
(d) the plaintiff must be damaged as a proximate result.
Inte~t isn' t part of Alabama' s basic definition of fraud. What Californians call negligent
misrepresentation is fraud in Alabama. Proof of intent is required for punitive damages.
Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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5. Consumer Protection
• Deceptive Trade Practices
• Unfair Competition
• False Claims Act

Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act
A person engages in deceptive trade practices when s/he represents
that goods or services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics,
ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities that they do not have.

California Civil Code 1770:
The following unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices undertaken by any person in a transaction intended to
result or which results in the sale or lease of goods or services to any
consumer are unlawful:
(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another.
Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Deceptive Trade Practices
(b) Misrepresenting the source, sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or
services.
(c) Misrepresenting the affiliation, connection, or association with, or certification by,
another.
(d) Using deceptive representations or designations of geographic origin in connection
with goods or services.
(e) Representing that goods or services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics,
ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities which they do not have or that a person has a
sponsorship, approval, status, affiliation, or connection which he or she does not have.

(f) Representing that goods are original or new if they have deteriorated unreasonably
or are altered, reconditioned, reclaimed, used or secondhand.
(g) Representing that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade, or
that goods are of a particular style or model, if they are of another.
(h) Disparaging the goods, services, or business of another by false or misleading
representation of fact.
Copyright© Cern Kaner. All rights reserved .
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False Advertising
California Business & Professions Code 17500
Applies to all advertising, not just consumer goods. Bars making
statements of fact that are known or should be known to be false -negligent misrepresentations are unlawful. (see People v. Superior Court,
Orange County, 96 Cal.3d 181 , 1979, Cert. denied 446 U.S. 935.)
California Business & Professions Code 17200
As used in this chapter, unfair competition shall mean and include ~
unlawful, unfair or fraudulent business act or i:1ractice and unfair,
deceptive, untrue or misleading advertising and any act prohibited by ...
Section 17500
17204. Actions for any relief pursuant to this chapter shall be prosecuted ...
by any person acting for the interests of itself, its members, or the general
public.
Attorney fees -- see Civil Code 1021.5.
Copyright© Cern Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Unfair Competition

Princeton Graphics v. NEC 732 F. Supp. 1258 (S.D.N.Y.
1990). NEC held liable for advertising that the original
Multisynch monitor was VGA compatible.
Compaq Computer Corp. v. Packard Bell Electronics, Civil
Action 95-222, U.S. District Court, D. Delaware, 1995.
Compaq alleges that Packard Bell recycles returned, used
components into "new" computers.

Copyright IC> Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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6. Strict Products Liability
A company is liable to a victim if it sells a product that is:
• defective, and
• unreasonably dangerous, and
• the cause of personal injury or property damage

A design may be unreasonably dangerous if it fails to meet
the safety expectations of a reasonable consumer.

Copyright IC) Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Strict Liability and Publisher Liability
Winterv. G.P. Putnam's Sons. 938 F.2d 1033, (9th Circuit) 1991.
Winter became seriously ill from picking and eating mushrooms
after relying on The Encyclopedia of Mushrooms, published by
Putnam. Putnam did not verify the material in the book and did not
intentionally include the error.
• Putnam was not liable for errors in the book.
• Noted that Jeppesen cases have consistently held publisher liable for
information error when information published to be used as a tool.
• However, software publisher might be liable for program that does not
work as intended.

ALM v. Van Nostrand Reinhold 480 NE.2d 1263, 1985. The Making
of Tools. Plaintiff used it, and a tool shattered, causing injury. VNR
not liable, but author of the book might be.
See Kaner, Liability for Defective Content (1996).
Copyright@ Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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7. Malpractice
Malpractice is the failure to exercise the skill and knowledge
normally possessed by members of a profession or trade.
• programmer malpractice?
• professional advice malpractice?

The more your advertising & docs make a customer think she can
replace a professional with your product, the better her chances of
success in a ma/practice suit ifyour program gives bad advice.
See Kaner, Computer Malpractice (1996)

Copyright C Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Law ofSoftware Quality

Ground Rules of Lawsuits

Copyright (C) Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Overview of a Lawsuit
• Something bad happens
• Pre-complaint negotiations
• File a complaint
• <Class certification hearing>
• Test for failure to state a claim
• File answer to the complaint
• Discovery
• Summary judgment motion
• Trial
• Damages
• <Hearing on costs / fees>
• Appeal
Copyright (C) Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Some Ground Rules
• Due process. The claim must fit the precise requirements of a
clear legal rule.
• Discovery is open. Neither side can refuse to reveal damaging
info.
• Plaintiff must prove her case by a preponderance of the
evidence or by clear & convincing evidence.

Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Law ofSoftware Quality
A Quick Scan of Damages
You can collect different types of damages under different
legal theories. Let's very quickly scan through a few damages
definitions:
• Contract damages
• Compensatory & punitive
• Economic & non-economic
• Statutory
• Costs & attorney fees
Copyright C> Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Contract Damages
Benefit of the bargain
• The difference between the purchase price (or the value
stated by the seller) and the actual value of the product

Incidental damages
• include costs of reporting a defect, returning a defective
product and finding a replacement; handling expenses,
processing expenses.

Consequential damages
• includes economic losses and costs of injuries and
property damage.

Copyright© Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Compensatory, Punitive, & Statutory
Compensatory damages
• These make good the loss without giving the victim any profit.

Punitive damages
• These are awarded to punish the defendant, not to compensate
the plaintiff.
• These are rarely awarded , hard to get, and closely scrutinized
by trial and appellate judges. You must prove, by clear &
convincing evidence, that the defendant's behavior was
fraudulent, oppressive, or outrageous.

Statutory damages
• These are recoverable in an amount that is determined by
statute rather than by the amount of harm suffered.
Copyright © Cem Kaner. All rights reserved .
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Economic & Non-Economic
Economic losses
• benefit of the bargain damages, repair costs, incidental
expenses, down time, loss of use, lost profits
Non-economic damages
• payment for suffering, pain, fear, loss of consortium

Copyright C Cem Kaner. An rights reserved.
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Costs & Attorney Fees
Costs
• Courts normally award costs (such as the fees the court
charges to bring the lawsuit).
Attorney fees
• Normally unavailable, but
- may be provided by contract
- unfair trade practice suits
- several other statutes
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Damages Available Under Different Legal Theories
,

Benefit of
bareain

Incidental
Consequential
Compensatory
Punitive
Economic

Non-economic
Statutory
Costs

Attorney fees

,.

Contracts

Tons

Statutory

Yes, unless
limited
Yes, unless
excluded
Yes, unless
excluded

Yes

-

Yes

-

-

Yes

No
Yes, unless
limited
Rare

Yes, if
justified
Yes if other
damalles too
Yes

As defined in
the statute
Prescribed civil
penalty

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

If specified in
the contract

Rare

Often

Interaction Among the Theories
Orthopedic & Sports Injury Clinic v. Wang Labs, Inc., 922 F.2d
220 (5th Circuit, 1991)
This case illustrates the intersection between
• UCC and common law
• goods perfect tender vs. services duty
• limitation of remedies
• limitation not valid for gross negligence
Clinic bought computer and maintenance contract from Wang Labs. While
trying to repair a hard disk problem, Wang's technician damaged the
customer's original and backup data disks. The contract limits Wang's
liability, excluding consequential damages. However, under both Louisiana
and Massachusetts law, if Wang's error was due to gross negligence rather
than ordinary negligence, then the limitation of remedies would be invalid
and Wang would have to pay Clinic full consequential damages. (The court
then decided that Wang had not been grossly negligent.)
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Background on Software Contracting

•

Fundamentals of contracting

• What is the Uniform Commercial Code?
•

Structure of the UCC

• The UCC revision process
• Scope of Article 28
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Fundamentals of Contracting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

offer
counter-offer
acceptance
consideration
battle of the forms
warranty
modification
- the pre-existing duty rule
- modification may require new consideration
- oral modification may be invalid
• oral contracts are valid (except under statute of frauds)
• contracts by conduct are valid under UCC
• parole evidence rule -- the problems of buyer and seller fraud
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Custom Software Development: Waterfall Model
Under this model, software development proceeds in discrete
stages:
• requirements analysis
• specification
• design
• coding
• testing
• product release I delivery
• post-sale support

This approach may not be optimal for development, but it
seems clear for contract control.
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Software Contracts Under Article 2
• A contract is an agreement between 2 or more people / companies
that creates obligations to do or provide particular things.
• Software cases usually classify a software contract as a contract for
goods (such as a program bought at a store) or services (such as
custom programming). When there is a mix of the two (such as a
program that comes with a maintenance contract), courts decide
whether the customer is primarily buying goods or services.
• UCC Article 2 applies to sales of goods, but not services. Under
current law, software service contracts are governed under
common law principles (which are summarized in the American
Law lnstitute's Restatement of Contracts) . The different rules for
goods and services, and the variation across States in the service
rules, creates confusion. It is one of the motivating problems
underlying the effort to create a new UCC Article to govern
software.
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Contracts Under Article 2 and 2B
Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code governs sales of goods. It
provides several concepts that were not well developed in common law
(and are generally still not available for service contracts).
•
•
•
•

gap fillers and implied terms
implied warranties of merchantability and fitness
perfect tender rule vs. substantial performance
battle of the forms rules revised:
- gap fillers for knocked-out tenns
- contract is created by conduct
- fonns are proposals for modification
- materiality is a factor for modification
• modification rules are less formal
• some rules apply only to merchants
Article 2B unifies software development, sale, license, support and other service
transactions under one conceptual framework.
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What is the Uniform Commercial Code?

..
The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is a model law that is
drafted and maintained by:
• American Law Institute (ALI) and
• National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
(NCCUSL)
Since 1953, all American states have adopted most or all of the
UCC. The UCC is the best known and most widely adopted of
several Uniform laws.
The UCC is state law, not federal, but it lays out a consistent set
of rules for doing business across the United States.
For more info on NCCUSL, see
www.law.upenn.edu/bll/ulc/brochure.htm
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Structure of the UCC

-

The UCC is divided into Articles, which are separately maintained
bodies of law.
1
2
2A
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

General provisions (definitions, rules of interpretation)
Sales (of goods)
Leases (of goods)
Negotiable instruments
Bank deposits and collections
Letters of collection
Bulk sales
Warehouse receipts, bills of lading, and other documents of title
Investment securities
Secured transactions, sales of accounts, and chattel paper

The UCC 2B Revision Process
ALI and NCCUSL formed the Permanent Editorial Board for the
UCC to study and control statewide variation in adoption and
interpretation of the UCC. Their goal is an orderly update process
that keeps the law current and consistent.
Drafts go through years of committee work and review before being
adopted by NCCUSL and being presented to the 50 states.
A drafting committee has a Chair (2B's Chair is Carlyle Ring). The
Chair runs the meetings and does the other usual Chair stuff.
Each drafting committee also has a Reporter (2B's Reporter is Ray
Nimmer; 2's Reporter is Dick Speidel.) The Reporter is a widely
respected expert in the area under study. The Reporter is the
primary drafter of the statute and usually drives the philosophy of
the draft. Ray's primary theme is "Freedom of Contract."
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UCC 2B Revision Process
The drafting committee reviews each draft and makes and votes on
motions to change the language. Committee members may also draft
sections of the statute, in cooperation with the Reporter.
Committee meetings are open to the public (if poorly advertised).
Attendees are often called "Advisors." Attendees may speak at
meetings & are encouraged to submit memos and draft language.
In the 1996 Article 2B meetings, almost all advisors were attorneys
who represented trade associations or large corporations who were
publishers/sellers of software or other intellectual property. My
understanding is that this has been the pattern since 1988.
The Article 2B drafting process began in the American Bar Assoc's
Section on Patent, Trademark & Copyright Law in about 1986. The
goal was to develop a set of ground rules for computer-related
contracting. The effort gained Industry support in 1988 and published
Working Draft 3.0 of the Model Software Licensing Agreement in 1992.
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UCC Revision History
In the 1980's, when the licensing effort was getting underway, ADAPSO
recommended easily readable specifications, explicit warranties that the
program will perform as described in the manual and advertisements,
longer warranty periods, and repair, replace, or refund warranties.
What happened to these ideas in the drafting process? (They were lost.)
NCCUSL began by trying to incorporate this material into Article 2
(which is also undergoing revision). This was impossibly complex,
partially because Spiedel's and Nimmer's philosophies are different. The
software gang was sent to its own corner, to draft a separate Article 2B.
In early 1996, 2B appeared to be on a fast track, with an expected
submission to state legislatures in September, 1997. This schedule has
slipped to September, 1998.
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Scope ofArticle 2B
Initially, 2B was to be a law governing software contracting.
Unfortunately, technology forced a more general approach:
• Books with CD's
• Programs with digital content
• Encyclopedia on a disk
• Digital distribution of content vs. digital distribution of code vs.
contracts for digital distribution.
How to distinguish between these?
Article 2 (see 2B-103) applies to licenses of information and software
contracts and to any agreement related to a license or software
contract in which a party is to provide support for, maintain, or modify
information.
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Scope ofArticle 2B
2B-103( d) This article does not apply to:
( l) a contract of employment of an individual who is not an
independent contractor, a contract for performance of entertainment services
by an individual or group, or a contract for performance of services by a
member of a regulated profession with respect to services commonly
associated with regulated aspects of that profession;
(2) a license of a trademark, trade name, or trade dress, or of a patent
and know-how related to the patent unless the license is or is part of a to the
extent the license does not pertain to computer software contract, a motion
picture license, or to an access contract or database contract; or
(3) a sale or lease of a copy of a computer program that was not
developed specifically for a particular transaction and that is embedded in
goods other than a copy of the program or an information processing machine,
if the program is not copied in the ordinary course of using the goods and was
not the subject of a separate license with the buyer or lessee.
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Parties to an Article 2B Contract
• Licensees and licensors
• Merchants and non-merchants
• Consumers
• Mass market licensees
• Retailers
• Publishers
• Access providers
• Film talent; multimedia talent
• Financiers
• Software developers
Also: support service provider; data processing service provider;
development (code I test I write I consult) service provider;
Installer; book publisher/ reseller I author; on-line content
developer.
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Licensees and Licensors
2B-102a (21) "License" means a contract that grants permission to access or use
information if the C(?ntract expressly conditions, withholds, or limits the scope of
the rights granted, grants only nonexclusive rights, or affirmatively grants less
than all rights in the information, whether or not the contract transfers title to a
copy of the information. The term includes an access contract and a consignment
of copies of information. The term does not include an assignment or other
contract that transfers ownership of intellectual property rights, that reserves or
creates a financier's interest, or a transfer by will or operation of law.
fin this article, the distinction between an unrestricted sale of a copy and a
license revolves around the terms of the contract as expressed, rather than on
implied conditions. In an unrestricted sale of a copy, the transferee receives
ownership of the copy, but, if intellectual property rights apply to the
information on the copy, is subject to implicit restrictions on use of the
information derived from intellectual property law. In a license, whether
ownership of the copy transfers, the transferee is subject to express contract
restrictions or receives a contract grant that expressly gives less than all rights./
Copyright CC> Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Licensees and Licensors
2B-102a (22) "Licensee" means a transferee or any other person designated in, or
authorized to exercise rights as a licensee in a contract under this article whether
or not the contract constitutes a license.
2B-102a (23) "Licensor" means a transferor in a contract under this article
whether or not the contract constitutes a license. The term includes a provider of
services. In an access contract, as between a provider of services and a customer,
the provider of services is the licensor, and as between the provider of services and
a provider of content for the service, the content provider is the licensor. If
performance consists in whole or in part of an exchange of transfers of
information, each party making a transfer is a licensor with respect to the
information it transfers.
2B-102a (27) "Nonexclusive license" means a license in which the licensor or
other person authorized to make a transfer or license is not prohibited from
licensing the same rights in information within the same scope to other licensees
and has not previously done so in a license the remains in force at the time of the
contract. The term includes a consignment of copies.
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Licensees and Licensors
• Note that under this definition, it is easy to make a book
sale into a license.
• Licensing law has historically been developed between
sophisticated parties, contracting directly. See the paper at
the comments web site by David Rice, on "Critical source
of issues--and, perhaps, the perception of imbalance."
• Therefore there is no consumer protection tradition in
licensing law and no other history of mass-market, nonnegotiated transacting.
• Also note that non-exclusive licensees have extremely
limited rights, unlike an owner of a copy.
Copyright e Cem Kaner. All rights reserved.
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Merchants and Non-Merchants
2B-102(a) (26) "Merchant" means a person that deals in information of the
type involved in the particular transaction, a person that by occupation
purports to have knowledge or skill peculiar to the practices or information
involved in the transaction, or a person to which knowledge or skill may be
attributed by the person's employment of an agent or broker or other
intermediary that by its occupation purports to have the knowledge or skill.
• A large hospital is not a software merchant even though it is a big
business. Article 2 protections accorded to non-merchants go to
anyone who is not an exp~rt in the subject area, not just to consumers.
• Article 2B uses "merchant" in 2B-206 (firm offer), 310 (rights granted
between merchants), 313 (virus liability), 401,403, 404 (only merchants
make implied warranties), 616 (retailers are merchants), and 620
(waivers operate against merchants).
• Current Article 2-209(2) also protects non-merchants from an
unexpected "agreement" to no-oral-modifications. 2B-303 protects only
consumers from such agreements with merchants.
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Consumers
28-102(a) (7) "Consumer'' means an individual who is a
licensee of information primarily for personal, family, or
household use. The term does not include a person that is a
licensee of information primarily for profit making,
professional, or commercial purposes, including agricultural,
business management, and investment management, other
than management of an ordinary person's personal or family
assets. Whether or not an individual is a consumer is
determined by the intent of the licensee at the time of
contracting.
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Consumers
FTC Regulations: Part 702: Pre-Sale Availability of Written Warranty Terms
15 CFR § 702.1 DEFINITIONS.
(a) The Act means the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Federal Trade Commission
Improvement Act, 15 U.S.C. 2301, et seq.
(b) Consumer product means any tangible personal property which is
distributed in commerce and which is normally used for personal, family, or
household purposes (including any such property intended to be attached to or
installed in any real property without regard to whether it is so attached or
installed). Products which are purchased solely for commercial or industrial
use are excluded solely for purposes of this part.

By defining a software transaction as a license, we take it out of the

realm of "tangible personal property."
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Mass Market Licensees
28-102a (24) 'Mass market license' means a standard form
that is prepared for and used in a mass market transaction .
28-102a (25) 'Mass market transaction' means a transaction
in a retail market for information, directed to the general
public as a whole under substantially the same terms for the
same information, and involving a licensee that is an end
user and acquired the information in a transaction under
terms and in a quantity consistent with an ordinary
transaction in the general retail distribution. The term does
not include :
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Mass Market Licensees
2B-102(a) (25) (A) a transaction between parties neither of
which is a consumer in which either the total consideration
for the particular item of information or the reasonably
expected fees for the first year of an access contract
exceeds [ $500],
(B) a transaction in which the information is
customized or otherwise specially prepared for the licensee;
(C) a license of the right to publicly perform or publicly
display a copyrighted work.; or
(D) a site license or an access contract between
parties neither or which is a consumer with respect to the
particular transaction.
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Mass-Market vs. Consumer
Mass-Market
• 28-105 parties can't opt-in in massmarket (consumer?) contracts
• 28-304 continuing terms. Customer can
cancel if terms change unacceptably.
• 28-313 duty to not have virus on disk
• 28-403 implied warranty of
merchantability only exists for massmarket software
• 28-406 disclaimer of implied warranty
must be conspicuous

Consumer
• 28-106 consumer may be
protected from choice of law
clause
• 28-107 consumer (not online
transaction) protected from
choice of forum
• 28-303 a term requiring an
authenticated record for
modification requires
manifest assent in a
consumer contract

• 28-502 can transfer a copy (first sale
doctrine)
• 28-601 perfect tender rule (non-internet)
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Contract Formation Under UCC Article 2
• The classical contracting model
• The use of standard forms
• Battle of the forms -- Article 2
• Traditional UCC treatment of shrink-wraps
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The Classical Contracting Model
In the classical model, we assume that parties bargain as
peers, with:
• equal knowledge (or equal ability to gain knowledge)
• equal sophistication (or equal ability to afford
sophistication)
• equal bargaining power
• good faith.
"Freedom of contract" allows peers to set the terms of their
deal without fussy regulators getting in the way.
Unfortunately, all of these assumptions are unrealistic in the
mass-market situation.
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The Use ofStandard Forms
• Rather than bargain over each term, business people over
the last century (or more) have set up standard forms that
state their terms. They exchange forms (offer to provide
goods or services, purchase order, invoice, etc.) that have
the terms they want. If the other side disagrees with a
term, they can argue about it.
• One of the core recognitions of the UCC was that nobody
reads the other side's forms. ARTICLE 2 WAS
DESIGNED to allow deals to go forward and yield fair and
reasonable results when the parties only negotiate a few
terms, and ignore conflicting terms in each other's forms.
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Battle of the Forms: Article 2
.
• On the back of Buyer's order form, it says "4 year warranty
required ."
• At the bottom of Seller's shipping form, it says "AS IS - No
warranty."
• No one discusses the term. Neither buyer nor seller have read
either form. (Their lawyers wrote them.)
• Buyer takes delivery {without reading the fine print).
• The products are defective.
• What's the warranty?

Under the Common Law, the Warranty is determined by who
received the last piece of paper (the "last shot" rule).
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Battle of the Forms: Article 2
Under the UCC, if the warranty is material and both sides'
forms insisted on the terms, then the forms didn't result in a
contract. Instead, the contract is formed by conduct (buyer
accepts the goods). The terms are set by:
• what buyer and seller actually agreed on
• what their forms agreed on
• non-material points in each form that aren't contradicted by the
other form
• the last-shot non-material points where the forms conflict
• the UCC default rules where the forms conflict materially.

Article 2B always gives the mass-market licensor the last shot.
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Battle of the Forms: Article 2
The battle of the forms is one of the thorniest and most
intricate issues in Article 2 jurisprudence. This is not
surprising. The -underlying problem is very difficult. How do
you treat both sides fairly when neither side is bothering to
read their forms?
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Implied Warranties
Under U.C.C. 2-314, a warranty that goods are merchantable
is implied in a contract for their sale.
• Merchantability requires that the program do what a
reasonable customer would expect it to do (and that it be
salably packaged).
• The seller can exclude the warranty, but it must be done
correctly.
California Civil Code 1792.4 (a) No sale of goods . .. , on an "as
is" ... basis, shall be effective to disclaim the implied warranty of
merchantability ... unless a conspicuous writing is attached to the
goods which clearly informs the [consumer], prior to the sale, in
simple and concise language.
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The Warranty Disclaimer
NoName Software warrants the diskettes on which the programs are furnished to be free
from defects in the materials and workmanship under normal use for a period of ninety
(90) days from the date of delivery to you as evidenced by your proof of purchase.
The entire liability of NoName Software, and your exclusive remedy, shall be replacement
of any diskette which does not meet the Limited Warranty and which is returned freight
prepaid, to NoName Software. NoName Software does not warrant that the functions
contained in the program will meet your requirements or that the operation of the
programs will be uninterrupted or error-free. THE PROGRAMS CONTAINED IN THIS
PACKAGE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK RELATED TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF
THE PROGRAMS IS ON YOU. IN THE EVENT THERE IS ANY DEFECT, YOU ASSUME
THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR, OR CORRECTION.
IN NO EVENT SHALL NoName BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF PROFIT OR ANY
OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR OTHER DAMAGES. SOME STATES DO NOT
ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS
AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.
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Shrink-Wrapped Disclaimers
We're so used to these agreements in software that we're
blind to the rarity of significant post-sale changes in the rest
of our contracts.
(a) Try this with a bank sometime. Sign a mortgage with a
10% interest rate and then put in a note with your first check
saying that the bank agrees, by cashing your check, to
reduce your interest rate to 2%. Good luck, eh?
(b) How about this one. Sell your house. When you move out
(with the doors) leave a note saying buyer agrees that the
doors and staircase were not part of the agreement. Put a
tape across the doorway ("By breaking this tape, you
agree ... ) If the buyer moves in, do you get to keep the doors?
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Shrink-Wrapped Disclaimers
Shrink-wrapped warranty disclaimers are ineffective because
they are hidden. This is not a special problem for software; it
is standard UCC practice.
There have been relatively few software cases on this point,
but there are many, many analogous UCC cases involving
other goods. See, for example, B. Clark & C. Smith, The Law
of Product Warranties, (Warren, Gorham & Lamont, section

4.03). And see White and Summers' treatise, Uniform
Commercial Code. (West Publishing).
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Traditional UCC Treatment ofShrink-wraps
The sequence of events -1. You buy the product. BY LAW, the product comes with an implied
warranty of merchantability unless it is conspicuously disclaimed. You don't
have X-Ray eyes, so what's hidden inside the box cannot be conspicuous
to you until you open the box.
2. You take the product home.
3. You open the box and find the disclaimer inside.
This is not a disclaimer, the courts say. This is a request for a modification
of the contract.

We know how to do disclaimers. We see "As Is" disclaimers on used cars.
They're written in big letters and they're stuck on the car window. Very few
products come "As is." If we insist on being used car salesmen , at least we
can follow Used Car Rules.
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Shrink-Wrap Warranty Disclaimer Ruled Invalid
In the case of Step-Saver Data Systems, Inc. v. Wyse Technology and The
Software Link, Inc., the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
(939 F.2d 91) held that a disclaimer of all express and implied warranties,
printed on the outside of the box, was not binding on a mail order customer.
Step-Saver repeatedly bought Multilink Advanced, an allegedly MS-DOS
compatible operating system, from The Software Link (TSL). On each box
was a disclaimer: the software was sold AS IS, without warranty; TSL
disclaimed all express and implied warranties; and a purchaser who didn' t
agree to this disclaimer should return the product, unopened, to TSL for a
refund. Step-Saver sued TSL, claiming that Multilink Advanced was not MSDOS compatible.
TSL argued that Step-Saver had accepted the terms of the warranty disclaimer
when it opened each package, and therefore Step-Saver could not sue.
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Tutorial 0830-1200 Tuesday 27th May 1997.
Software Inspections are by now widely known to the software industry, but most
organizations do not make the most of them. Here are some of the reasons,
and some of the concrete tips for getting the most value from your
inspections.
This is a summary:
1.
Measure your benefit from using Inspections, like Raytheon Defense
Electronics (see web in references): Rework costs, predictability, productivity,
quality, Return on Investment.
2.
Inspect Upstream first (contracts, requirements)
3.
Check at optimum rates, based on the checking rates your own
people provably best find Major defects.
4.
Check significant portions of the material, avoid checking of
commentary (defined as: areas where only minor defects can be found).
5.
Focus on finding Major defects, avoid the 90% minor syndrome
6.
Define Major as "possible larger costs downstream".
7.
Integrate Defect Prevention Process into Defect Detection Process
8.
Don't use Inspection as a cleanup process, use it to motivate, to
teach, to measure, to control, to improve the process.
9.
Sample! Use sampling to understand the quality level of a
document, before any larger attack.
10.
Inspect ear1y and continuously while documents are being written!
11 .
Use serious entry conditions to avoid wasting time, like quality of
source documents must be reasonable.
12.
Use serious exit conditions like "Maximum probable remaining Major
defects per page is 0.2".
13.
Use Defect Prevention Process on Inspection itself for continuous
improvement
14.
Put your Inspection artifacts on a company web site.
15.
Build or buy an automated tool for processing Inspection basic data.
Use it to capture data summary data, to present trends and reports.
16.
Plan Inspections well using a Master plan
17.
Use Checking data from individual checkers (pages checked, Majors
found , time used, checking rate) to decide whether it is worth holding a logging
meeting.
18.
Use individual checker personal notes instead of proper meeting
defect logs when the volume is (non exit level) high, or when there is a large
number of minor defects.
19.
Avoid discussions at Logging Meetings, avoid challenging people,
avoid suggesting fixes: concentrate on logging potential Major defects.
20.
Make sure you have really good standards (good practice Rules for
writing technical documents)to author by and to check against.
21.
Check against source and kin documents, check them for defects
too
22.
Allocate special defect searching roles to individuals on the team
Use the opHmum nuri'IMr ~f r,aoplg on 9t99m to s@rv@ the ournmt
23.
purpose of inspection.
24.
Recognize that Inspection has a large number of potential purposes.
Be aware of which ones are valid for your current inspection, and formally plan to
address them.

Optimizing Software Inspections

25.

by Tom Gilb

Give Inspection team leaders proper training, coaching after initial
training, formal certification, statistical follow-up and if necessary remove their
license to Inspect.

Here is a detailed discussion:

1. Measure your benefit from using Inspections, like Raytheon Defense Electronics (see
web in references): Rework costs, predictability, productivity, quality, Return on
Investment.
In the years end 1988 to end 1994 Raytheon, using Defect Detection
Inspections combined with Defect Detection Process (DDP) reduced rework
costs (costs of dealing with errors which are preventable) from about 45% to
5-10%. They had a rate of return on investment of 7. 7 to 1. They improved
software productivity by a factor of 2.7:1, the reduced negative deviation
from Budget and deadlines from 40% to near zero, and they improved bug
rates by about a factor of three. Such accomplishments encourage
management to support Inspection and OPP. They also witness good
management and long term thinking. IBM and HP have similar histories.

2. Inspect Upstream first (contracts, requirements)
Most people think that Inspection is about source code inspection. Well that
is where it started in earty 1970's. But by the end of the 1970's IBM and
Fagan recognized that the defects and the profitable use of Inspection lay
upstream ( Requirements and design). Bellcore found (1993, article in
Quality Progress) that 44% of all bugs were due to defects in requirements
and design hitting the programmers. If your systems start with contracts and
management and marketing plans, then you should absolutely start your
inspection activity up there, where the problems start. One of the most
misunderstood dictums to come from the earty inspections was "No
Managers". Wrong! That was in the days where Inspection was on code!
Management inspections may be the most useful ones you will ever do. I
have very positive experiences on contracts and marketing and product
development plans with top managers.
3. Check at optimum rates, based on the checking rates your own people provably best
find Major defects.
This is the big one! Most everybody, including so-called teachers of
Inspection, manage to miss this one. Or worse, they use optimum rates at
ten times optimum speed!
Optimum checking rate is not optimum reading rate! Most people seem to
confuse reading and checking. Checking in real inspections involves
checking a page against all related documents. This can involve 10 or 20
source documents of large size, checklists and standards. You have to check
a single line against many sources and it takes time. More importantly, you
can prove, if you keep the statistics you should keep, that your own people,
on particular document types have a clear dramatic and consistent optimum
checking rate. This rate ranges between 0.2 and 1.8 pages (of 300 noncommentary words) per checking hour.
For example in the Raytheon example it was about 20 plus or minus 10 lines
per hour ( 0.3 pages). Unfortunately, in spite of their own data Raytheon
suggested people should go at about 100 to 250 lines per hour, probably
because they did not understand sampling (see below) , and had finite
deadlines, and made the mistake of going through the entire document. This
is my interpretation of why.
The optimum rate curve moves dramatically upward in terms of Major
defects identified per page, as the checking speed moves towards the
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optimum. The optimum may seem slow to you, but considering the amount
of checking you have to do, it is fast! The main point is that it is provably the
best speed to check at, and you will be operating at 1% of checking
productivity if you fail to heed it.
Note also that the optimum checking rate applies both to the checking before
the meeting and the optional checking during the logging meeting.
The second check will produce about 15% extra defects if you need them.
You don't need them if the document is clean enough to exit on a simple or
so polluted that you have a major rewrite anyway.

4. Check significant portions of the material, avoid checking of commentary (defined as:
areas where only minor defects can be found).
Most organizations waste time checking areas of a document which does not
translate into final product of any kind. The defects found there cannot have
Major defect consequence. Majors cost an average of 9 hours work
downstream, in test and more in the field. The result of this indiscriminate
checking at an optimum rate is 90% minor defects and 90% waste of time. It
is like checking comments for 90% of the time instead of real code.
What we have found is that it pays off to have as a standard rule that
technical authors must distinguish between text ( or diagrams) which
translates to serious downstream costs ( we call this non-commentary, or
meat), and less important areas ( commentary or fat). This distinction can be
done for example by italics for the "fat". Some clients have even made Word
macros to count the volume of non-commentary text and print it on the first
page. Of course the checker is allowed to scan and reference the
commentary words, but is not obliged to check them against all sources and
rules and checklists. It is not worth it.

5. Focus on finding Major defects, avoid the 90% minor syndrome.
This above is but one tactic of about 18 (Sl-93, page 74-75) for shifting your
organizations focus from 90% minor defects, to more than 99% Majors.
I have redefined Majors to be anything with potentially large downstream
cost consequences. Bugs are not the only focus. That is outdated
programmer mentality. Inspection needs to be used to control the economics
of development and maintenance work.
Other examples of shifting the focus include allowing only Major defect ideas
onto the rules and checklists; logging only Majors at a meeting; calculating
return on investment for Inspections only on the basis of Majors. The
message must be "do not waste your time on minor defects".
Employees will waste company times working on 90% minor defects, unless
strongly redirected. Easy job. same pay for them, in the short term, at least.

6. Define Major as "possible larger costs downs1ream".
It does not matter if a defect is not directly a bug or if it is visible to a
customer. If it can potentially cost a bundle to your team if it escapes
downstream, then I would recommend you classify it as Major and treat it
with due respect.
You can help people identify Majors by classifying them in checklists ( which
should only be allowed to help interpret tha Rula~. which are the official
standards for writing a given document). Use m and M symbols. We
sometimes use S for Super Major (order of magnitude bigger than an
average Major). Showstopper, worth management attention.
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7. Integrate Defect Prevention Process into Defect Detection Process.
The original inspections intended to integrate continuous improvement. It did
not work., because of centralized analysis and change. So, ear1y IBM
inspections got stuck focussing on defect detection and correction, and did a
great job of that. Ten years later, IBM employees Robert Mays and Carole
Jones of research Triangle Park. figured out what went wrong, and created
the defect Prevention Process (DPP). For political and historic reasons IBM
did no re-integrate the two completely. Nor did they ( apply DDP to more
than software! DPP worked on Hardware and administrative efforts).
DPP has shown itself to be capable of at least 50% (1st year and project) to
70% (year 2 or 3) defect cause reduction, and over 90% in the longer term. It
has also shown at least 13 to 1 ratio return on investment. It is the model for
Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Model (CMM SEI) Level
Five.
I believe that DPP needs to be practiced ear1y and integrated into inspection,
so I have reintegrated it into our model (Sl-93).
One of many small beginnings is that everyday Inspection carefully solicits
logged "Improvement" suggestions to all related processes, including
Inspection itself.
CMM Level Five is too important to put off until later, you need to do it from
the beginning.

8. Don-t: use Inspection as a cleanup process, use it to motivate, to 1each, to measure, to
control, to improve the process.
Most people seem to think that the purpose of Inspection is to clean up bad
work., bugs and other defects. These same people misuse test in the same
way; not to validate good work., but to clean bad work.. Well, they are
desperate people, who can blame them. When you are in the swamp up to
your knees in alligators it is difficult to concentrate on other things. If you
continue fighting the fires, you will never have time to learn fire prevention or
even fire containment.
Inspection can very quickly be turned from the initial chaos phase (
experiencing 20 or more Major defects per page) to relative cleanliness ( 2 of
fewer Majors per page at exit) within a year of effort. Better still in the slightly
longer term. Individual engineers will learn to reduce their personal defects
by about 50% from the previous submission of work.. Defect Prevention
Process will reduce the causes of Errors committed by employees by 50%
(first year) and more later.
You need to start with reasonable 'softcrafters' (Gillr88). Use Watts
Humphrey's Personal Software Process (Addison-Wesley) as a model for
training disciplined softcrafters before hiring them, for example. But,
Inspection itself works as an on the job training discipline in a similar manner,
because it gives detailed credible feedback to document authors. Give it a
chance to do its immediate and short term work.. Allow individuals to track
their own dramatic progress. But do not give this data to their supervisors!

9. Sample! Use sampling to understand the quality level c:A a document, before any larger

attack
Once we have realized that Inspection is not (in the medium term) a clean up
process, we might be open for the idea that we can use it to measure and
validate technical documentation. We then realize that it is neither necessary
not desirable to Check all pages of lono documents. Representative samples
will tell us if a document is probably clean enough to exit at say 0.2 Majors
per page maximum remaining.
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We have to include the idea that the major purpose of inspection is
economic, to reduce lead time and people costs, caused by downstream
defects. Not to clean bugs. Bug are (as in the Har1an Mills IBM "Cleanroom"
method) supposed to be cleaned up or avoided by disciplines which include
individual disciplines (PSP, Structured Programming), Defect
Prevention/Continuous Improvement, Inspection and Verification. If all this
works as it should and does, then cleaning is not necessary through testing,
and sampling can tell us if it is economically safe to release the document to
the next stage. Perfection is not required. In fact perfection, costs infinite
resources, and is dangerous as a guiding concept at this stage, or any other.

10. Inspect earty and continuously while documents are being written!
Inspection after a large (100 pages or more) technical document has been
'finished' is a common but bad idea. If the process generating the document
is faulty, we should discover it ear1y and put it right. We must mandate ear1y
and frequent samples of large, month-consuming documents. This will save
us time and put bad processes back on track before they do too much
damage to our schedule.

11. Use serious entry conditions to avoid wasting time, like quality d source documents
must be reasonable.
We are in such a big hurry to waste our own time! We do not have the
discipline to set up and respect entry conditions which would prevent us
wasting our time. But we must! One of the biggest is the use of upstream
source documents to inspect a product document. Using source documents
with the usual uncontrolled, uninspected, unexited 20 or more Major defects
per page to check a product document is a farce. It was just a silly to allow
the product document author to use it to generate the product, but inspection
does not have to repeat that stupidity!
We can ascertain the state of a source document through inexpensive
sampling. A half day on a few pages is a small price to pay, to know the state
of a document which will destroy the quality of all of our work, and probably
destroy our project if we do not pull the emergency cord, and act reasonably
professional.
Someone has to have the courage to stop the disaster in the making, the
delayed or failed project.
In short we need to learn which entry conditions we have to set, and then
take them seriously. For once I would like to see management leading by
understanding this importance of this, instead of ignorantly thwarting
engineers attempts to do reasonable work!
Another serious entry condition is to do a cursory check on the product
document and tum it back to the author when it is anything less than a quality
piece of work bursting at the seams to exit based on few remaining defects.
So for example of a 15 minute cursor check by the team leader while
planning shows up a few Major defects on a single page, then it is time for a
word with the author in private. Pretend like this never was seriously
submitted. Certainly do not waste the time of your team to confirm they
shoddy work.

12. Use serious exit conditions like "Maximum probable remaining Major defects per page
is 0.2".
Exit conditions, If serlously fotmulated and taken seriously can be crucial in
making inspection work well. The customary vote to accept a product when
the logged defects are fixed is ridiculous and sad.
Ridiculous because it completely ignores the known factor of remaining
unfound defects, which are computable and verifiable from experience.
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Sad because it leaves us with almost as many defects as we started with,
which is usually too many. And someone is going to wonder why we have
wasted time on inspections if the resulting quality is as poor as it much be
when we do not have serious exit control.
The fact is that Inspection processes, like other 'testing' processes, have a
maximum effectiveness in the range of 30% to 88% of existing defects, for a
single pass.
If the defect density is a high-quality low count, like 0.2 Majors per page, then
it does not matter much if the detected defects are removed, for the
document is quite clean enough to exit without touching them, as it should
be.
If defect density is high, like 20 or more Majors per page (quite common)
then the undetected defects at say 50% effectiveness, are more than enough
to make any exit uneconomic. For if there are 1O Majors remaining per page
in a 100 page document, you have an expected 9 x 1Ox 100 extraordinary
hours of additional project work to clean them up by testing and field
discovery. But the option is an order of magnitude less, to fight them now.
Admittedly it is a choice of the lesser evil, and we should be wishing to
prevent them (OPP) rather than to clean them up ear1y (DDP).
Management needs to get directly involved in understanding the large scale
economics of this, and making clear policy about the levels of Major defects
per page which will be allowed to escape .. The consequences of poor
decisions should be deducted from Management pay!

13. Use Defect Prevention Process on Inspection itsef for continuous improvement
Systematic continuous improvement of the inspection process itself is
necessary. Not only for improving the process, but initially for learning the
process proper1y, and for tailoring it to your organization.

14. Put ycu Inspection artifacts on a company web site.
Most of my clients have an Intranet. They should be sharing all relevant
inspection artifacts and standards, experiences, statistics and problems
corporate wide as soon as possible.

15. Build or buy an automated tool for processing Inspection basic data. Use it to capture
data sunvnary data, to present trends and reports.
Inspection quickly generates a lot of data, which can be extremely useful in
managing the process. It is vital that computer support be given ear1y and
well, so that the process takes the data seriously and so that ear1y champions
are not overwhelmed
The key distinction between Inspections and other review processes is the
use of data to manage them.
It is vital for example that optimum checking rates be established ear1y on
and updated as they change through continuous improvement. It is vital that
we see the consequences of bad exit levels hitting testing processes.

16. Plan Inspections wel using a Master plan
We have developed a one page master plan which goes far beyond the
conventional Invitation. We carefully bring out the many documents needed,
we allocate people special defect searching roles, we carefully manage rates
of checking and total time needed to do it. We establish the formal
purpose(s) of this particular inspection; they vary. We establish a team
numeric stretch goal for this inspection and a strategy to help attilin it,
A good master plan avoids stupid bureaucracy and lays the groundwork for
Intelligent Inspections.
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17. Use Checking data from individual checkers (pages checked, Majors found, time used,
checking rate) to decide whether it is wor1h holding a logging meeting.
We have developed a process of entry evaluation before going ahead with
the logging meeting. We collect data from checkers about checking rates
and Major issue density. Based on this we make a series of decisions about
the logging meeting. The most critical one is whether it is necessary at all.
Then we decide if we are going to bother to log minors at all. Then we decide
if checking again, at the optimum rate is of any value.
Older inspections plunge into the logging meeting without forethought and
consequently waste a lot of time.

18. Use individual checker personal notes ins1ead d proper meeting defect logs when the
volume is (non exit level) high, or when there is a large number d minor defects.
We do not believe that checkers should be required to make notes during
checking in any particular way. But most of them mark a paper document (
some more advanced an electronic document) with an undertine a circle or
highlighter on offending words, and also note which Rule was broken. Noting
Major or minor should be less important if all found were Majors!
So whenever we get high volume, higher than would allow exit, we find that
we can happily, with author agreement, tum these 'scratchings' over to the
author, rather than pedantically log them as good bureaucrats. In fact at
these high

19. Avoid disCI ISSiom at Logging Meetings, avoid challenging people, avoid suggesting
fixes: concentrate on logging potential Major defects.
Inspection is not for talkers and quibblers. Inspection is for professionals
committed to making maximum meaningful progress on the project with their
time. The company should pay for nothing else. Sure we have a good time.
Fun! But not by idle gossip and insulting each other. We are there to
measure, not to wear each other out or get drowned in unprofitable
bureaucratic games.
Inspection should always be highly profitable (10:1) , or it is time to adjust it
or stop it.
So we have learned to curb our tongue, to focus on what is productive
(samples of Majors logged, continuous improvement, author learning good
craft).
If your bent is talking, become an actor or a teacher.

20. Make sure you have really good standards (good practice Rules for writing technical
documents) to author by and to check against
Most organizations have three volumes of standards, but not a single page
they can really respect.
Gtandards need to be built by hard experience, need to be brief and to the
point, need to be monitored for usefulness, and must be respected by tha
troops.
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They must not be built be outside consultants, nor dictated by management.
They must be seen as the tool for enforcing the necessary lessons of
professional practice on the unwary or unwilling.

21. Check against source and kin documents, check them for defects too.
Because we have such poor quality control practices and craftsmanship, and
because Inspection is so imperfect on first pass, we need to learn to focus on
the Major defects which still persist in source documents ( such as
requirements from which a design is derived) and in kin documents (like test
plans derived from the same requirements). Even when a document is
exited at maximum two Majors per page, if it is 100 pages, there are 200
Majors in it, and we should benefit by getting almost all of them before
testing.
Most people make the mistake of over focussing on the product document.
You should probably be finding 25% of your total defects outside of the
product document (defined as the one your are trying to evaluate for exit
right now).

22. Allocate special cterect searching roles to individuals on the team.
People should not end up finding the same defects, but different ones. This
is best accomplished by the Team Leader in Planning the Master Plan by
allocating specialist assignments, much like a coach with a ball team.

23. Use the optimum number cl people on a team to serve the current purpose cl
inspection.
One large company persisted in have in 12 to 15 people on each inspection
team for 13 years. Reason people being sent to protect territorial interests
and no motivation for a monopoly to cut costs.
If you measure your own experiences you will find that effectiveness (at
finding defects) uses 4-6 people, efficiency (effect over cost) needs 2-4, and
only teaching justifies larger numbers.
How many people on the team is a function of your purpose, and can
generally be found by measuring various results using various team sizes.

24. Recognize that Inspection has a large number d potential purposes. Be aware d which
ones are valid for your current inspection, and fonnally plan to address them.
I have listed over 20 distinct purposes of Inspection. Each use of inspection
addresses a subset of them and to some varying degree. Intelligent use of
inspection will be with respect to satisfying the purposes you have.
25. Give Inspection team leaders proper training, coaching after initial training, fonnal
certification, statistical follow-up and if necessary remove their license to Inspect
Proper training of Team Leaders is about a week, with half lectures and half practice.
Formal certification (an entry condition to an inspection) should be like for pilots,
drivers and doctors; based on demonstrated competence after training.
Leaders who will not carry out the job prvf~~iQmlllY I even if It oeriause th@ir
supervisor is pressuring them to cut comers, need to have their license
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revoked. If you take this seriously, then your players will take the game
seriously too!
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Operational profiles are quantitative descriptions of usage of system
functions, Using them greatly improves accuracy in reproducing field
conditions, so that testing is representative and estimates of reliability are
accurate, This ensures that the necessary reliability is really achieved.
Operational profiles substantially increase project productivity, reducing
time to market and cost . They improve customer satisfaction. The
development and application of operational profiles is a standard, proven
best practice.
You can apply operational profiles to any software system and for most kinds of testing. The only
requirement is that testing be spread broadly across system functions. For example, you can apply it to
feature, load, performance, regression, certification, or acceptance testing. However, it is not appropriate
for testing an isolated set of functions, such as recovery testing of a few specific capabilities. Operational
profiles should be applied over the entire software life cycle, including all releases. In testing, they should
be applied with particular focus on the phases from subsystem test to delivery. All project personnel and as
many users as possible should be involved in implementing operational profiles.
In this article, I describe operational profiles in the context of an actual project at AT&T, which I call
Fone Follower. I selected this example because of its simplicity; it in no way implies that operational
profiles are limited to telecommunications systems.
FONE FOLLOWER is a system that lets telephone calls "follow" users anywhere in the world (even to
cellular phones). Users dial into a voice-response system and enter the telephone numbers at which they
plan to be at various times. Most of these _entries are made between 7 am and 9 am each day.
Calls (fax or voice) that would normally be routed to a user's telephone are then sent to Fone Follower,
which forwards them in accordance with the program entered. If there is no response to a voice call and
the user has pager service, the system pages. If there is still no response or if the user doesn't have pager
service, the system forwards calls to the user's voice mail.
In the following description of how we applied operational profiles to the Fone Follower project, I have
changed certain information to keep the explanation simple and to protect proprietary data.

DEFINITION OF OPERATIONAL PROFILE
An operation is a major task the system performs. "Major" implies it should be related to an
enumerated functional requirement or feature, not a subtask in the design. It is a logical rather than
machine-oriented concept, in that it can be executed over several machines. It can also be executed in
noncontiguous time segments. It can be initiated by a user, another system, or system's own controller.
Some examples of operations are a command activated by a user, the processing of a transaction sent from
another system, a response to an event occurring in an external system, and a routine housekeeping task
activated by your own system controller. An operational profile is simply the set of operations and their
probabilities of occurrence. Part of an operational profile is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Part of an operational profile.

Operation
Process voice call, no pager, answer
Process voice call, no pager, no answer
Process voice call, pager, answer
Process fax call

Operations/hr

Occurrence
Probability

18,000
17,000
17,000
15,000

0.18
0.17
0.17
0.15

•
•
•
Total

100,000

DEVELOPING OPERATIONAL PROFILES
Before we can develop operational profiles, we must first determine the operational modes of the
system. Ao operational mode is a distinct pattern of system use and/or environment that needs separate
testing because it is likely to stimulate different failures. A separate operational mode may also be
established to provide for accelerated testing of rarely occurring but critical operations. "Critical" in this
context means that an operation adds considerable extra value when it executes successfully, or results in
an extreme impact when it fails . "Value" and "impact" refer to safety with respect to human life, cost, or
service.
Factors that may yield different operational modes include day of the week or time of the day (prime
hours vs. off hours), time of the year (year-end processing for accounting systems), traffic levels, user
profiles, user experience, system maturity, reduced system capability, and rare critical events. Division
into operational modes is based on engineering judgment: more operational modes can increase the
realism of test but they can also increase the effort and cost of selecting test cases and performing system
test.
We selected three operational modes for Fone Follower:

• Peak hours. Heavy incoming calls and entries (of phone numbers) traffic, no administration or audit
functions permitted.
• Prime hours. Average incoming calls and entries traffic, administration functions permitted but audit
functions limited.
• Off hours. Low incoming calls and entries traffic, low administration traffic, extensive audit traffic.
• Recovery. System is recovering from hardware failures .
You will need to develop two kinds of operational profiles, system (across all operational modes) and
operational mode. The system profile is used to select the test cases to prepare and those to execute in
feature and regression testing . The operational profile for each operational mode is used to select
operations for execution when that mode is tested in load testing.
Fone Follower expected an average of 100,000 operations per clock hour over all operational modes.
Table 1 shows a segment of its operational profile and how we obtained it from the occurrence rates of
individual operations. This is a tabular representation. You can also represent the operational profile
graphically as a network of nodes and branches. The tabular representation is generally better for systems
whose operations have few (often one) attributes. The graphical representation is generally better for
systems whose operations have multiple attributes, such as telecommunications switching systems. The
operations of Fone Follower had only one attribute, so we chose the tabular representation.
For the sake of illustration, Figure 2 shows part of a graphical representation of a telecommunications
switching system. The nodes represent attributes of an operation, the branches attribute values. Ao
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operation is represented by a path through the network. The occurrence probabilities of attribute values
can be conditional on the previous path to that point.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of an operational profile for a
telecommunications switching system. The graphical representation is better than
the tabular representation (Table 1) when there are multiple attributes.
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Regardless of which representation you choose, the procedure to develop an operational profile is
similar. Here is the procedure for tabular representation (with the variations for graphical representation
in parentheses):

•

•

•

•

Identify the initiators of operations. System users are most commonly the initiators of operations, but
initiators can also be external systems and the system's controller. To identify the users, you first
determine the expected customer types on the basis of information such as the system business case
and marketing data for related systems. You can then analyze the customer types for the expected
user types or sets of users who will tend to use the system in the same way. User types are often highly
correlated with job roles.
List the operations (attributes and attribute values) each initiator produces. The system requirements
are perhaps the most useful source of information for this task. Other sources include work-process
flow diagrams for various job roles, draft user manuals, prototypes, and previous versions of the
system. Direct discussions with "typical" expected users are usually highly enlightening and highly
recommended. Bear in mind that an operation is actually a logical rather than a physical concept, in
that it can be executed over several machines in noncontiguous time segments.
Determine the occurrence rate per clock hour of the operations (attribute values) . Many people using
operational profiles for the first time expect this task to be very difficult; our experience generally
indicates it is much less difficult than expected. Frequently, field data already exists for previous
versions of the same or similar systems. If not, you can often collect it. If the operations are event
driven, you can often simulate the environment that determines event frequency. Finally, even if there
is no direct data, there is usually some related information that lets you make reasonable estimates.
Determine the occurrence probabilities. To do this, you divide the occurrence rates for each operation
(attribute value) by total operation (attribute) occurrence rates.
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APPLYING OPERATIONAL PROFILES
There are several very useful ways in which you can apply operational profiles. First, you can employ
them to allocate process resources and priorities to development activities in proportion to use and
criticality. The allocation can be to any development process activity: system engineering, system design,
coding, unit test, system test, reviews, product improvement efforts, etc. Since the operational profile is
often developed somewhat independently of the requirements, we have often found it valuable in finding
neglected requirements. Consider pursuing the Reduced Operation Software (ROS) concept. Look for low
usage noncritical operations whose implementation is not cost-effective and consider alternative
approaches. You can schedule earlier delivery of high use/criticality operations with operational
development, the practice of dividing and scheduling development by operations. Low use, noncritical
operations are developed in a later release. Operational profiles are also very useful in conducting
performance studies and managing performance. One of the most common applications for operational
profiles is in driving testing .
Driving testing
You use the operational profiles to prepare for testing by specifying the test cases and test procedures.
You specify test cases in two steps:
1. Select the operations in accordance with their occurrence probabilities, using the system operational
profile. Make sure that each critical operation is selected at least once. For Fone Follower, occurrence
probability of the process fax call operation was 0 .15 (Table 1), so 15 percent of the test cases were
from the process fax call operation.
2. Complete the selection of the test case by choosing among possible test cases within the operation
with equal probability. Test cases within an operation are generally characterized by the values of
their input variables. For example, in Table 2, a possible test case is "originator is on screenlist,
destination is local calling area, billing type is flat rate, dialing type is standard, screening is on."

Table 2. Selecting test case within fax call operation of Fone Follower.
ORIGINATOR

DESTINATION

BILLING TYPE

DIALING TYPE

On screenlist
Not on screenlist

Local calling area
Within area code
Outside area code
International
800 number
Other carrier
Wireless

Flat rate
Per call
Discount
Per minute

Standard
Abbreviated
SCREENING
On

Off

A test procedure is the specification of the set of runs and environment associated with an operational
mode. You generally specify the set of runs statistically by providing values of operation occurrence rates.
When executed, the test procedure will select test cases at random times from the prepared set, following
tl1ese occurrence rates.
You can apply operational profiles without test automation, but test-management tools usually make the
process faster and more efficient. You should also provide for recording operations executed so that you
can collect use data for comparing the test operational profile with the profile expected in the field.
Actually, operation recording should be more than a feature of the test platform; it should be an integral
part of the system itself. You can then collect extensive field data, both to evaluate the current system and
to provide a base for engineering future systems.
Executing tests involves two types of testing. In development testing, you find and remove faults, while
in certification testing, you either accept or reject the software. In many cases, the two types of testing are
applied sequentially. Development testing precedes certification testing, which in turn serves as a
rehearsal for customer acceptance testing.
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Development testing starts with feature testing and follows that with load testing. In feature testing, test
runs are executed essentially independently of each other, with the database reinitialized frequently to
reduce interactions. In load testing, large numbers of test runs are executed in the context of an
operational mode, driven by a test procedure. Load testing stimulates failures that can occur as a result of
interactions among runs, both directly and through the slowly corrupting database. Then in regression
testing, feature test runs are repeated after each build to see if any changes made to the system have
spawned faults that cause failures . Certification testing generally consists only of load testing. For Fone
Follower, we conducted development testing with the peak hours, prime hours, off hours, and recovery
operational modes.

SUCCESS STORIES.
Those incorporating operational profiles into their development practices are enjoying significant
improvement. In AT&T 's Operations Technology Center of the Network Computing Services Division,
operational profiles are part of the standard software development process, which is currently undergoing
ISO certification. This organization, which has the highest percentage use of operational profiles in
AT&T, is the primary software development organization for the AT&T business unit that won the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in 1994.
AT&T's International Definity project illustrates the benefits that result from applying operational
profiles along with related technologies. In comparison with a previous release that did not use these
technologies, reliability increased by a factor of 10. Customer satisfaction with the product increased
correspondingly-sales increased by a factor of 10. Moreover both the system test interval and system test
costs decreased by a factor of two, the total project development time decreased by 30 percent, and
maintenance costs decreased by a factor of IO.
These successes are not limited to AT&T. Alcatel, Bellcore, Bell-Northern Research (Canada), CNES
(France), ENEA (Italy), Ericsson Telecom, Hewlett Packard, Hitachi, IBM, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Loral, Microsoft, Mitre, Tandem Computers-just to name a few-have also used operational profiles
profitably. See [4] for a bibliography of papers published by users of software reliability engineering,
many of which included operational profiles.
As benefits like these become more widely publicized, the use of operational profiles can be expected to
grow even more. Operational profiles form a key part of the practice of software reliability engineering.
Software reliability engineering is maturing to the extent that standards bodies and publishers are
undertaking activities to promote it. An AlAA standard for software reliability engineering was approved
in 1993, for example, and IEEE standards are under development. McGraw-Hill and the IEEE Computer
Society Press recently recognized the rapid maturing of the field, publishing a handbook on the topic (5).
The IEEE Computer Society's Technical Committee on Software Reliability Engineering bas grown in the
six years since its founding from around 40 people to more than 1,000, an annual growth rate of about 70
percent. It publishes a newsletter, sponsors the annual International Symposium on Software Reliability
Engineering, and engages in numerous other activities, including standards.
Growth of the software reliability engineering research community is about 35 percent per year, as
judged by the number of papers submitted to ISSRE. There is also an active software reliability
engineering bulletin board on the Internet [6] .

DEPLOYMENT
This growth gives rise to the important issue of how to effectively deploy operational profiles. I and my
colleagues have tried several approaches and have found marked differences in their effectiveness:

•

•

•

Consultant does all. Hiring a consultant to do everything is the most expensive and probably the
worst approach; true commitment of development projects is often lacking and company personnel do
not gain skills in operational profiles.
Self-teaching. This is only slightly better than having a consultant do everything. The main drawback
is that project personnel have no one to answer their questions or give them feedback on what they are
doing. Consequently, there is a high risk that they are not applying operational profiles correctly.
Course without a workshop. Participants acquire knowledge, but they don't get the opportunity to try
what th~y have learned or to receive feedback.
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•

•

•

Course with a workshop. This approach is probably the most cost-effective one. It teaches participants
the necessary skills, allows them to try out what they've learned, to get feedback, and to ask
questions. The course with the workshop is most effective when done on site, with work groups
organized by projects. Each project team brings its requirements specification and architecture
documents. Each should leave with the initial outline of a plan for applying operational profiles to
their project.
Custom or group jump starts. Jump starts also teach participants the necessary skills, allow them to
try out what they've learned, to get feedback, and to ask questions-but they cost considerably more
than a course with a workshop. In a jump start, a consultant participates in projects over a substantial
period of time, answers questions, and reviews the work of the projects. The custom jump start,
which is dedicated to one project, is more expensive than the group jump start, in which consulting
resources are shared.
Jump starts are very nice for projects that can afford them, but they aren't essential. You can choose
the course with a workshop and supplement it with access to a consultant for questions without the
investment in time that project participation involves. The principal high cost element is the time the
consultant must spend to learn and follow the project. Organizations can avoid this cost by selecting a
project representative to work with the consultant. The project representative attends the course with a
workshop along with the project team. The representative then translates project issues into questions
that relate to operational profiles practices and poses them to the consultant.
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Operational Profiles
1 VVhat are operational profiles?
Quantitative descriptions of usage of system functions
2 V\/hy use operational profiles?
A Greatly improves accuracy in reproducing field conditions,
so that testing is representative and estimates of reliability
are accurate, ensuring that necessary reliability is really
achieved
B Substantially increases project productivity, reducing time to
market and cost

C Improves customer satisfaction
D Standard, proven best practice
Introduction

OPTEST-2

Operational Profiles
3 VVhere do we use operational profiles?
A Any system

B Any kind of testing that is broadly spread across
functions of system
1 Feature testing: consists of single executions of
operations, with system reinitialized between to
minimize interactions

Introduction

OPTEST-3
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Operational Profiles
2 Load testing: testing representative of field use and
environment, with many executions of operations
and full interactions (usually includes certification,
acceptance, performance testing)
3 Regression testing: consists of set of feature tests
executed after each system build involving
significant change

Introduction

OPTEST-4

Operational Profiles

4 'M'len do we use operational profiles?
Entire life cycle, all releases
5 'M'lo uses operational profiles?
All project personnel and users

Introduction
OPTEST-5
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Operational Profiles- Part of Software
Reliability Engineering
SRE is standard, proven best practice:
1 AT&T Best Current Practice since 5/91 (based on
widespread practice, documented strong benefiVcost
ratio, probing review)
2 VVidespread standard
A McGraw-Hill handbook
B AIAA standard since 1993
C IEEE standards under development

Introduction

OPTEST-6

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Product Description
1 Subscriber calls FONE FOLLOWER and enters planned
phone numbers for where he/she plans to be vs time.
2 Incoming calls (voice or fax) from network to subscriber
are forwarded as per program. Incomplete voice calls go
to pager (if subscriber has one) and then voice mail.

Introduction

OPTEST- 7
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Operational Profiles
1. Definition
2. Develop
3. Apply

OPTEST-6

Operational Profile Definition What Is an Operation?
An operation is a major task performed by a system.
1 "Major" implies it should be related to an enumerated
functional requirement or feature, not a subtask in the
design
2 Logical rather than machine-oriented concept:
A Can be executed over several machines
B Can be executed in noncontiguous time segments
3 Can be initiated by a user, another system, or system's
own controller

Definitbn
OPTEST-9
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Operational Profile Definition Illustrations of Operations
1 Command activated by a user
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Phone number entry
2 Response to input from external system
A Processing of transaction (e.g., purchase, sale, service
delivery, reservation)
B Processing of event (e.g. ,
movement, change in state)

alarm,

mechanical

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Process voice call, no
pager

Definition

OPTEST-1 0

Operational Profile Definition Illustrations of Operations
3 Routine housekeeping (e.g., security audit, file backup,
data base audit, data base cleanup) task activated by own
system
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Audit phone number data
base

Definition
OPTEST-1 1
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Operational Profile Definition What Is an Operational Profile?
Operational profile: set of operations with probabilities of
occurrence
FONE FOLLOWER system operational profile illustration
(100,000 operations/ hr):
OPERATION

OPER./HR

PROB.

Process voice call, no pager, ans.
Process voice call, no pager, no ans.
Process voice call, pager, ans.
Process fax call
•

18,000
17,000
17,000
15,000

0.18

100,000

1

0.17
0.17
0.15

•
Definition
OPTEST- 12

Develop Operational Profiles Procedure
*1 Determine operational modes
*2 Identify initiators of operations
* 3 Choose tabular or graphical representation
* 4 Create operations "list" for each operation initiator; then
consolidate
* 5 Determine occurrence rates
* 6 Determine occurrence probabilities

Develop Operational Profiles
OPTEST- 13
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Determine Operational Modes

1 Operational mode: distinct pattern of system usage and/or
set of environmental conditions needing separate testing
because:

A Likely to stimulate different failures
B Extra testing required for rarely-occurring critical
operations (increase by criticality acceleration facto"
Critical: having great extra value when successful or
great extra impact when failing with respect to risk to
human life, cost, or capability

Develop Operational Profiles
OPTEST-14

Determine Operational Modes
2 Factors that may yield different operational modes:

A Day of week or time of day (prime hours vs off hours),
time of year (year end processing)
B Traffic levels
C User type profile (analyze customer types first)
D User experience

E System maturity (degree of data base population)
F Reduced capability (all or certain operations)
G Rare critical events
3 Cost and time for test preparation and execution increase
with number of operational modes
Develop Operational Profiles

OPTEST- 15
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Determine Operational Modes

1 Develop operational profile for each operational mode to
select runs for execution during load testing
2 Develop system operational profile (across all operational
modes) to select test cases and to select runs for
execution during other kinds of testing
3 If system has accurate field load recording for release very
similar to current one, operational profile development and
test case preparation aren't needed; just add critical rarely
occurring test cases to recording and use as driver
Ofwe/op Operational Profiles
OPTEST-16

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Determine Operational Modes
We will select four operational modes:

1 Peak hours - heavy calls and entries traffic, no
administration or audit
2 Prime hours - average calls and entries traffic,
administration but limited audit
3 Off hours - low calls and
administration, extensive audit

entries

traffic, low

4 Recovery - system recovering from hardware failures

D<welop Operational Profiles
OPTEST-17
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Identify Initiators of Operations
1 List user types (sets of users who are expected to employ
system in same way):
A List expected customer types, based on system
business case, marketing data for related systems
B Analyze customer types for expected user types,
considering job roles
2 List external systems that might initiate operations in
system under study
3 System itself (usually initiates administrative
maintenance functions such as audits and backups)

and

Develop Operational Profiles

OPTEST-18

FF System OP Illustration:
Identify Initiators of Operations
1 User types:
Subscriber
System administrator
2 External systems:
Network
3 FONE FOLLOWER

Develop Operational Profiles
OPTEST-19
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Choose Tabular or
Graphical Representation
1 Tabular representation:
entered in table

operation represented by name

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:

Process
Process
Process
Process

voice call, no pager, ans.
voice call, no pager, no ans.
voice call, pager, ans.
fax call
•
•
•

OCCUR
PROB.
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.15

1
Devtllop Operational Profiles

OP'TEST-20

Choose Tabular or
Graphical Representation

2 Graphical representation: operation represented by path
through graph
A Node = attribute of operation
B Branch = attribute value with occurrence probability
(conditional on previous branches in path)

DevtJ/op Operational Profiles

OP'TEST- 21
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Illustration: Graphical Representation
Telecommunications switching system
r---------------r--------------~

"DIALING
TYPE"
ATTRIBUTE

"CALL
DESTINATION"
ATTRIBUTE

...
Abbrev= 0.2

Develop Operational Profi/es
OPTEST-22

Choose Tabular or Graphical
Representation - Criteria

1 Tabular: if operations can be described by very small
number (typically one or two) of attributes (e.g.,
Operations described by the one attribute "function")
2 Graphical:
if operations are described by multiple
attributes, so that it's easier to consider them attribute by
attribute

Develop Operational Profi/6"

OPTEST-23
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Create Operations "List"
1 Preferred information source is system requirements, but
also ask systems engineers; check work process flow
diagrams, draft user manuals, prototypes, and previous
versions of system; and hold discussions with expected
users
2 Tabular representation: List operations directly
3 Graphical representation: List operations indirectly by
graphing attributes and attribute values
Deve/op Operavona/ Profiles
OPTEST- 24

Create Operations "List"
4 Assign new operation or attribute value for each case of
substantially different processing
5 Refine operations list as requirements, design, and
implementation proceed:
A Reasons are changes in:
1 Operational architecture
2 Needed granularity of resource allocation, test
realism
3 Knowledge of processing differences
B Modify occurrence probabilities when operations list
changes [2]
Deve/op Operavonal ProfiltJs

OPTEST- 25
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Determine Occurrence Rates
1 Information sources (in order of preference)
A Use existing field data
B Record field operations
C Simulate associated systems that determine arrival
rates of events that invoke different operations
D Make estimates
2 Tabular representation: occurrence rates of operations
3 Graphical representation:
values

occurrence rates of attribute

Develop Operational Profiles
OPTEST-26

Determine Occurrence Probabilities

1 Tabular representation:

Divide occurrence rates

of

operations by total occurrence rates
2 Graphical representation: Divide occurrence rates of
attribute values by total occurrence rates of attributes

Develop Operational Profiles
OPTEST-27
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FF Illustration: Tabular Rep.:
Create Operations List
INITIATOR
Subscriber
System admin.

OPERATIONS LIST
Phone number entry
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Network
Proc. voice call, no pager, ans.
Proc. voice call , no pager, no ans.
Proc. voice call. pager, ans.
Proc. voice call, pager, ans. on page
Proc. voice call, pager, no ans.
Proc. fax call
System controller Audit phone number data base
Recover from hardware failure

Oev9/op Operational Profiles
OPTEST- 28

FF Illustration: Determine
Occurrence Rates (Per Hr)
OPERATION
Phone number entry
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Proc. voice call, no pager, ans.
Proc. voice call , no pager, no ans.
Proc. voice call, pager, ans.
Proc. voice call , pager, ans. on page
Proc. voice call , pager, no ans.
Proc. fax call
Audit phone number data base
Recover from hardware failure

Total

OCC. RATE
10,000
50
50
18,000
17,000
17,000
12,000
10,000
15,000
900
0.01
100,000

Develop Operational Profiles
OPTEST- 29
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FFJlllustration: Determine
Occurrence Probabilities
OPERATION
Proc. voice call , no pager, ans.
Proc. voice call, no pager, no ans.
Proc. voice call, pager, ans.
Proc. fax call
Proc. voice call, pager, ans. on page
Proc. voice call, pager, no ans.
Phone number entry
Audit phone number data base
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Recover from hardware failure

OCC. PROB.

0.18
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.009
0.0005
0.0005
0.0000001
1

Total
Develop Operetionll/ Proflle&

OPTEST- 30

Illustration: Graphical Rep. - Create
Operations "List" (Attribute Values)
For prime hours operational mode:

DIALING TYPE
ATTRIBUTE

CALL DESTINATION
ATTRIBUTE

Standard

External

Abbreviated

Internal

Develop Operetionlll Proftle&

OPTEST-31
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Illustration: Graphical Rep. Determine Occurrence Rates
Using existing field data (per hr):

--------- ------ -, -- - - - - -- - --- -- '
"DIALING
TYPE"
ATIRIBUTE

"CALL
DESTINATION"
ATTRIBUTE

Internal = 240
Total= 800

•••

Abbrev = 200
Total= 1000
Develop Operational ProfU.S
OP'TEST-32

Illustration: Graphical Representation
- Determine Occurrence Probabilities
:
I

"DIALING
TYPE"
ATTRIBUTE

"CALL
:
DESTINATION" I
ATTRIBUTE

T

Internal = 0.3
1.0

...

-...:Ext::::.=e:.:.rn..:..:a=l_=_::0:.;..1.:...---r-o
I

I
10
.... - - - - - - -- -- · -- ___,

Internal= 0.9

1.0
----- - ------ --.J

I

Develop Operational Proftle&
OP'TEST- 33
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Operational Profile Application
1 Allocate process resources and priorities (including reviews,
product improvement efforts) in proportion to use, criticality
2 Check operation list against requirements to find neglected
requirements
3 Pursue Reduced Operation Software (ROS) concept: Look for
low usage noncritical operations whose implementation is not
cost-effective and consider alternative approaches
4 Schedule earlier delivery of high use/criticality operations with
operational development
5 Guide architecture development and manage performance
6 Drive testing
Apply Operation11/ A-ofi/es

OPTEST-34

Drive Testing
1. Definitions
2. Preparation
3. Execute Tests

Apply Operational A-ofi/es
OPTEST-35
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Drive Testing- Definitions
1 input variable: variable that exists external to a system
and affects its execution
A direct: controls operation directly in a known, designed

way, such as argument, menu selection, entered data
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Destination, whose
value might be ''within area code"
B indirect influences operation, such as Operational
mode, Data base state, or Resource state
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Operational mode, with
value "prime hours"

Apply Operational Profiles

OPTEST-36

Drive Testing- Definitions
specific instance of execution of operation,
characterized by complete set of input variables and their
values

2 Run:

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: For operation "process
fax call," a run might be characterized by the input
variables:
DIRECT

INDIRECT

Originator = on screenlist
Operational mode = prime hours
Destination = within area code Data base state: signified by time
Billing type = per call
Resource state: signified by time
Dialing type = standard
Screening = yes
Apply Operational Profiles

OPTEST-37
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Drive Testing- Definitions
3 Test case: partial specification of a run through providing
values of direct input variables
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Process fax call with:
Originator = on screenlist
Destination = within area code
Billing type

= per call

Dialing type = standard
Screening = yes
This test case executing in the context of an operational
mode yields a run. 'Mlen the same test case executes in
different operational modes, you have different runs.
Apply Operaoon.l Profile$

OPTEST-38

Drive Testing- Definitions

o

~

Test
Case y-+-Operation X
RunY1

o

Test

~ Case Y ,._ Operation X

-

-

Operational
Mode I

Operational
Mode2

Two different runs use same test case
Apply Operational Profiles

OPTEST- 39
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Drive Testing- Definitions
4 Test procedure: Load testing controller that sets up
environmental conditions and that invokes test cases based on
occurrence rates of operations or sets of attribute values.
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration for load testing of peak hours
operational mode:

Rme n.n1)e- airy
Roress\drecal, roJ)cV:I", a,s.
Roress \dre cal, ro J)cV:I", ro a,s.
Roress \dre cal, J)cV:I", a,s.
Roress \dre cal, J)cV:I", a,s. a, ~
Roress \dre cal, J)cV:I", ro a,s.
Roress tax cal

OCC. RAlES (PER~
31,CXX>
110,(XX)
00,(XX)
00,(XX)
00,(XX)
00,(XX)
70,(XX)

Apply Operational ProtiJe,i
OPTEST- 40

Drive Testing - Preparation

1 Specify test cases
2 Prepare test procedures

Apply Opntional Profiles

OPTEST- 41
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Specify Test Cases

Two stage process:
1 Select operation with probability equal to occurrence
probability of system (not operational mode)
operational profile, making sure each critical operation
is selected at least once.
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Choose process fax
call operation with probability 0.15

Apply Operational Profiles

OPTEST- 42

Specify Test Cases

2 Select test case with equal probability among choices
defined by all possible levels of all direct input variables
value or range of values of input variable
expected to yield the same failure behavior because of
processing similarities (FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
all destinations within the local calling area)

A Level:

B Preferably select levels randomly; if deterministically,
avoid bunching because this reduces information
added by each test case

Apply Operational Profil~

OPTEST- 43
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FONE FOLLOWER Illustration Specify Test Cases
In operation "Process fax call", select calls with equal probability
from 5-dimensional matrix defined by direct input variables and
levels noted:

ORIGII\JATOR

DESTI I\JATIQ\J

Local calling a-ea
Not a, saeeliist Wttin a-ea rode
Q.Jtside a-ea rode
lntematiaia
800n..rrber

0, saeeliist

Ohe- carier
Wreless

B1Wf'-l3TYPE

Rat rate
Per call
Clscxx.nt
Perrrirute

•

OAUf'-l3
TYPE

Suntrd
Abt:re\liated
SCREENING
Yes
No

Apply Operational Profiles

OPTEST- 44

Prepare Test Procedures

1 Prepare one test procedure for each operational mode,
using occurrence rates of operations or attribute values
for that mode
2 Specify environment (may depend on operational mode)
A Use same data base cleanup procedure as used in field
B Represent other significant environmental conditions

Apply Operational Profi/es

OPTEST- 45
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Prepare Test Procedures

3 Set up test case invocation to occur at random times
A Assures occurrence probabilities are stationary

B Virtually assures all runs are different if not reinitialized
(same test cases execute with different indirect input
variables, so that testing is efficient)

•
Apply Operational Profile&

OPTEST-48

Execute Tests
1 Feature testing: invoke complete set of test cases,
choosing in random order
2 Load testing: invoke each operational mode each day for
allocated proportion of time, using appropriate test
procedure
3 Regression testing: invoke all or randomly selected subset

of test cases, choosing in random order, after each build
involving significant change

Apply Operatia>al Prorlifl

OPTEST-47

eopyrlghl i007 by John 0. Musa
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Execute Tests
4 Repeat a run only to:
A Collect more data to improve failure identification (find
more failures or better describe known failures)
B Verify failure resolution (fault removal)
This may be difficult to do in load testing anyway

Apply Operational Profiles

OP'TEST- 48

Conclusions

1 Operational profiles provide a standard, proven,
quantitative way to picture how systems will be used so
that development can be focused to maximize user benefit
and system reliability while minimizing development time
and cost.
2 Understanding how to develop and use operational
profiles is a vital skill for being competitive.

OP'TEST-49

Copyright 1997 by John D. Musa
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To Explore Further
1 Musa, J. D., "Software-Reliability-Engineered Testing,"
Computer, November, 1996.
2 Musa, J. D., Software-Reliability-Engineered Testing
Practice, book in preparation, to be published by McGrawHill
3 Musa, J.D. , "Operational Profiles in Software Reliability
Engineering," IEEE Software, March 1993.
4 Musa,
lannino,
Okumoto;
Software
Reliability:
Measurement, Prediction, Application, McGraw-Hill, 1987.
5 Musa, J. D. , "Software Reliability Engineering," Duke
Distinguished Lecture Series Video, University Video
Communications, 415-813-0506
OPTEST- 50

To Explore Further
6 IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Software
Reliability Engineering (publishes newsletter, sponsors
ISSRE annual international conference) : membership
application at
http://www.tcse.org/tcseform.html
7 Electronic bulletin board
A Subscribe
vishwa@hac2arpa.hac.com
B Post
sw-rel@igate1 .hac.com
8 Course information
http://members.aol.com/JohnDMusa/
OPTEST- 51
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Applying Operational Profiles in Testing- Planning Template

General Note: You may find it useful to choose a "project manager" to lead your
workshop and someone to record your decisions and action items for distribution to
the group and later use. If you are missing information needed for a decision, list
obtaining that information as an action item. Make the best estimate or assumption
you can for now so that you can proceed. If time does not permit you to fully answer
the questions posed here (this is expected for most systems), simplify by considering
one part of your project or by making assumptions; record the work not done as
action items. When you are dealing with numbers, pick simple ones (even . if
approximate) that facilitate hand calculations. This template is designed for you to
record your workshop proceedings in a systematic way. Action itenis can be
designated by an arrow "~" in the left margin. You can then use the results of the
workshop as a base and guide for a full implementation of SRET.
I.

What is the software-based product you are developing and what are its principal
features? The ideal situation is if you are all members of a project team and have your
requirements and architecture documentation with you. If this situation does not exist,
try to identify a software-based product that is relevant to the largest portion of the
group.

Copyright John D. Musa 1997
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2.

Pick one operational mode of broad scope (usually the one executed the most in the
field) for further study. Identify its operation initiators (customer types ~ user types,
external systems, own system).

3. Will you use tabular or graphical representation for the operational profile?

Copyright John D . Musa 1997
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4.

If you are using the tabular representation, what are the operations for the operational
mode you have selected (consider the different initiators to jog your memory)? If you
are using the graphical representation, draw at least part of the network. .

Copyright John D. Musa 1997
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5.

How will you determine occurrence rates and occurrence probabilities?

6.

Estimate the number of test cases you will prepare for the system you selected.

7.

Select an important operation; list its direct input variables and their levels.

Copyright John D . Musa 1997
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Problem: Low software quality and productivity
No matter how well testing was performed
on the last project,
on the next project, it must be better.
Why? Because
customers demand fewer bugs
financial managers demand less spending
project managers need to shorten schedules
developers want professional recognition
competitors want your job and market share

2

Solution: lOX Testing
What is JOX Testing?
lOX Testing is a software testing process that increases

test quality (test coverage) and
test productivity
by 10 times relative to industry averages.

3

Solution: lOX Testing
What is JOX Testing?
It is a defined, repeatable, measurable process
that is performed to demonstrate quantitatively
that software
- functions as specified or
- fails to function as specified and
- has been exercised
It is a "Level-5" process with tools to aid every activity in the
process.
(Note: A Level-5 testing process is easier to achieve and much less costly than the well-known Level-5 development process.)

4

What is lOX testing?
It is a process.

~

4

Test
Reports

•

•
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What is lOX testing?
It is a "Level-5" process.

Process is improved from project to project
Process is measured on all projects

Process is defined

Ll

Ad Hoc

Process is not defined
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What is lOX testing?
It is a process with management and technical activities.
Specification

•
•

• Control flow
• Data flow

Manage
Testing

Make
Test Cases
and
Scripts

Action, Input,

Test Scripts
Instrumented
& Compiled - - - - - ~
Code
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Output Traces

Run
Test Cases
and
Scripts

Timings
Coverages

Evaluate
Test Quality
(TQ) and
Software
Quality (SQ)

What is lOX testing?
It is a process that begins with specifying
software behavior with text or graphics.
It is specification-based testing.
Requirements:
Actions:
Functions, transactions, features
Processes, state transitions
Operations, methods, services
Information (data and relationships)
Conditions (logical constraints)
Events (time synchronizations)
States (situations)

8

What is lOX testing?
It is a process that begins with specifying
software behavior with text or graphical models of
requirements.
Operational Definition Participating actors and their
Actions and Interactions

Aristotle's Definition Species is Action,
Differentia is verb and object
The Customer Service System
shall help an Agent calculate
a price for Caller requested
products.

Customer Service
System

t ~·· · · · ~t~·········
Caller

Agent
calls

re uest data
provides data

9

,..1--__

1=
· n:.vo
. .:. . = k=e=s _ _.,..

displays screen

What is lOX testing?
It is a process that begins with specifying
software behavior with text or graphical models of
TEST-READY requirements.
The Customer Service System
shall help an Agent calculate
a price for Caller requested
products.

Customer Service
System

J ~·· · · · ~ J~·········
Caller

Agent
calls

10

invokes
displays screen

What is lOX specification-based testing?
It is a process that begins with specifying
software behavior with text or graphical models of
designs.
Data Flow

State Transitions

)~)
Spec-Approved/Generate Test Cases (if Spec is Test Ready}

Information

Data~
\

:·· !ta

IDictionary
Validates

- - - Specified Action

~

'

,,('
Finds

State

11

Relationships
Failure

What is lOX specification-based testing?
It is a process that begins with specifying
software behavior with graphics such as object models.

Object Model
Classes, attributes, values
and relationships define
STATIC STRUCTURE of object

OMT Model
Dynamic Model

unctional Mode

Events and states define
BEHAVIOR of
functions in ob'ect

Functions with conditions
define TRANSFORMATIONS
of data in object

12

What is lOX specification-based testing?
It is a process that begins with specifying
software behavior with tools like StP.
Record Specification

Specification or Software
Description File (SDF)
Actions
Information
Logic
Events
States

Edit Text
in Text Editor
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What is lOX specification-based testing?
It is a process in which test cases are generated from
specifications by tools.
Specification
(SDF)

11111

•

11111

•

Control Flow
Data flow

Manage
Testing

Action, Input,

Output Traces

Run
Test Cases
and
Instrumented
& Compiled _ _ _ _ _,
Scripts
Test Scripts

Code
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Timings
Coverages

Evaluate
Test Quality
(TQ) and
Software
Quality (SQ)

How do specification-based TGs work?
Specification-based test case generators work like compilers.
They read and check specifications
just as compilers read source code.
They apply test design techniques (rules)
just as compilers apply algorithms.
They format and write test cases
just as compilers print source listings.

15

How do specification-based TGs work?

Read and
Check
Specification

Format
Test Case
Listings

Test Case
Files

Test Cases
Design and
Generate
Test Cases
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How do specification-based TGs work?
Action- or Function-Driven Testing
Out-of-Type
or Not-in-List
Sample
Specification
Actions
Information
Logic
Events
States

Rule: Select valid and invalid
data samples for each
input that is used by
an action.

~

Invalid Subdomain
(20% of Inputs
are Invalid)

Reason: To find defects of
missing functions and
improper error handling.
Average or
Reference
Sample

17

Valid Subdomain
(80°/o of Inputs
are Valid)

How do specification-based TGs work?
Data-Driven Testing Part 1 - Boundary Value Analysis
Specification
Actions
Information
Logic
Events
States

41111111--~~ Data Samples
Rule 1: Select boundary value JI"""
samples for each input
Adjacent or
that is used by an
Debugging
action (i.e., first & last,
Samples
._.....~......
fastest & slowest, or
highest & lowest}.
Reason: To find defects of
boundary handling.
Rule 2: Select adjacent samples
for each input just
above and just below
its boundaries.
Reason: To speed debugging.

18

Boundary
Value
Samples

~

How do specification-based TGs work?

Data-Driven Testing Part 2 - Equivalent Class Analysis
Specification
Actions
Information
Logic
Events
States

Rule 2: Select classes of .........- - - • • ~ Data Samples
values so every member
of a class receives the
same or equivalent
treatment by the
software.
Reason: To find defects of
incorrect class handling.
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How do specification-based TGs work?

Logic-Driven Testing (Cause-effect graphing)
Specification
Actions
Information
Logic
Events
States

Rule 1: Select data samples fJi
that will cause each
logical expression to be
exercised with a true and
a false evaluation.
Reason: To find defects of
incorrect logic.

20

Data Samples

~

~

Room_temp

High_temp
?

True
Go swimming.

False
Watch video.

How do specification-based TGs work?

Event-Driven Testing
Specification
Actions
Information
Logic
Events
States

~ - - t i ~ Data Samples

Rule 1: Sample each event as two...,...
data items: a Boolean to
indicate that the event has
or has not occurred, and if
necessary, a message to
carry the information content
for the event.
Reason: To find defects of incorrect
synchronizations of software
actions with user actions.
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How do specification-based TGs work?

State-Driven Testing
Specification
Actions
Information
Logic
Events
States

ule: Select input data samples .,,,t
that will cause each state
transition to occur in every
state where the transition
should occur and in one
state where the transition
should not occur.
Reason: To find defects of
incorrect sequences of
software actions.

22

•

(Open

H

Open

Data Samples

Edit
Edit

f----•~(c1ose)
Save

How do specification-based TGs work?
Combining Data Samples to Make Test Cases
Testing Space
Specification
Al"\
Actions
'--.Y
Information ~
Logic
Events
~
States
NH

+

onstruct the "Testing Space."
- One axis per each input
- Label samples like HB
Reason: To visualize test cases.
Each test case will probe
one point in the testing
space.
Valid Region
Invalid Region
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How do specification-based TGs work?
Combining Data Samples to Make Test Cases
Testing Space
Specification
~
Actions
"--Y
Information ~
Logic
Events
~
States
""'

+

Rule 1 - The Screening Vector:
Combine one sample
from each input so that
all inputs are held at their
1. Reference values
2. Low Boundaries
3. High Boundaries
Reason: To demonstrate expected
behavior and to find likely
failures.
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How do specification-based TGs work?
Combining Data Samples to Make Test Cases
Testing Space
Specification
~
Actions
'-..Y
Information ~
Logic
Events
~
States
"'"

+

Rule 2 - The Debugging Vector:
Combine the reference
sample from all inputs
except one, and vary
that one input through
all of its sample values.
Reason: To speed debugging.

25

How do specification-based TGs work?
Combining Data Samples to Make Test Cases
Testing Space

Specification
Actions
~
Information ~
Logic
Events
~
States
""

+

Rule 3: Exhaustive Combinations Combine the few samples
in all combinations.
Reason:Toincrease
coverage for special
situations.
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How do specification-based TGs work?
Each test design technique probes a particular defect group.
Software Defect Groups
Primary
Specification-Based
Test Design
Strategies

t
Action-Driven

Missing
actions

Wrong actions caused by
Incorrect
data
processing

Incorrect
logic
handling

l*----®
,,,

............

,,•'

Data-Driven

l*----E)

...

e

............ ···············•

-

Logic-Driven
Event-Driven
State-Driven

Incorrect
state
sequencing

Incorrect
event
timing

Extra
actions

.... -···················· ......

.... ...

....

,,,

. ....

--···················

...

....

·············· ..

··· · ··

---································.

-···································

... ...

.......

~®

······

.... ..

.

......

..

.

~s

· ··· ·······························

t>h.-(;)
•

Run specification-based test cases and measure resulting code coverage. Any code not exercised is extra.

Q
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What is lOX specification-based testing?
It is a process in which test cases are executed with
test execution tools.
,_

Specification
(SDF)

.., Control flow

,.

Manage
Testing

Make
Test Cases
and
Scripts

Evaluate
Test Quality
(TQ) and
Software
Quality (SQ)

Action, Input,

Test Scripts
Instrumented
& Compiled - - - - Code
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Coverages

What are test execution tools?
Test execution tools run test cases on software under test.

ij D
=

r:;Jl

/t:::

Test
Cases

~

ES~

~
0

D
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Software
Under
Test

How do test execution tools work?
Test execution tools work like a VCR.
Tested Program A

,S oftware
Under
Test
Tested Program B

30

Communication
System

Operating System

How do test execution tools work?
Test execution tools work in two modes:
Capture/playback mode
Capture - Given a test case
the tester provides inputs;
the tool produces a test script.
Playback - Given a test script
the tool acts as the tester;
the tool provides inputs to software under test.

Script mode
The tester writes a new script
or modifies an old script.
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How do test execution tools work?
Different applications or platforms call for different test execution tools.
For Unit testing use
· shell scripts,
debuggers, ...
For Embedded system testing use
custom test harness,
test bed, ...
For GUI testing use
XRUN~ER,
STW/Regression, ...
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What is lOX specification-based testing?
It is a process in which Software Quality and
Test Quality are evaluated quantitatively with tools.
11111

Specification
(SDF)

11111

•
•

Control flow
Data flow

Manage
Testing

Make
Test Cases

and
Scripts
Run

Test Scripts
Instrumented
& Compiled - - - ~
Code
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Test Cases
and
Scripts

Timings
Coverages

What are quality evaluations?
Evaluations are made at two levels.

Evaluations of each test case:
Pass/Fail

Evaluations of all test cases:
Coverage measurements

34

What are quality evaluations?
Evaluations of each test case: Pass/Fail
Manually:
Predicting
Referencing expert judgment (Reference Testing)
Checking allowed ranges (Range Testing)
Automatically:
Oracles
Reversers
Referencers
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What are quality evaluations?
Evaluations of each test case for Pass/Fail with Oracles

Specification

Specification
-Based
Test Case
Generator

Pass/Fail
Report

Test
Execution
Tool
Running
Actual Code

Test
Evaluation
Tools
Test
Execution
Tool
Running
Oracle
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Expected
Test
Results

What are quality evaluations?
Evaluations of each test case for Pass/Fail with Reversers

Specification

Specification
-Based
Test Case
Generator

Pass/Fail
Report

Test
Cases
(Initial
Data
State)

Test
Execution
Tool Running
Forward
__....-..._ Function

Test
Execution
Tool Running
Reverse
Function

Instrumented
& Compiled
Code
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Test
Evaluation
Tools

What are quality evaluations?
Evaluations of each test case for Pass/Fail with Referencers

Specification

Instrumented
& Compiled
Code

Specification
-Based
Test Case
Generator

Pass/Fail
Report

Test
Execution
Tool
Running
Actual Code

Test
Evaluation
Tools
Referencer
(Lookup
Program)
Reference Values
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Expected
Test
Results

What are quality evaluations?
E11aluations of all test cases: Coverage measurements
Did the test cases demonstrate specified behavior?
- Requirements Coverage
Did the test cases find failures?
- Defect Coverage
Did the test cases exercise the code?
- Code Coverage

Quality evaluation tools help find answers.
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What are quality evaluation tools?
Software quality evaluation tools answer quality questions.
Static Evaluation tools tell us if software looks like it should.
Does software conform to complexity limits?
Does software conform to format standards?
Does software contain set/reset problems?
Dynamic Evaluation tools tell us if software acts like it should.
Did the software pass all test cases?
Does software behave as specified? (Requirements Coverage)
Was all the software exercised? (Code Coverage)
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What are quality evaluation tools?
Test quality evaluation tools answer quality questions.

Static Evaluation tools tell us if tests look like they should .
Do tests conform to complexity limits?
Do tests conform to format standards?
Do tests contain setup/cleanup problems?
Dynamic Evaluation tools tell us if tests act like they should.
Do tests cover specified behavior? (Requirements Coverage)
Do tests cover actual behavior? (Code Coverage)
Do tests cover all software defect groups? (Defect Coverage)
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When is specification-based testing applied?

Define
System BehaviorRl!!IIIMil
equirements)
Requirements
and System Tests
Define
Subsystem Behavior
(Designs)

Run and Evaluate
System
Tests

Designs and Subsystem Tests

Define
rogram Behavior
reambles)

Tested
Subsystems
Run and Evaluate
Subsystem
Tests

Run and Evaluate
Program
Tests
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Who uses specification-based testing?

System Testers

Define
System Behavior
equirements)

Integration Testers

Run and Evaluate
System
Tests

Define
Subsystem Behavior
(Designs)

Unit or Object Testers

Define
rogram Behavior
reambles)
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Tested
Subsystems
Run and Evaluate
Subsystem
Tests

Run and Evaluate
Program
Tests

lOX Testing= Automated Specification-Based Testing
A defined, repeated, and measured process optimized through the
use of tools.
Specification

Test
Management
Tools

Test and
Software
Quality
Evaluation
Tools

Specification
Based
Test Case
Generation
Tools

Instrumented
& Compiled
Code

---"'91\.
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Test
Execution
Tools

Timings
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The three models
Design. Development,
Production, Installation,
and Servicing

ISO 9002
Production, Installation,
and Servicing

Flnal Inspection
and Test
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Usage
• Basis for registration
• Third-party confirmation of compliance
• Legal requirement
• Market requirement
• Competitive differentiation
• No reference to registrars, registration
• Basis for internal improvement
• Quality • Cost
• Schedule
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Registrars
• Accredited by national accreditation bodies
• Verify that systems
• Comply with ISO 9001
• Effective
• Provide
• Preassessment (optional)
• Initial assessment
• Surveillance assessments
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The objective
ISO 9001 :1994
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Characterizing ISO 9001

Whatnot How
Questions not Answers
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ISO 9001
• ISO 9001 : 1987 and 1994
• Definitive
• Minimum framework
• 20 attributes (sections 4.1 to 4.20)
e Independent of product, technology, etc.
• In the language of manufacturing
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The requirements of ISO 9001
ISO 9001:1994

ISO 9001 :1994

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

4.11

4.2
4.3

QUALITY SYSTEM
CONTRACT REVIEW

4.12
4.13

4.4

DESIGN CONTROL
DOCUMENT AND DATA CONTROL

4.14
4.15

4.6
4.7

PURCHASING
CONTROL OF CUSTOMER·
SUPPLIED PRODUCT

4.16
4.17

4.8

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION AND
TRACEABILITY
PROCESS CONTROL

4.18

TRAINING

4.19
4.20

SERVICING
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

4.5

4.9
4.10

INSPECTION AND TESTING
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AND TEST EQUIPMENT
INSPECTION AND TEST STATUS
CONTROL OF NONCONFORMING
PRODUCT

4.1
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CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION
HANDLING, STORAGE, PACKAGING,
PRESERVATION , AND DELIVERY
CONTROL OF QUALITY RECORDS
INTERNAL QUALITY AUDITS
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ISO 9001 and ISO 9000-3
• ISO 9000-3 : 1991
• Specific guidance for software
• Good guidance, but ...
• Based on ISO 9001: 1987
• Terminology
• Organization
• ISO 9000-3 Annexes A and B
- Incorrect - Inadequate - Incomplete
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Development pl1nnlng
Quality planning
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Conventions
• Shall - required

• Should - suggested
• NOTES - suggested
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Terminology
• Quality System - the set of policies,
procedures, standards, and business
practices implemented in an organization
• Design, stage, input, output
• Maintenance and servicing
• Production

------------I
01993-1996SSOCAllrightsreserved 2HV4
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1
2
3
4
5

Management responsibility and training
Quality system - documented procedures
Document and data control
Corrective and preventive action
Internal audits

C 1993· 1996 ssac All rights reserved 2HV4
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1 Management responsibility
• Quality policy - implemented and
maintained at all levels (9001 4. 1. o
• Responsibility, authority, interrelationship defined (90014. 1. 2. o
• Procedures
• Project plans
• Resources

• Organization charts
• Training

(90014. 1. 2. 2,

----------!GENERAL
c 1993·1996 ssac All rights reserved
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Training and qualification
ISO 9001 :1994
4.1.2.2 Resources
The supplier shall ... provide adequate resources, including the
assignment of trained personnel (see 4.18) for management,
performance of work, and verification activities ... .
4.18 Training
The supplier shall establish and maintain documented procedures
for identifying training needs and provide for the training of all
personnel performing activities affecting quality. Personnel
performing specific assigned tasks shall be qualified on the basis of
appropriate education, training and/or experience, as required.
Appropriate records of training shall be maintained (see 4.16).

m

-------------tlGENERAL~1- - - - - - - c 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved
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1 Management responsibility (cont.)
• Management review of the quality system
(90014. I.SJ

• No mechanism is specified
• Defined intervals are to be sufficient to
ensure continuing suitability and
effectiveness
• Keep records
--------------IGENERALi-----------
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Management review
• Through normal management reporting
• Review audit progress and audit
corrective action results (90014.171
• Review other corrective action activity
(9001 4.14. 2)

- Problem reporting, call tracking
-Customer complaints
• Review preventive action (90014.14.31
-c-,m---,996-S-SQC-Al-lr~-hts-,e-seN-ed-2-HV-4---IGENERAL

1 - I- - - - - - -
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2 Quality system
• Documented quality system (90014. 2. o
• Systematic and clear <9001 4. 2. 21
• No reference to medium

-----------,GENERAL
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Documented procedures
ISO 9001:1994
4.2.2 Quality-system procedures
The supplier shall
a) prepare documented procedures consistent with the
requirements of this American National Standard and the
supplier's
uality policy, and

23 Ell
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COMPLEXITY

METHODS
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How much is enough? {cont.)
ISO 9000-1
5.4 Documentation and training

In each situation an ap ro riate balance between the extent of
10n and the extent of skills an rain
e
sought, so as to keep documentation to a reasonable level tha
n be maintained at appropriate intervals.
ISO 9001
4.9 Process control
>_9:!.!Ilfmi.~~~~~t-d,ettt~~~AlcLD.Clte..(.r.Q1of production,
· s allation, and servicing, where the absence of sue
procedures could adversely affect quality

-o-100_3_-1_996_S_SOC_A_n,-~-hts_r_e~-rved--2H_V_4---~1GENERALI~- - - - - - - - -
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Quality manual
ISO 9001:1994

4.2 Quality system
4.2.1 General
The supplier shall establish, document, and maintain a quality
system as a means of ensuring that
rms to specified
requirements. The suppli s all prepare a quality manua
covering the requirements of this
andard.
The quality manual shall include or make reference to the qualitysystem procedures and outline the structure of the documentation
used in the quality system.

------------~!GENERAL
01003-1996 SSOC All r~hts reserved 2HV4
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Quality manual {cont.)
• 20 sections - for registrar, customers
• Operational - for employees
• Overview
• Core procedures - summary or
references
• Coverage matrix

27 fl
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3 Document and data control
• Process and project/product (90014.5.11
• Project file/CM control for reports and
engineering documents
• Local control for procedures
• Approval and issue (9001. 4.5.21
• Available
• Identified
• Correct
----------!GENERAL
c 1993--1996 SSQC All rights reserved
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3 Document and data control
(cont.)
• Change control (9001. 4.5 .SJ
• Review and approval
• Control of obsolete documents
- Prevent inadvertent use
• Methods and media are not specified

-01-W-3-1_996_S_SQC_A_ll~- h-ts,-e~-N~-2-HV-4---ilGENERAL

t - l- - - - - - -
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4 Corrective and preventive
action
• Eliminate causes of actual and potential

nonconformities (90014.14. n
• Based on magnitude and risk

(90014.14. n

----------!GENERALI-I------01W3-1996 ssac All rights reseN~ 2HV4
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Corrective action
• Reactive (9001 4.14. 21
• Handle customer complaints and reports of
product nonconformities
• Investigate causes relating to product,
process, and quality system
• Determine and effectively implement
corrective action - prevent reoccurrence
• Keep records (9001 4.161

----------IGENERALi-1-----31 Ill
01993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4

Implementing corrective action
• Integrated into all work processes
• Verification and validation
• Support call tracking and handling
• Customer complaints
e Internal audits
• Management review
• Process ownership
-Contact/route for process problems
----------!GENERAL
c 1993-1996 ssac All rights reserved
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Preventive action
• Preventive action - proactive (t/0014.14.SJ
• Detect, analyze, eliminate potential causes
of nonconformities
• Determine and effectively implement
preventive action
• Changes to policies, procedures,
standards, and practices
• Submit results for management review
(t/0014.1.3)

-----------I
c 1993-1996 ssac All rights reserved
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MANAGEMENT
REVIEW

CORRECTIVE AND
PREVENTIVE
ACTION

INTERNAL
AUDITS
-----------!GENERAL
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Prevention?

-------------ti GENERAL!~-------35 ffl,I
c 1993-1 996 ssac All rights reserved

2HV4

Implementing prevention
• Project postmortems
• Surveys
• Review of metrics (9001 4. 20J tor trends

--------------t!GENERAL!i--------c
ssac
36 B
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5 Internal audits
• Managed (90014.17J
• Scheduled
• Resourced (90014.1.2.2,
• Systematic - ensure coverage
• Risk and impact
• Change
• Prior audit results
-------------1,GENERAL
c 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved
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5 Internal audits (cont.)
• Verify
• Compliance with planned activities
• Effectiveness of quality system
• Results recorded and brought to
management attention
• Follow-up conducted and recorded
• Corrective action
-------------1,GENERAL
c
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Implementing internal audits
• Sample across projects, processes,
organization
• Review and inspection
• Process documentation
• Records of activity
• Interviews
• All levels
• Consistent understanding
-01-99-~1_996_S_SQC_A_llr-9ht-s~-se_rved_2-HV-4---11GENERALj1-- - - - - -
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Summary: general requirements
1
2
3
4
5

o

@

Management responsibility and training
Quality system - documented procedures
Document and data control
Corrective and preventive action
Internal audits

199~1996 ssac All r9hts reserved 2HV4
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DEVELOPMENT PROCESS REQUIREMENTS
Requirements management
2 Planning
3 Project management
4 Configuration management
5 Engineering practices
6 Subcontracted work
7 Customer-supplied product
8 Support and maintenance
9 Records
10 Metrics

1

01993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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1 Requirements management
• Contract review (tJoot 4. 3 )
• Requirements adequately defined (9001
4.3.2a-}

• The supplier has the capability to meet
the requirements (90014.3.2e.)
• Changes made/transferred to the
functions concerned (90014.3.3)
------------t!DEVELOPMENTPROCESS
01993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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1 Requirements management
{cont.)
ISO 9001 : 1994
4.4.4 Design input
Design input shall take into consideration the results of any
contract-review activities.

4.4.3 Organizational and technical interfaces
Organizational and technical interfaces between different
groups which input into the design process shall be defined
and the necessary information documented, transmitted, and
regularly reviewed.

-------------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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Implementing requirements
management
• Issues
• Commitments made that impact
software engineering
• Missed requirements
• Requirements creep
• Gold-plating

-------------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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Implementing requirements
management (cont.)
• Purchaser's requirements specification
( 9000-3 5.3)

• Stated in terms that can be verified
( 9001 4. 4. s)
• Provided by purchaser
• Part of the contract (90014.3)
• Design input (90014.4.4)
----------1DEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 ssac All rights reserved 2HV4
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Implementing requirements
management (cont.)
• Developed by supplier

• Approved by purchaser prior to
development
• Controlled - approved and communicated
• Document control
• Configuration Management

----------IOEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 SSOC All rights reserved
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• For each design and development activity
( 9001 4. 4. 2)
• Responsibility
• Update as design evolves
• For "quality" (90014. 2.3. 9000-3 s.s)
• Processes
• Equipment
• Controls
• People, resources
• Verification and validation
------------IIDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
01993-1996 ssac All rights reserved 2HV4
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Implementing planning
• Project plans, test plans, lifecycle
documentation, procedures
• Verification and validation at each stage
• Measurable objectives for quality
- Stage entry and exit criteria
-CM promotion and change control
requirements (tJooo-3 6.1. 2)
• Defect control and corrective action
-----------tlDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
01993-1996 ssac All rights reserved 2HV4
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3 Project management
• Monitor and control (90014. 9d)
• Process parameters
• Product characteristics
• Link to measurement (9000-3 6.4) and
statistical techniques (90014.20)
• Update plan (90014.4.2)
• Keep affected parties informed (90014.4.3.
-----------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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Implementing project
management
• Project managers
• Self-directed teams
• Workflow and groupware

-----------1DEVELOPMENTPROCESS
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4 Configuration management
• Software product (9000-3 3. 21
• Programs
• Procedures
• Documentation
• Data
• Software item <9ooo-3 3.3J
• Any identifiable part
• Final or intermediate step
----------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
01993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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ISO 9000-3 Annex A
• Maps
4.4
4.5
4.8

ISO 9000-3 6. 1 to
Design control
Document and data control
Product identification and
traceability
4.12 Inspection and test status
4.13 Control of nonconforming product

-------------IIDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
0 1993-1 996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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ISO 9001

4.4 Design control
4.5 Document and data control
Activity

9001

9000-3

Planning

4.4.2, 4.2.3

6.1.2

Stage inputs, outputs

4.4.4, 4.4.5

6.1.3

Change control

4.4.3, 4.4.4
4.4.9, 4.5

Notification and
coordination

4.4.3
4.5

6.1.1D, E,
6.1.3.2,
6.2.1
6.1.1D, E,
6.2.2

- - - - - - - - - - - l l DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
C 1993-1996 SSOC All rights reserved 2HV4

•

I
•

ISO 9001

4.8 Product identification and
traceability (1000-36.1.1. 6.1.3.1. 6.1.3.2)
• Identification
• Each version of a configuration item
• Content of each version of a product
• Clear path between change request and
the disposition/actual change
• Fault
• Enhancement
-----------110EVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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ISO 9001

4.12 Inspection and test status
• Determine what verification and validation
steps have been completed by each
version of a product or product component
• Status accounting and reporting (9000-3
6.1.3.3)

• Results achieved
• Who is authorized to release product
( 9000-3 6.1. 3. 2. 5.10. 7)
----------1DEVELOPMENTPROCESS
C 1993--1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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ISO 9001

4.13 Control of nonconforming
product (9ooo-3 6.1.3.2)
• Ensure unverified, defective, incorrect
versions of product not inadvertently used
• Handling of faults identified at any phase of
development or post-release
• Identification
• Evaluation/Disposition/Notification
• Regression test (90014.14. 2 VJ
----------tlDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
C 1993--1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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5 Engineering practices
5A
58
5C
5D

Lifecycle definition
Development environment
Verification and validation
Replication and distribution

------------IIDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c

1993-1996

ssac All rights reserved
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SA Lifecycle definition
• Lifecycle: the stages or phases in the
process of transforming user requirements
into delivered software
• Defined and documented ( 9001 4. 4. 2)
• Defined stage inputs and outputs
( 9001 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. s)

------------IIDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
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5B Development environment
• 9001 4.9 Process control
• (a) Documented procedures - where
absence ...
• (b) Suitable equipment, working
environment (1so 9000-3 6.6)
• (c) Compliance with reference
standards and plans (1so 9000-3 6.s)
----------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c

1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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5B Development env·ironme·n t
{cont.)
• (e) Approval of processes and equipm~nt
( 'lSO 9000-3 6.S)

• (f) Criteria for workmanship (1so 9000-3 6.s)
• (g) Maintain equipment/test beds
·.,
• Maintenance logs (1so 9000-3 6.6)

-----------ilDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
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SC Verification and validation
• At all stages of design
.unit

e Integration

.system

• Validation

eField test

• Acceptance

----------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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SC Verification and validation
{cont.)
• Planning <90014.2.3. 4.4.2. 9000-3 s. 1.21
• Resources
• Test cases, test data, expected results
• Test environment
• Include user documentation

-----------1,0EVELOPMENTPROCESS
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ISO 9001

Verification and validation
4.10.2 Receiving ...
• Receipt of subcontracted work

4.10.3 In-process ...
4.4.6 Design review

• Promotion requires
completion of verification or
validation
• General release requires
completion of verification and
validation

4.10.5 ... records
• Records must be kept

63 Ell
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SC Verification and validation (cont.)
• Problems tracked to resolution

(90014.14. 2.

9000-3 5. 7.~,

• Regression testing

<1stJ 90014.14. 2. 9ooo-

35. 7.3eJ

• Record results and test configuration

<9001

4.16. 9000-3 5. 7.3A.&J

• Confirm test adequacy
• Update tests

(90014.11)

------------1,DEVELOPMENTPROCESS
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ISO 9001

4.11 Inspection, measuring and
test equipment
Control and maintain
• (90014.11.1. 4.11.2AJ Assess the capability of
measurement hardware and software
• Review and approval of test plans
• (90014.11. 2'7/J Environment and "storage"
• Calibration is not applied to software

• (90014.11. IJ

-----------tlDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
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5D Replication and distribution
• Handling (90014.15.2. 4.15.5J
• ... prevent damage or deterioration ...
• Masters and back-up masters
• Off-site storage - disaster recovery
• Virus checking
-Outside duplication service

----------IOEVELOPMENTPROCESS
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5D Replication and distribution
{cont.)
• Delivery and installation ftJooo-s 5. 9.2. 5. 9.sJ
• A service (scheduled, planned, etc.)
• Verification and validation (90014.10.5. 4. 4. IJ
• Approval and acceptance of installation
(t/0014.15)

----------tjDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
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6 Subcontracted work
• Subcontractor selection and approval
(t/0014.6)

• Development
• Replication
• Fulfillment

• Support
• Employment
agencies

• Purchased product = subcontracted
development
----------41DEVELOPMENTPROCESSI...._ _6_8
___
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6 Subcontracted work (cont.)
• Approval mechanism and approved vendor
list <90014. 6. 2J
• Based on type, impact, demonstrated
capability
• Subcontractor assessment
• Testimonials
• Previous experience (grandfather)

C 1993-1996 SSQC All rights reserved 2HV4
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6 Subcontra·cted work (cont.)
• Supplier responsibility

• Validation of subcontracted work

r9001

4.6.4.1)

• Customer validation (90014. 6. 4. 2J
• Removal and maintenance of list

fl
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7 Customer-supplied product
•
•
•
•
•

9001 4.7
Included in delivered product
Used in development
Supplied by customer
Specified by customer, supplied by third
party

II
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7 Customer-supplie_
d product
{cont.)
• Supplier responsibility
• Validate
-Ensure capability (90014. ?J
.store
• Protect
• Maintain

-----------t,OEVELOPMENTPROCESS
01993-1996 ssac All rights reserved 2HV4
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8 Maintenance

{90014.19. 9000-3 s.10)

• Servicing = maintenance
• Problem resolution - bugs
• Extension - new interfaces, platforms
• Enhancement
-New features/functions
- Performance improvement

----------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 ssac All rights reserved

2HV4
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8 Maintenance {cont.)
• Includes technical support

•
•
•
•
•

Scaleable development life cycle
Treat as design changes (9001 4. 4. 9J
Release mechanism (90014.13.2)
Corrective action (9001 4.14. 2J
Apply configuration management practices

----------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
c 1993-1996 ssac All rights reserved
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9 Records
ISO 9001 :1994
4.16 Control of Quality records
The~s~pw,~fftll--estat:rt1stT1:fflt!""l'Trnrnmnm~amerm:n:fl~M:He1..iaic..__

o specified
Pertinent sub-

representative for an agreed period.
NOTE 19 Records may be in the form of any type of media, such as hardcopy
or electronic media.

-----------------110EVELOPMENTPROCESS
C1993-1996SSOCAllrightsreserved 2HV4
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9 Records (cont.)
4.1.3
4 .3.4
4.4.6
4.4.7
4.6.2
4 .7
4.8
4.9
4.10.2.3
4.10.5
4 .11 .1
4.11 .2
4 .13.2
4.14.2
4.17
4 .18

ISO 9001:1994
Of management reviews of the quality system
Of contract reviews
Of design reviews
Of design verification measures
Of acceptable subcontractors
Of customer product that is lost, damaged, etc.
Of product identification
Of aualified processes
Of incoming product released for urgent use
Of the authority responsible for the release of product
Of checks of test hardware and software
Of calibration of test hardware
Of nonconformity that has been accepted and of repairs
Of corrective action
Of internal quality audits and follow-up and corrective action
Of training

76 II
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10 Metrics
• Product and process
• Establish need, implement (t/0014. 20J
• Trigger corrective and preventive action
• Minimum metrics
• Schedule
• Field failures, customer complaints
• Corrective and preventive action taken
• Audit results and follow-up performance
-----------IDEVELOPMENTPROCESS
01993-1996

ssac All rights reserved

2HV4
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ISO Registration
as a Managed
Process

Course Guide:
Models for Software Qua Iity
The SEI CMM

Version 5
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(C)

Models for Software
Quality:
The SEI CMM

1987: The maturity framework
and questionnaire
• Two technical reports
• Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)
• MITRE Corporation
• 5 level model - maturity framework
• 101 questions, rating scheme

C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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• Large, complex projects
• In the language of software engineering
• Purpose: Provide a method for US DoD to
more effectively evaluate the abilities of
their software contractors to competently
perform on software engineering contracts

c ssac

AJI rights reserved Versions
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The 1987,questionnaire
• Small, optional step in the SEI assessment
process
• Often incorporated into companies'
business processes as a cookbook for
demonstrating improvement
• Common - but incorrect and unintended
use of the questionnaire

C SSQC All rights reserved Version S
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1993 - CMM Version 1.1
• Capability Maturity Model for Software,
Version 1.1, CMU/SEl-93-TR-24, 70
pages
• Overview, background, summary
• Key Practices of the Capability Maturity
Model for Software, Version 1.1,
CMU/SEl-93-TR-25, 450 pages
• Summary, detail
C SSQC All rights l'1IHfV8<I Version 5

1994 - Maturity questionnaire
• 124 questions - no rating scheme
... because MQ responses are only one of the
sources of infonnation considered in the
[assessment], MQ responses alone will not
necessarily predict the outcome of these
methods.
(From MQ Cover Material)

C SSQC All rights l'1IHfV8<I Version 5
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Purpose
• From TR-25 and The CMM Tutorial (April
1993)
• Software process improvement
• A guide for evolving to a culture of
engineering excellence
• A model for organizational improvement

C SSQC All rights reseMld Version 5

7~

Audits and the CMM
• An underlying structure for reliable,
consistent
• Process assessment (first party)
• Capability evaluation (second party)

0 SSQC All rights reseMld Version 5
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The five level framework
OPTIMIZING
(5)

PREDICTAilE ~

_MA_~_tG_E_D_

DEFINED
(3)

l>tSQIPUNEl> ~

REPEATABLE
(2)

INITIAL
(1)

0 SSQC All rights reserved Version 5

Key Process Areas {KPAs)
LEVEL 2

1

Reauirements Manaaement

REPEATABLE

2

Software Proiect Plannina

3
4

Software Proiect Trackina and Oversiaht
Software Subcontract Manaaement

5

Software Qualitv Assurance

6

Software Configuration Manaaement

LEVEL 3

7

Oraanization Process Focus

DEFINED

8

Oraanization Process Definition

9

Training Prooram

10

lntearated Software Manaaement

11

Software Product Engineering

12

lnterarouo Coordination

13

Peer Reviews

LEVEL4

14

Quantitative Process Management

MANAGED

15

Software Qualitv Management

LEVEL 5

16
17
18

Defect Prevention
Technoloav Chanae Manaaement

OPTIMIZING

Process Chanae Manaaement

10 ~

O SSQC All rights raerved Version 5
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Key practices

c

)

LEVEL

~
I

KEYPROCESS
AREAS

KEV PRACTICES

I

I

GOALS

COMMITMENTS

ABILITIES

ACTM11EI

MEASUREMENT

VERIFICA110N

c::::,
c::::,
c::::,

c::::,
c::::,

c::::,
c::::,
c::::,
c::::,
c::::,
c::::,

c::::,
c::::,
c::::,
c::::,

c::::,
c::::,

c::::,

rg

MOt'OINATE
r£V
PJeA<!TfCES

C SSQC All rights reMIVed Venion 5
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Key practices {cont.)
KEY PRACTICES
LEVELS
LEVEL2-

COMMIT- ABILIT- ACTMT- MEASURE VERIFIMENTS
IES
IES
MENT
CATION

KPAS

GOALS

8

20

9

28

82

8

19

141

7

17

•

25

50

•

15

128

2

8

3

•

12

2

8

37

3

•

7

13

25

3

7

88

18

52

28

71

150

20

47

388

TOTAL

REPEATABLE

LEVEL3 •
DEFINED

LEVEL•·
MANAGED

LEVELS·
OPTIMIZING
TOTAL

C SSQC All righta ,,..er,ed V-.ion 5
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General requirements
• Individuals are trained for the work they
are required to perform
• Adequate resources and funding for all
required activities
• Policies and procedures are both
required
·
• Activities are planned - plans are
monitored
• Activities are measured and verified
ssac

c

All rights reserved Version 5
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Lifecycle requirements
• ··Level 2 KPA ·software Project Planning
Iii ·Level 3 KPA Organizational Process
Definition

c

©

ssac
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a_,.._.,_.,_

lhcpn,JoctplOpOIII-.
I . Tbe,o-~-lst,,volvcd lo:

.........._..
/

~

______ _
_____

2. Tbe
..CllplOCZiaa - - lhc project
commitmc:all.

.... ......._, ,....
.....
...,. ,.....-......,
. .....
.,.,...._
E.xamplelofpnljca.-illaaenlliachldc

_

Mastering the Capability Maturity Model
for Software - Version 1.1

KPAs and GOALS
BY LEVEL
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Allocated requirements are controlled
Software activities and work products are
kept consistent with the allocated
reguirements

•~ _ _ _ _RE
_ QU_IREII
_ E_NTS
_ IIIANAG
__
EII
_E_NT_ _ _ _

~

LEVEL2

18 ~
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Requirements management

v Responsibility for allocation assigned
v Allocated system requirements and
changes
• Documented, managed, and controlled
• Reviewed and evaluated by SNV Engineering
prior to incorporation
• Used as the basis for plans and work
products

LEVEL2
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5

Estimates are documented
Activities and commitments are planned
and documented
Affected groups agree to their
commitments

REQUIRflllENTI IWWIEIIENT

LEVEL2
C SSQC All rights reS8fVed Version 5
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Software project planning
ti' S/W Engineering participates in the proposal
team
ti' Documented Statement of Work
ti' Documented procedures for estimating - size,
cost, resource, and schedule
ti' Documented estimates
ti' Documented procedure for the review of
external commitments by senior management
ti' Documented procedure for planning
ti' Documented S/W project plan
LEVEL2
C

ssac

All rights reserved Version 5
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m

Actual results and performance tracked
against the plan
Corrective action taken when actuals
deviate significantly from the plan
Affected groups agree to changes to

commitments

i.____

RE
_ QU
::..:...I_REII_ENTS
_ IWWl
_
E_IIEHT
_ _ ___,

iQ IOF1WARE
PROJECT
PLANNING

~

ssac
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J
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Software project tracking & oversight
t/ Responsibilities assigned for tracking software
work products and activities against plan
t/ Documented procedure for plan maintenance
t/ Adequate resources for project management
and plan maintenance
t/ Milestone reviews
t/ Current, documented plan
t/ Problems identified in any software work
products are reported, documented, tracked to
closure

'

LEVEL2
c ssac

All rights reserved Version
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SCM activities planned
Selected work products identified,
controlled, available
Affected groups informed of status and
content of baselines

•

...--·,onw_ARE_CO_NF•1Guu-:no•N•111ANAG_E_111E•NT---.I)
ij

.-----------------...I

REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT

~ -I;.;~.;;-.;-.;-;-;:-I I
SOFTWARE PROJECT

PLANNING

SOFlWARE PROJECT

~

'IRACIIING AND OVERSIGHT

LEVEL2
c ssac
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Software configuration management
If' SCM responsibility established (SCCS)
If' Documented procedure for SCM plan
If' Documented SCM plan
If' Documented procedures for
•
•
•
•

>

Change requests, problem reports
Control of baseline changes
Product creation and release
Status identification

If' Standard reports on activities and status
LEVEL2
C ssac All rights reserved Version 5
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SQA activities planned
Adherence of activities, products
objectively verified
Inform affected groups of SQA activities,
results

Escalation of unresolvable issues to
senior managem:""_n_t____________, )
I!

SOFTWARE QUAIJTY ASSURANCE

.
1

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Q

REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT

- - - - - - -,..-------_-,;;,;;.-,;;.;;.,~

"-·

SOFTWARE PROJECT
PLAIINING

SOFTWARE PROJECT
lRACIDNG ANO IMRSIGl:IT

LEVEL2
c ssac
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Software quality assurance
t/ Documented procedure for SQA planning
t/ Documented SQA plan
t/ Objective verification of activities against
plans, standards, procedures
t/ Objective verification of products against
standards, procedures, contract requirements
t/ Documented procedure for handling identified
nonconformances
t/ Documented noncompliances
LEVEL2
C SSQC All rights res81Ved Version 5

SQA activities
• Work with engine·ers to establish plans,
standards, and procedures
• Product testability
• Test methodology
• Efficacy of test cases
• Review project activities
• Test reports
• Test results
28 ~
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• Audit designated software work products
throughout the life cycle
• Phase audit
• Provide management and the customer
with visibility
• Ensure on-going compliance with
standards - including the CMM

C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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Qualified subcontractors selected
Commitments agreed to
On-going communication and tracking of
performance against commitments

IOF1WARE QIWJTY ASSURANCE

sonww CONFIGURATION IWWIEIIIENT

•

•~_ _ _REQU
_
IRDI
_ EIIT1
_ 11ANAG
_
E
_IIElfT
___

iI IOflWARE
PROJECT I
PUNNING

~

IOF1WARE PROJECT
'IMCIIING AND CIYERSIGHT

IIOFlW~lftFENTIITIIACTI~
LEVEL2

30 ~
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Software subcontract management
t/ Documented procedures for
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defining and planning the subcontracted work
Subcontractor selection
Changes to commitments
Formal milestone reviews
Monitoring subcontractor SCM and SQA activities
Acceptance testing

I/Contract
t/ Documented subcontractor SOP
t/ Periodic technical reviews
LEVEL2
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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13

Subcontract management
• Assess and monitor subcontractor
• Technical
- Product content
-Effort
- Process, methods
• Business
• Ensure commitments are met - on both
sides
32 ~
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Software process development and
improvement coordinated and planned

•
LEVEL3
c ssac

All rights reserved

Versions
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Et3

Organization process focus

t/ Senior management sponsorship
v' Coordinated at the organization level
t/SEPG
v' Periodic process assessment
t/ Documented plan for process development
and improvement

LEVEL3
c ssac
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Standard software process developed,
maintained
Information on use of standard process is
collected, reviewed, available
CP ORGANIZATION PROCESS FOCUS
CP ORGAIIIZATION PROCESS DEFINmoN

ij

IOFlWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE
SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

• ~_ _ _RE_QU_IREM_E_ffl_lllANAG
_ _EIIENT
____

I

~

H
ECT
SOFlWARE PROJECT
q ~~NPINROJG
r....,
. iiQTRACIIINUND
OVERSIGHT

I

SOFlWARE SUICONTRACT
MANAGEMENT

LEVEL3
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5

Organization process definition

II Documented procedure for development and
maintenance of the standard process
II Documented standard process
II' Documented life cycle descriptions
II' Guidelines for tailoring
II' Software process data base capturing projects'
experience
II' Process document library from the projects
(standards, plans, procedures, training, etc.)

1

LEVEL3
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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Project's defined software process tailored
from standard software process
Project is managed according to its defined
software process
~

OMAllllATION PIIOCUS FOCIII

q

•

IOF1WAIIE PltOJE .
Pl.ANNINO

LEVEL3
0 SSQC All rights reserved Version 5

The project's defined software process
is ...
.. . the operational definition of the software
process used by a project. The project's
defined software process is a wellcharacterized and understood software
process, described in terms of software
standards, procedures, tools, and
methods.

LEVEL J

38 ~
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A software process is ...

... a set of activities, methods, practices,
and transformations that people use to
develop software and the associated
products (e.g., project plans, design
documents, code, test cases, and user
manuals).

LEVEL 1l
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5

Integrated software management
t/ Documented procedure for tailoring to develop
project's defined software process
t/ Documented procedure for revising the
project's defined software process
t/ Documented procedure for developing,
revising project SOP
t/ Documented procedures for managing
estimates based on the process data base
t/ Current SOP based on the defined software
process
LEVEL3
G SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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Software engineering tasks are defined,
integrated, and consistently performed
Software work products are kept consistent

with each other
ij

1Z llllGAllllATION PROCESS FOCUS

ij

1Z OIIIWIZATION PROClU DEFIIITION

ij

~J:=D~I

iaonw~I

LEVEL3
c ssac
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Software product engineering
t/ Appropriate methods and tools are integrated
into the project's defined software process
I/Documented design - developed, verified,
maintained
t/ Software, integration, system/acceptance
testing
• Test cases, test plans, test procedures
• Defect data collected and analyzed
• Group independent of software engineering
prepares system/acceptance testing
LEVEL3
c ssac
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Software product engineering
• Techniques are not specified
• The organization defines methods and
provides procedures and standards as
part of the process definition
• Requirements definitions
• Specifications
• Plans
• Coding
• Verification
o ssac

All rights reHfVed

ven11on 5

All affected groups agree to customer
requirements and to inter-group
commitments
Issues are identified, tracked, resolved

I
~OIi
~

•

~ ORIIAIIIZAllOII PROCEii FOCUI

'1,iiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii41iiiiiiOltOiiiiiiAiiiiiiUiiiilTIOiiiiNiiiiPIIOCl~lliiiiiDEF~INfflOiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'...
.

~ IIITEIIRA1ED IOFlWARE IWIMEIIEIIT

Q

SOFTWARE IUICONTRACT
IIWWIEIIENT

LEVEL3
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Intergroup coordination

II Interdisciplinary teams
II Compatible support tools
II Documented plan for intergroup coordination
II Documented procedure for
• Handling critical inter-group dependencies
• Resolving issues that cannot be resolved
in the team
I/Work products reviewed by internal
customers
LEVEL3
C

ssac
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Peer reviews are planned
Identified defects removed

q

(Z)

ORGANIZATION PROCESS FOCUS

(Z)

INTERGROUP
COORDINATION

(Z)

q

ORGANIZATION PROCESS DEFINfflON
(Z)

llmGRATED IOFlWARE IWIAGEIIEHT

LEVEL3
c ssac
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Peer reviews

ti Documented procedure for peer
reviews
ti Documented plans for peer reviews
ti Data captured

LEVEL3
o ssac

All rights rese,ved Version 5

Management and technical training
are planned and provided
Individuals receive required training

•
l~I a

CII ORGAIIIZATIOII PROCUI FOCUS

CII OWIIZAllON PROCEii DEFINIT1ON
~,.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiC11anmauiiiiiiii•:rmiiiiiiii1DF1WiiiiiiiiaAREiiiiiiii~·~·w•EIIElffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.:..,

q~ - - -sonww
ENGINEERING
- - PRODUCT
------~
Cl)

q

sonwARE QUWTY AIIUIWICE

q•

SOFTWARE CONFIGURAllON IIWIAGEIIENT
REQUIREll£NTI IWWIEIIENT

I

_

II

IOFTWARE PROJECT
l'WINIIG
_

LEVEL3

l'°nw~,:,='.wml
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Training program
II Software project training plans
II Organization-level training plans, prepared
according to a documented procedure
II A waiver procedure
II Training records
II Measurements made to determine the
quality of the training program
"
II Independent evaluation
.-,,.;-;.,.,.

LEVEL3
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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Level 3 summary
II Periodic process assessment
II Documented plan for developing and
improving software process
II Software Engineering Process Group
II Standard software process and written
policies for developing, maintaining, using
II Required training is planned and provided
II Software projects are planned and managed
using the organization's standard software
process and rules for tailoring
LEVEL3
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ti Work products produced according to the
project's defined process
ti Consistency across work products
ti Intergroup agreement on commitments and
resolution of intergroup issues
ti Tools support communication and coordination
ti Plans for peer reviews
ti Defect elimination and follow-up activities for
peer reviews

LEVEL3
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Achieve quantitative control of the project's
software process
Capability of the organization's standard
process is quantified
Q> TIWNING PROGRAM

Q> ORGANIZATION PROCESS

FOCUS

Q> ORGANIZATION PROCtSI OEFINfflON
Q> INTERGROUP

COORDINATION

Q> INTEGRAm> SOF1WARE IIWIAGEMENT
Q> SOfTWARE PROOUCT ENGINEERING

SOF1WARE QUALITY ASSURANCE
IOF1WARE CONFIGURATION IIWIAGEIIENT
REQUIREIIENTS IIWIAGEIIENT
SOfTWARE PROJECT
TIIACIIING AND OVERSIGHT

SOF1WARE SUBCONTRACT
IIWIAGEMENT
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Quantitative process management

e-1 Documented procedure for preparing the
project's quantitative process management plan
• Defined measurements, expected values
e-1 Project data are
• Collected at the project level
• Incorporated into organization's process
capability
e-1 Controlled process
• Analysis and comparison of actuals,
expected
• Adjustments made as appropriate
LEVEL4
c ssac

All rights reserved Version 5

Project software quality management planned
Measurable goals set; progress is quantified
and managed
~ TRAINING

ij

~

PRIIGIWI

ORGANIZATION PROCESS FOCUS

~

ORGANIZATION PROCfSS OEFINITION
~

INTEGRATED SOFIWARE IWIAGEIIENT
~ SOFIWARE PRODUCT ENGINEERING

SOFIWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE
SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION IIAIIAGEIIENT
REQUIREIIENTS IWIAGEIIBIT
SOFIWARE PROJECT
PUIINING

SGFIWARE SUICOIITRACT
IWIAGEIIENT

LEVEL4
C
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11IACIIING AND OVERSIGHT
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Software quality management

V Project software quality plan prepared and
maintained according to a documented
procedure
VSoftware quality goals defined, monitored,
and revised throughout the project
V Software quality is measured, analyzed, and
compared to goals
• Appropriate actions taken
I

LEVEL4
c ssac
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Software metrics
• Metrics are not specified
• The organization must implement a
metrics program
• Identify meaningful metrics

•
•
•
•

Gather data
Establish baselines
Set goals
Publish results

LEVEL4
C
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• Examples of measurement data
• Estimated/planned versus actual data
on software size, cost, and schedule
• Productivity (effort, KLOCs, etc.)
• Peer review and SQA results
· • Test coverage and efficiency
• Number and severity of defects found
at each stage (density)
• Closure rate
LEVEL4
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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ISO 9000-3
6.4 Measurement
There are currently no universally accepted
measures of software quality. However, at a
minimum, some metrics should be used
which represent reported field failures and/or
defects from the customer's viewpoint.
Selected metrics should be described such
that results are comparable.
LEVEL4
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Level 4 summary
Plan for quantitative process management
The performance of the project's defined
software process controlled quantitatively
Measurable and prioritized goals for
managing the quality of software products
Measurements compared to goals actions taken
:®'

LEVEL4
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DEFECT PREVENTION
QI TRAINING PROGRAM
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Ql ORGANIZATION

•

QI INTEGRATED SOF1WAR£ MANAGEMENT
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MANAGEMENT
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SOF1WARE PROJECT
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Goals: Defect prevention
Prevention activities are planned
Common causes of defects are identified,
prioritized, and systematically eliminated

LEVELS
C SSQC All rights reserved Version s

Causes of defects
• Common cause
A cause that is inherently part of the
system.
• Special cause (also called "assignable")
A cause that is specific to some transient
circumstance [e.g., the nearest person]
and is not a common cause.
LEVELS
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Defect prevention
.,- Organization level team
.,- Project plan for defect prevention activities
.,- Causal analysis meetings conducted
according to a documented procedure
.,- Data tracked
.,- Revisions to organization's and project's
software processes

LEVELS
c ssac
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Goals: Technology change management
Incorporation of technology change is planned
/

New technologies are evaluated for impact on
quality and productivity
Appropriate new technologies are implemented
across the organization

0 SSQC All rights reserved Version 5
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Technology change managem·e nt
t/
t/

t/

t/

t/

Group responsible
Organization-level strategic plan for technology
change management
Documented procedure for technology
selection and acquisition
Documented implementation plans for selected
technologies
• Pilots conducted when appropriate
Selected technologies incorporated into the
organization's and project's software processes
LEVELS
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PROCESS CHANGE MANAGEMENT

~ TECHNOLOGY
~

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

DEFECT PREVENTION
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Goals: Process change management
Continuous process improvement planned and
achieved
Organization-wide participation
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Process change management
.,- Program empowers members
.,, Plan for process improvement
.,, Proposals for process improvement
handled according to a documented
procedure
.,, Teams develop process improvements
.,- Selected improvements are implemented
following a documented procedure
.,, Records of improvements are maintained
LEVELS
0 SSQC All rights reserved Version 5

Level 5 summary
ti' A plan for managing technology changes
ti' Organization-wide participation
ti' New technologies evaluated to determine
their effect on quality and productivity
ti' A documented procedure for
incorporating new technologies
ti' Documented procedure for developing
and maintaining plans for software
process improvement
ti' Improvements
LEVELS
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Focus on levels 2 and 3
• Audit scope
• Implementation
• Common activities
e Impact of multiple tools and methods
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Models for Software
Quality:
Comparing the Models

Comparing the models
• Common purpose
• ISO 9001 registered firm has strong
foundation at all levels
• Not necessarily achieve even Level 2
• An advanced maturity level is no indicator
of compliance with ISO 9001
• "Mature" organizations have "failed" to
achieve ISO 9001 registration
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 4
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• There are no Key Practices in the CMM
that conflict with the requirements of ISO
9001
• Every Key Practice supports some
requirement in ISO 9001

C

ssac

All rights reserved Version 4
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Areas in the CMM not addressed
in ISO
• Specific methods (3)
• Software architecture analysis
• Peer reviews
• Integration testing
• Software baselines
• Senior management involvement (3-5)
• ·Process database (3)
C SSQC All rights reserved Version 4
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• Processes for development of internal
training (3)
• Standard software process (3)
• Organization-wide measurement (4)
• Process improvement (5)
• Technology change management (5)

C SSOC All rights reserved Version 4

Areas critical to ISO 9001 not
addressed in the CMM
• Records (4.16)
• Post-release customer complaints (4.14)
• Production (4.9), Packaging, handling,
storage, and delivery (4.15), Servicing
(4.19)
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Areas of agreement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
o

©

Corrective action
Prevention of problems
Resources
Training
Audits
Process and life cycle definition
Continuous improvement
Cook books and silver bullets

ssac
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• Corrective action
• CMM: Level 2 KPA Software Project
Tracking and Oversight, Goal 2 and
Activity 6
• 9001: 4.14.2
• Prevention of problems
• CMM: Level 5 KPA Defect Prevention
• 9001: 4.14.3

c ssac
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• Resources
• CMM: Abilities common feature in every
KPA
• 9001: 4.1.2.2
ADEQUATE RESOURCES

AND FUIIDINO -

1
2
3
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• Training
• CMM: Abilities common feature in every
KPA

• 9001: 4.18
TRAINED AND
ORIEfflD••••••....
(34/71)
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• Audits
• CMM: Level 2 KPA SQA, Verification
key practices in all KPAs

• 9001: 4.17
_...

~
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1
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4
THE SQA OROUP RffiEWS
AND/OR AUDITS ACTIVmES AND
WORK PRODUCTS AND
REPORTS THE RESULTS ...........
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CMM-defined methods
An audit is an independent examination of a
work product or set of work products to
assess compliance with specifications,
standards, contractual agreements, or other
criteria. [IEEE-STD-61 O]
SO IN THE VERIFICATION KEY PRACTICES ...
~I/PITS JllfJRRPRfJ/JIICTS''IS REDUNDANT AND
"A/1/)/TSACTIPITIES"IS INCONSISTENT
c ssac
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CMM-related methods
• SPA
• CBA-IPI
• SCE

@
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An assessment is an appraisal that an
organization does to and for itself
• Assessed organization determines
scope, owns results
• Assessors from assessed organization
An evaluation is an appraisal where an
external group comes into an organization ...
to make a decision regarding future business
• Sponsor owns results
• More of an audit-oriented approach
15 ~
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The CBA-IPI and the ISO audit
methods
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• Process and lifecycle definition
• CMM: KPAs Software Project
Planning (Level 2) and Organization
Process Definition (Level 3)
• 9001: 4.4 and 4.9

C SSQC All rights reserved Version 4

• Continuous improvement
• CMM: Level 5
Achieving higher levels of software process
maturity is incremental and requires a long-term
commitment to continuous process
improvement. (TR-24, 1993)

9001: 4.14, 4.17, SCOPE
... but ...
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• Cook books and silver bullets
The CMM is not a silver bullet ... and does not address
all of the issues that are important for successful
projects. (TR-24, 1993)
The quality system of an organization is influenced by
the objectives of the organization, by the product or
service, and by the practices specific to the
organization, and, therefore, the quality system varies
from one organization to another (9000-1)
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TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
SUMMARY

1: YEAR 2000 TESTING STRATEGY

Testing is the key to solving the "Year 2000 problem" ensuring that applications do not fail over the
millennium change

Establish the overall testing strategy needed to assure
that an application is Year 2000 correct and that current
functions continue to operate properly before, during,
and after Year 2000 correction

This tutorial teaches how testing is used in the Year 2000
project in order to

• Example:
Time-shares reservation application
• Year 2000 issues
• Test objectives
• Exercise:
What faults and failures are you testing for?
• Strategy of the Year 2000 Project
• Structure of the Year 2000 Project
• Master Test Plan template

•
•
•
•
•
•

Test an application for Year 2000 correctness
Find potential failures
Indicate where corrective changes should be made
Test corrective changes that have been made
Certify that an application is correct
Acceptance test Year 2000 changes by outsourcing service vendors
• Assess external and package software for Year 2000
correctness

The tutorial defines the testing process in the Year 2000
project from the top down, including:

2: PLANNING THE TEST PROJECTS

•
•
•
•
•

Plan the test projects to show correct (and incorrect) use
of time and date in the application

Year 2000 testing strategy
Planning the test projects
Test designs
Test data and test results
Role of testing in year 2000 projects

The tutorial equips the testing group to fulfil its role in
Year 2000 projects -

• Example:
Time-shares reservation application Executable configuration
• Inventory and identification of the application under test
• Test objectives
• Test groups
• Test interfaces
• Test methods
• Test environment
• Exercise:
Chose test groups for the example application
• Detail Test Plan template
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3: TEST DESIGNS

5: ROLE OF TESTING IN YEAR 2000
PROJECTS

Design and describe the tests planned for a test group

How testing fits into various Year 2000 projects
• Certifying Year 2000 correctness
• Black box testing, white box testing, and other methods
in Year 2000 projects
• Testing roles in Year 2000 projects
• Testing for analysis
• Testing of internal correction projects
• Testing to control outsourcing vendors
• Assessing Year 2000 correctness of package software
• Exercise:
Where does your testing role fit into the Year 2000
project at your organization?

• Strategy for test design
• Identifying live time and date test points
• Example:
Time-shares reservation application Test interfaces and potential test points
• The test data dictionary
• Example:
Time-shares reservation application Test data dictionary
• Building the test data dictionary
• Interpretations of 2-digit years
• Inspection requirements
• Test requirements
• Test Design template

4: TEST DATA AND TEST RESULTS
Systematically create test data and test results that cover
Year 2000 scenarios and corrections
• Strategy for creating Year 2000 test data and test results
• Time definitions
• Clock time problems with time-related testing
• The Year 2000 test matrix
• The NOW-NOW-OLD and NOW-NOW-NEW tests
• Example:
NOW-NOW-OLD test data and test results
• The NOW-FUTURE-OLD and NOW-FUTURENEW tests
• Exercise:
NOW-FUTURE test data and test results
• The FUTURE-NOW-OLD and FUTURE-NOWNEW tests
• The FUTURE-FUTURE-OLD and FUTURE-FUTURE-NEW tests

• Test Data and Tost Ru~ulrn tumplatu
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1: YEAR 2000 TESTING STRATEGY
Summary
Establish the overall testing strategy needed to assure
that an application is Year 2000 correct and that current
functions continue to operate properly before, during,
and after Year 2000 correction
• Example:
Time-shares reservation application
• Year 2000 issues
• Test objectives
• Exercise:
What faults and failures are you testing for?
• Strategy of the Year 2000 Project
• Structure of the Year 2000 Project
• Master Test Plan template

Example:
Time-shares reservation application
A toy example application on which to illustrate
methods, approaches, and techniques
The application deals with reservation of time-shares.
A time-share is a unit of real property - usually an
apartment or a villa or an estate - for which a client
buys or leases uninterrupted usage for a sequence of
limited time-periods. A client might, for example, lease
the use of the Laputa island resort for the first week in
February for the next 20 years. This client, and other
clients, "time-share" the Laputa property.
The function of the software application is to enable the
underlying owner of the time-shared properties to
manage the reservation of them. The owner must keep
track of clients, properties, reservations, and the
constant change of all these entities.
Clearly time plays many roles in this application ...
The goal of the Year 2000 project is to ensure that all
these uses of time function correctly - in general, and in
particular for calendar times after December 31, 1999.
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Year 2000 issues

Test objectives

Two-digit decimal years

Ensure that the application:

What could go wrong
Politics
Why Year 2000 is a time-and-date issue
Why the Year 2000 project is a verification, validation,
and testing project
• Verification, validation, and testing, with a pinch of correction
• Not correction with a huge component of verification,
validation, and testing

•
•
•
•

Can process time and date information
Unambiguously and
Correctly
For all calendar dates within its required operating conditions
• Especially including calendar dates beyond December

31, 1999
Or, if this cannot be shown:
• Correct the faults
And then ensure that the application ...

Exercise:
What faults and failures are you testing for?

PAGES
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Strategy of the Year 2000 Project
The Year 2000 Project is a project of verification,
validation, and correction of an application in order to
provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of the risk and exposure of Year 2000 failure
Detection of actual faults and failures
Correction of faults
Testing of Year 2000 corrections
Certification of Year 2000 correctness
A mechanism for selecting and controlling external service vendors, and for acceptance testing their work
• Certification of Year 2000 correctness of externally
maintained components

Modify programs and data usage if necessary to correct
faults and failures
• To provide unambiguous representations of time and
date
• To process time and date correctly
Re-examine each use of a time and date element, and
re-run the test sets to ensure that the corrected
application is Year 2000 correct
Install the corrected application

The basis for the Year 2000 Project is a systematic
method of inspecting and testing applications for correct
handing of time and dates
Inventory the application
•
•
•
•
•

External interfaces and feeds
Programs
Files
Internal interfaces
Functions

Identify the executable configuration of the application
Identify the source elements of the application
Identify the operating conditions of the application,
particularly its time horizon
Analyze and catalogue the uses of time and date in the
inventory
Inspect each use of a time and date element
• Ensure that it is unambiguously interpreted and correctly calculated upon
• Examine for faults

Structure of the Year 2000 Project
Systematically create and execute test procedures, test
data, and test results that cover Year 2000 scenarios and
corrections
• Test current data in current time

Phases
Responsibilities

• T~fit futurn dcttil in (iUfHiilt tinHi

Schedules

• Test future data in future time
• Examine for failures

Resources
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Master Test Plan
(Establishes the overall testing strategy)
Organizational context

Application(s) under test

Test objectives

Project organization

Testing responsibilities

Schedule

Resources

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000

2: PLANNING THE TEST PROJECTS
Summary
Plan the test projects to show correct (and incorrect) use
of time and date in the application
• Example:
Time-shares reservation application Executable configuration
• Inventory and identification of the application under test
• Test objectives
• Test groups
• Test interfaces
• Test methods
• Test environment
• Exercise:
Chose test groups for the example application
• Detail Test Plan template
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Figure 1: Time-shares reservation application Executable configuration

QUERY AND
UPDATE CLIENTS

OWNER

QUERY AND
UPDATE
RESERVATIONS

QUERY AND
UPDATE
PROPERTIES

CLIENT
DATA

A-....J\.. RESERVATION

V------V

DATA

PROPERTY
~
DATA

REPORTS
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Example:
Time-shares reservation application
Executable configuration
Figure 1 shows the executable configuration of the
example application

The symbology of Figure 1 is based on that of data-flow
diagrams:
• Closed boxes are sources or destinations of data
• Arrows are data flows
• Bubbles are processes
• Open-ended boxes are data stores

The prime source and destination of data in this
configuration is OWNER, representing human users of
the system
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Inventory and identification of the
application under test
The first technical activity of the test project (and of the
Year 2000 project in general) is inventory and
identification of the application under test
• Identify the set of programs, data files, and communication channels that need to be tested and/or changed
The Year 2000 project is pervasive
• There is hardly a data reference that does not carry along
with itself a time-stamp or a time period or an implicit
time attribute
• Inventories of real applications made in connection with
Year 2000 projects have found that 5-20% of all lines of
code carry time references
• Most other maintenance projects of correction or enhancement can limit or isolate the module or modules that
are affected by a change
Plan to identify the executable configuration of the
application:

• In larger systems many sources and destinations of data
will be other software applications

• Connectivity
• External interfaces
• Communication channels

OWNER sends and receives data from three processes:

• Databases
• Infrastructure
• Platforms

• The QUERY AND UPDATE CLIENTS process, which
adds, modifies, and deletes information about clients in
the CLIENT DATA store.
• The QUERY AND UPDATE PROPERTIES process,
which adds, modifies, and deletes information about
properties in the PROPERTY DATA store.
• The QUERY AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS
process, which adds, modifies, and deletes information
about reservations in the RESERVATION DATA store.
This process also queries the CLIENT DATA store and
the PROPERTY DATA store, presumably because a
reservation record associates a particular client with a
particular property for a particular time period
REPORTS is also a destination of data using data from
the RESERVATION DATA store

Real applications are much more complex than this, with
many more processes and much more complicated
communic~tion channels. In practice, Year 2000
projects have identified application ( and application
fragments) comprising 4000 processes and 10,000
commu~calion channels, and as apphcat~ons become
more "integrated" (read "connected") this number can
only grow

Plan to identify the human-accessible versions of these
components:
•
•
•
•

Source code
Database declarations
Network definitions
Package components

Based on this inventory, the testing project can locate
the time and date references and calculations that need
to be tested or examined for possible modification

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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Test objectives
Systematically drive the application through
representative combinations of:
• Data time
• As-of time
• System clock time
Use current and future data as of current and future
dates:
• 19XX data as of 19XX and 20XX
• 20XX data as of 19XX and 20XX
Check for correct and incorrect behavior

Test interfaces
Test interfaces are data structures external to the
sub-system chosen for the test group on which:
• Test pre-conditions can be set
• Test post-conditions can be checked
Potential test interfaces
• External interfaces of the application, including:
- User interfaces, including reports, queries, updating
programs, etc.
- Feeds from business partners
- Interfaces with other applications
- Operational parameters
• Internal interfaces of the application, including:
- Communication channels within the application
- Data stores and databases of the application
• Accesses to the system clock time on platforms of the
application

Test groups
A test group is a division of the application into smaller
units that can usefully be tested separately, e.g.
• System
• Subsystem
•Unit/ component
Test groups are similar to test levels used in testing new
development
But since the entire application already exists, these test
groups are arbitrary, relating to what can feasibly and
usefully be tested together
A test group could be along a flow of data through
processes if it is linear or with relatively little branching
A test group could be around a data store if it is the
destination or source of many branches
Or adjust test groups to correspond to implementation
groups picked by the Year 2000 project
Or pick test groups to concentrate on places where the
Year 2000 project changes data representations
Or re-use test groups from tests of previous changes to
this application

Test methods
Create tests by systematic permutation of live time and
date elements on the test interfaces to satisfy the test
objectives
Live time and date elements are representations of time
and date, or elements that impact a time and date
element
Other elements on the test interface are fillers and do
not need systematic permutation
For more on the recognition of live time and date
elements on the test interfaces, and on creation of the
test data, see the next section, "Test designs"

Test environment
Hardware, communications, software, databases,
procedures, and personnel used for the execution of the
test
Hardware, communications, software, and databases
available as a test configuration for each sub-system
selected in a test group
Capture-replay-scripting-compare test drivers for each
sub-system selected in a test B1'oup

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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Exercise:
Chose test groups for the example application

QUERY AND
UPDATE CLIENTS

OWNER

QUERY AND
UPDATE
RESERVATIONS

QUERY AND
UPDATE
PROPERTIES

~

CLIENT
DATA

ft----t\. RESERVATION
'y-y'

DATA

~

PROPERTY
DATA

REPORTS
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Detail Test Plan(s)
(Establishes the structure of a test project)
System under test

Inventory and identification of the
application under test

Test objectives

Test groups

Test interfaces

Test methods

Test environment

Test design

Project organization
Testing responsibilities
Schedule
Resources

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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3: TEST DESIGNS
Summary
Design and describe the tests planned for a test group
• Strategy for test design
• Identifying live time and date test points
• Example:
Time-shares reservation application Test interfaces and potential test points
• The test data dictionary
• Example:
Time-shares reservation application Test data dictionary
• Building the test data dictionary
• Interpretations of 2-digit years
• Inspection requirements
• Test requirements
• Test Design template

Strategy for test design
Identify live time and date test points
• Establish their format and unit
• Record them in the test data dictionary
Inspect their use
• Inspection, review, and static analysis
• Inspection requirements
Exercise their use
• Testing
• Test requirements
Check for mis-use
• Correct
• Re-inspect
• Re-test

Identifying live time and date test
points
Test points are elements on the test interfaces that will
be used as test inputs to set up tests and/or as test results
to check the correctness of tests to satisfy the test
objectives
The test points in Year 2000 testing are the live time and
date elements
Live time and date elements are:
• System clock time
• Time and date representations (e.g., "1999-12-31")
• Other time-related elements (e.g., spans of time such as
"7 days")
• Elements that impact a time and date element
Create tests by systematic permutation of live time and
date elements
Other elements on the test interface are fillers and do
not need systematic permutation

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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Example:
Time-shares reservation application
Test interfaces and potential test points
A: QUERY AND UPDATE CLIENTS
NAME

LOCATION

USAGE
R/W/C/I

client name Name field

R W I

Client
date of
birth

DOB field

RW

clock time

Line LLL

R

-

-

-

B: CLIENT DATA DATABASE ACCESS
NAME

LOCATION

USAGE
R/W/C/I

client name Name field

R WI

client
date of
birth

R W

-

-

DOB field

-

Last_update Update_fielc

R WI

Key
NAME
• Element name
LOCATION
• Element location
• Fully qualified location would be "Name field in
QUERY AND UPDATE CLIENTS"
• Location may be a position in a screen or report, or a
position on a message format, or a line of code inside a

~M~AM

USAGE
• R: Read
• W: Written
• C: Calculated on
• I: Indexed on
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C: QUERY AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS
NAME

LOCATION

USAGE
R/W/C/1

Command

command
field

R

client

client
field

R WI

Property

Property_
field

R WI

Reservation Res date
date
field

R WI

Reservation Res length_
- field
length

R

w

Fee_paid

Fee paid
field
-

R

w

Clock time

Line MMM

R

Last_update Update
field

R WI

D: RESERVATION DATA DATABASE ACCESS
NAME

LOCATION

USAGE
R/W/C/1

client

Client
field

R W I

Property

Property_
field

R W I

Reservation- Res date
date
field

R WI

Reservation Res length
- field
length

R W

Last_update Update
field

R WI
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Example: Comments

A first cut at test design

Test interfaces

Using A: QUERY AND UPDATE CLIENTS as the sole
test interface, can the system update any client with any
date of birth, now and at any time in the future?

The example gives four test interfaces, at:

What should you beware of?

•
•
•
•

What limitations could there be?

A: QUE~Y AND UPDATE CLIENTS
B: The CLIENT DATA database
C: QUERY AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS
D: The RESERVATION DATA database

Test interfaces are available at B: The CLIENT DATA
database and D: The RESERVATION DATA database
on the assumption that these are databases defined by
external declarations and accessed through a database
interface

• If they were flat files accessed by special purpose code
embedded within the programs, it would be impossible
or hard to create a test interface
Which test groups are available with these test
interfaces?
How many more test interfaces are available?

Clock time
Note that the (system) clock time is part of the test
interface if the system under test accesses it
Some testing scenarios will involve modifying the clock
time
Why does QUERY AND UPDATE CLIENTS access
clock time?
Why does CLIENT DATA database access NOT access
clock time?
• Or does it?
• If so, how and why?

Live time and date elements
Which elements are live time and date elements?
Can you tell for sure?
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The test data dictionary

Key
NAME

Records further information necessary for
analysis, correction, and testing
More information on the elements in the test interfaces
must be gathered in order to perform analysis,
correction, and testing of time and date problems

• Element name
LOCATION

• Element location
• Fully qualified location would be "Name field in
QUERY AND UPDATE CLIENTS"

This information is recorded in the test data dictionary

-

• Location may be a position in a screen or report, or a
position on a message format, or a line of code inside a
program
FORMAT

• Field size and usage
- X20 = 20 alphanumeric characters
-YYMMDD = decimal year, date, month
- 9999 = 5 decimal digits
-etc.
UNIT

• How the element is interpreted in the real world
NEWFORMAT

• Format after conversion
• Since this element may be converted during the Year
2000 project
NEW UNIT

• Unit after conversion
• Since this element may be converted during the Year
2000 project
USAGE
• R: Read

• W: Written
• C: Calculated on
• I: Indexed on
LTP
• X

= Live test point

• Inspection requirements
• Test requirements
%CRT

• Degree ol certainty of identification
• Since the identification of these time and date elements
is iterative and incremental (and not always clear-cut)

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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Example:
Time-shares reservation application
Test data dictionary
A: QUERY AND UPDATE CLIENTS
LOCATION

NAME

FORMAT UNIT

NEWFORMAT NEW UNIT

USAGE
R/W/C/I

LTP %
CRT
100

client name Name field

X20

Text

R WI

client
date of
birth

DOB field

YYMMDD

Date

RW

X

100

Clock time

Line LLL

YYMMDD

Date

R

X

100

-

-

-

B: CLIENT DATA DATABASE ACCESS
NAME

LOCATION

FORMAT UNIT

NEWFORMAT NEWUNIT

USAGE
R/W/C/I

LTP %
CRT

client name Name field

X20

Text

R WI

client
date of
birth

YYMMDD

Date

RW

X

100

Last_update Update_ fie le YYMMDD

Date

R WI

X

100

-

-

DOB field

-

100

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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C: QUERY AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS

NAME

LOCATION

FORMAT UNIT

Command

Command
field -

Xl

Text

R

100

Client

client
field

X20

Text

R WI

100

Property

Property
field

X20

Text

R WI

100

Reservation Res date
- field date

YYMMDD

Date

R WI

X

100

Reservation Res length
length
- field
-

9999

Span of
time?
What unit?

R W

X

50

Fee_paid

Fee paid
field
-

999999

Money
What unit?

RW

Clock time

Line MMM

YYMMDD

Date

R

YYMMDD

Date

R WI

Last_update Update
field

NEWFORMAT NEWUNIT

USAGE
R/W/C/I

LTP %
CRT

50

X

100
100

D: RESERVATION DATA DATABASE ACCESS
NAME

LOCATION

FORMAT UNIT

client

client
field

X20

Text

USAGE
R/W/C/1
R WI

Property

Property
field

X20

Text

R WI

YYMMDD

Date

R WI

X

100

Span of
time?
What unit?

R W

X

50

Date

R WI

X

100

Reservation Res date
- field
date

Reservation Res _length_ 9999
- field
length
Last_update Update
field

YYMMDD

NEWFORMAT NEW UNIT

LTP %
CRT
100
100
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Example: Comments
Format
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Format and unit
The combination of format and unit uniquely
characterizes the data element "pattern"

Format = Field size and usage

Data patterns are the key to the analysis of Year 2000
problems

Field size is usually clear from external or internal
interface specifications

A second cut at test design

Usage may be unclear or ambiguous
• E.g., field written as alphanumeric and read as decimal
numeric
• Ambiguity suggests a fault which this project should
correct
Use % CRT to mark an unclear or ambiguous format

Unit
Unit = How the element is interpreted in the real world
Requires knowledge of the application, "business rules",
"domain knowledge"
There will be as many units as there happen to be
different real world concepts in the application
• Usually a few common units and many uncommon cases
Interpretation may be unclear
• Example:

Reservation date in QUERY AND
UPDATE RESERVATIONS includes a 2-digit YY field

- How is YY expanded to CCYY?
- See "Interpretations of 2-digit years" below
• Example: Reservation length in QUERY AND
UPDATE RESERVATIONS
and
Reservation length in RESERVATION DATA both indicate aspan of time
- In day~?
- In weeks?
- In what?
- Not necessarily the same for each!
Interpretation may be ambiguous
• E.g., one module uses days, another weeks
• Ambiguity suggests a fault which this project should
correct

Use i CRT to mark an unclear or ambiguous unit

Assuming you can establish the format and unit of the
ambiguous elements, do you have enough to create
conclusive tests using these test interfaces?

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000

Building the test data dictionary

Identifying individual time and date
references
Identified in documentation
Identified in feeds from business partners or other
applications
Identified in database definitions
Identified by database content analysis
Access to system clock time
Subject matter experts
Application technical staff
Suspected from data format, data usage, or by
time-related names in code
Any other means

Impact analysis
Use known time and date references as "seeds" via
impact analysis within the application to locate other
time and date references, or non-time and date
references that drive time and date references
• Forward tracing
• Backward tracing
Use code analysis tools as much as possible
Resolve ambiguities and conflicts by inspection
May be necessary to discover all the test points
• ~xample: Fkd a field k the test data dictionary not
currently marked as a live test point that may generate a
time and date reference
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Interpretations of 2-digit years
20th century only
Fixed window
Sliding window

20th century only
YY means 19YY
What are tlie problems?

Fixed window
Pick an "earliest year" in the past, say 19XX, such that
no data is older than this date
If YY less than XX then 20YY else 19YY
Called a "window" because it provides a window of 100
years extending from the earliest year 19XX to the latest
year 20(XX-1)
The 20th century only date is a fixed window date with
XX= 00
What are the problems?

Sliding window
Pick a memory span of time, say NN years, such that no
data is older than to-day's year - NN
Calculate the earliest year CCZZ

= to-day's year - NN

If YY less than ZZ then (CC+ l)YY else CCYY
Called a "sliding window'' because it provides a window
of 100 years extending from NN years in the past to
100-NN-1 years in the future
Never runs ·out!
What are the problems?

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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Exercise:
Interpret the 2-digit years
1997

TO-DAY'S YEAR --.

2005

INTERPRETATION OF
2-DIGIT YEAR i
20th century only

Fixed window
Earliest year

= 1950

Sliding window
Memory span
30 years

=

Observations?

97?

97?

00?

00?

75?

75?

97?

97?

00?

00?

75?

75?

97?

97?

00?

00?

75?

75?
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Inspection requirements
The full Year 2000 project identifies time and date
elements ~oughout the application, and verifies two
points:
• Is this format-unit adequate to represent time and date
over the operational horizon of the application?
- If not, modify representation
• In each occurrence of this element, is it correctly used?
- If not, correct code

Is this format-unit adequate to represent time and date
over the operational horizon of the application?
• 2-digit years, correctly used, are adequate for data that
does not span 100 years (most data does not)
• 4-digit years needed for data that spans more than 100
years ( date of birth, age, etc.)
• Other time and date representations need to be individually examined
- When will this time and date representation overflow?

In each occurrence of this time and date element, is it
correctly used?
• Interpreted?
- For example, used on an input or output screen
• Converted?
- For example, sent to or received from a feed or module
interface with a different format
• Compared?
-For example, I f Date_l before Date 2
• Calculated on?
- For example, Number of working days between Date 1 and Date 2

• Indexed on?
- For example, Reservation_ date in QUERY
AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS

• Sorted?
-For example, Reservation date in QUERY
AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS

....?
For each time and date element expansion, and each
code correction, add tests to drive the system through
the original and the converted / corrected state

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000

Test requirements
Systematically drive the test groups through
representative combinations of:
• Data time
• As-of time
• System clock time
Use current and future data as of current and future
dates:
• 19XX data as of 19XX and 20XX
• 20XX data as of 19XX and 20XX
Check for correct and incorrect behavior
See next chapter, "Test data and test results"

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000

Test Design template
(A description of tests planned for a test group)

System under test

Test group interfaces

Test points
(live time and date elements)

Test environment

Plan for generating test data and test
results

Project organization
Testing responsibilities
Schedule
Resources
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4: TEST DATA AND TEST RESULTS
Summary
Systematically create test data and test results that cover
Year 2000 scenarios and corrections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy for creating Year 2000 test data and test results
Time definitions
Clock time problems with time-related testing
The Year 2000 test matrix
The NOW-NOW-OLD and NOW-NOW-NEW tests
Example:
NOW-NOW-OLD test data and test results
The NOW-FUTURE-OLD and NOW-FUTURENEW tests
Exercise:
NOW-FUTURE test data and test results
The FUTURE-NOW-OLD and FUTURE-NOWNEW tests
The FUTURE-FUTURE-OLD and FUTURE-FUTURE-NEW tests
Test Data and Tost Results template

Strategy for creating Year 2000 test
data and test results
Establish test procedures against the test group
• Re-use existing tests
• Capture production processing
• Generate from production databases
• Write driver scripts
Enhance or filter as necessary to emphasize time and
date testing
• Cover live time and date elements as test points
• Use other elements only as necessary to complete test
inputs
Run the test procedures in current clock time with
current data
Capture and compare test results
Systematically enhance the test procedures, test data,
and test results varying as-of time and data time
Run the test procedures with the enhanced test data and
with the old and the corrected program and data (if
appropriate)
Capture and compare test results
Examine for faults and failures

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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Time definitions

Inadvisability of changing the clock time

Real time

Clock time is the representation of real time according
to the computer's hardware-software environment

• Time according to the universe
Clock time is used by the system for many purposes
Clock time ("wall time")
• Time according to the computer's hardware-software
environment
As-of time

• Resource accounting
• Time-outs
• License management
• 1/0 management
• Network management and coordination
• Archiving and back-up

• Time simulated or used as a parameter by the application
software

• Etc ...

• "Processing as of January 1, 2000... "

Arbitrary changes of clock time are not feasible

Data time

• Too many unknowns
• Probably disallowed by the systems group
• Needs an isolated environment

• Any time element represented in data
-Absolute time, e.g., "January 311999"
- Data time span, e.g., "7 days"

• Only needed to check Year 2000 viability of hardware
and systems and communications software
For applications, use as-of time
• Clock time simulated or faked out for the application

Clock time problems with time-related
testing

Inability 1o replay tests

Clock time accessed by application software is an
external interface
• Needs to be inventoried in the test interfaces
• May be monitored by time simulator software
Reprogram to isolate clock time accesses as much as
possible
• Replace with an explicit collar
• Or use time simulator software

Tests involving time sometimes cannot be replayed
Time simulator software selectively simulates and/or
monitors clock time for an application
Example: Real time moves on

This problem could occur in testing any kind of function,
but is more obstructive in time-related testing (like Year
2000)

• Should select by job, submitter, job class, task, and/or
processing region
• Should cooperate with language, database, and transaction environments
• Selected modules receive a designated fictitious time
and date (which advances in parallel with real time) ; all
other jobs receive the system clock time and date
• System software, 1/0 timestamps, and log records invoked from the designated jobs receive the system clock
time and date

Handle by using as-of time

• Should cooperate with vendor software invoked from the
selected target software to avoid license conflicts due to
the fictitious date

• Capture transactions relating to a package delivery service on Monday
• Replay them on Tuesday
• They are all overdue!
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The Year 2000 test matrix
The table on the opposite page shows eight Year 2000
test options by varying three binary choices
Version
• Old: Current version of the software and/or data files
• New: Converted version of the software and/or data files
Data time
• Now: Use current data
• Future: Use future data
- Usually near, at, or beyond January 1, 2000
As-of time
• Now: Use the current clock time
• Future: Set the as-of time ahead
- Usually beyond January 1, 2000
This matrix. provides a systematic checklist of options in
creating test data and test results
The following pages describe the generation of test data
and test results for each option

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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THE YEAR 2000 TEST MATRIX
AS-OF
TIME

DATA
TIME

VERSION TEST DATA

TEST
PROCEDURE

TEST RESULTS

Now

Now

Old

Production data

Capture

Compare

Enhance or filter data
to emphasize time and
date

Replay

Test for clock
dependency at replay
time

Captured data

Replay

Compare

Possibly with
exnanded fields

Simulate as-of "now''
time

Adapt for expanded
fields

Captured data

Capture

Copy and modify data
to include future time
data

Replay

Predict test results by
modifying and aging
captured results

Captured data

Replay

Compare

Possibly with
expanded fields

Simulate as-of "now''
time

Adapt for expanded
fields and corrected
errors

Captured data from
NOW-NOW test

Replay

Predict test results by
modifying and aging
captured results

"Now''

Now

"Now''

Future

"Now''

Future

Future

Now

New

Old

New

Old

t

Compare

Simulate as-of future
time

t

Compare
Future

Now

New

Captured data

Replay

Compare t

With or without
expanded fields

Simulate as-of future
time

Adapt for corrected
errors
Can converted
programs read
unexnanded data?

Future

Future

Old

Captured data from
NOW-FUTURE test

Capture
Replay

Delete data that is
now in the past

Future

Future

New

Simulate as-of future
time

Use predicted test
results from
NOW-FUTURE test
Delete test results
that are now in the
past

Captured data

Replay

Compare
Compare f

Possibly with
expanded fields

Simulate as-of future
time

Adapt for expanded
fields and corrected

errors
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The NOW-NOW-OLD test

Test current data in current time

The NOW-NOW-NEW test

Test for no unwanted changes after conversion

This is the current baseline case
• As-of time = NOW

This is the same baseline case, re-run with

• Data time = NOW

• Version = NEW

•Version= OLD
Re-run with converted programs and data
The 19:XX test with 19:XX test data
Compare against captured data

Use current or production data

• Possibly adapting for expanded fields
Enhance or filter to emphasize time and date
Capture, replay, and compare

Convert and compare test data
If the Year 2000 project expands fields in the test
interface, the testers must

Establish replay environment

• Convert test data
Re-run with UNconverted programs to test for inability
to replay tests

• Adapt the test compare program to allow for converted
test data

• If so, solve with as-of "now'' time

+
+

(RE-RUN)
OLD DATA

""*

OLD DATA

(SAME)

OLD PROGRAM

+
+

OLD
RESULTS

""*

+-

(COMPARE)

+
+

ERRORS?

+
+
OLD PROGRAM
+
+
+

RESULTS

""*

OLD DATA

+

NEW DATA

(CONVERT)

+

+

+

+

+

OLD PROGRAM

+

OLD
RESULTS

NEW PROGRAM

+NEW

""*
+RESULTS
(CONVERT) (COMPARE)

+
+
ERRORS?
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Example:
NOW-NOW-OLD test data and test results
QUERY AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS
INPUT
command
client

Q[uery]

A[dd]

Q

Smith

Smith

Smith

Property

Laputa

Reservation
date

991219

Reservation
length

7

Fee_paid
clock time
Last_update

OUTPUT
command .

R[esponse]

R

Y[es]

R

R

R

Smith

Smith

Smith

Smith

Smith

Smith

Property

Laputa

Laputa

Laputa

Laputa

Laputa

Laputa

Reservation
date

971221

981220

991219

971221

981220

991219

7

7

7

7

7

7

960531

960531

970317

960531

960531

client

Reservation
length
Fee_paid
Clock time
Last_update

970317
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The NOW-FUTURE-OLD test

Generate other troublesome data

Test future data in current time

Very long spans

This is the first case with extra future data

103-year-old people

• As-of time = NOW
• Data time = FUTURE
• Version = OLD
The 19XX test with 20XX test data

Look in the data dictionary for field limitations
What else could go wrong?

Use captured data, copy and modify
• Create data further in the future
Predict test" results by modifying and aging captured
results
Usually where the first problems begin to show up

Generate future test data and test results
Look for systematic ways to generate test data and
predicted test results
• E.g., copy current data

Select future test data

• Add 28 years to every date in both test data and test
results (preserves weekdays)

Use:
• Domain analysis
• Special case analysis

Needs analysis in most cases

General cases

Does not handle special cases

• Some date between now and 1999-12-31
• Some date beyond 1999-12-31

Create custom data as necessary

Special cases
• 1999-12-31
• 2000-01-01
Leap year cases
•
•
•
•
•

1900-02-28 and 1900-03-01 (not a leap year)
1996-02-28, 1996-02-29, and 1996-03-01 (a leap year)
1997-02-28 and 1997-03-01 (not a leap year)
2000-02-28, 2000-02-29, and 2000-03-01 (a leap year)
2001-02-28 and 2001-03-01 (not a leap year)

Dates used as flags
•
•
•
•

00-00-00
99-09-09
99-12-31
99-99-99

Dates in cycles

t

Daily

•Weekly ...

OLD DATA

+
+

NEW DATA

-+

+
+

(GENERATE)
(CREATE)

+

+
OLD PROGRAM

OLD PROGRAM

+

+

+
O~

+NEW

RESULTS
-+
._
RESULTS
(GENERATE) (COMPARE)
(CREATE)

+

+
ERRORS?
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Exercise:
NOW-FUTURE test data and test results
QUERY AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS
INPUT
command

A

A

Q

Smith

Smith

smith

Property

Laputa

Laputa

Reservation
date

991226

001217

Reservation
length

7

7

Client

Fee_paid
clock time
Last_update

OUTPUT?
command
client
Property
Reservation
date
Reservation
length
Fee_paid
Clock time
Last_update

If you add the above test data to the test data in the
previous example, what test output do you expect?

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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The NOW-FUTURE-NEW test

Compare against generated, converted test
results

Test future data in current time on corrected
programs and data

Re-use the generated test data and test results

This is the current test data enhanced for the future,
re-run with
• Version = NEW

If the Year 2000 project expands fields in the test
interface, the testers must
• Convert test data
• Adapt the test compare program to allow for converted
test data

Re-run with converted programs and data
Compare against predicted test results
• Adapting for expanded fields and corrected errors
Test that the converted system corrects errors

OLD DATA

+

NEW DATA

-+

+

(CONVERT)

+
+
+
O~

+
NEW PROGRAM
+
+NEW

OLD PROGRAM

RESULTS

-+
~
RESULTS
(CONVERT) (COMPARE)

+
+

ERRORS CORRECTED?
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The FUTURE-NOW-OLD test
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The FUTURE-NOW-NEW test

Test future data in current time
This test tests "historical" data
• As-of time = FUTURE (e.g., 2001)
• Data time = NOW (e.g., 1997)
•Version= OLD
The 20XX test with 19XX test data
May or may not be meaningful
This test completes the set
Reminds testers of backward compatibility
For setting as-of time forward, see the
FUTURE-FUTURE test, below

Test future data in current time on
corrected programs and data
This is the current data in future time, re-run with
• Version = NEW
Can the new programs use the old data?

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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The FUTURE-FUTURE-OLD test

Generate future test data and test results
Similar to generating data for NOW-FUTURE tests
May be able to re-use NOW-FUTURE testdata

Test future data in future time

• Possibly deleting dates that will be in the past
• Possibly aging them

The test that looks at future data in the future

Look for systematic ways to generate test data and
predicted test results
• E.g., copy current data
• Add 28 years to every date in both test data and test
results (preserves weekdays)

• As-of time = FUTURE
• Data time
• Version

= FUTURE

= OLD

The 20:XX test with 20:XX test data

Needs analysis in most cases
Does not handle special cases

Usually where the second set of problems shows up
• Problems with clock-time on the platform

Create custom data as necessary

• Problems with interpreting dates in data
- For example, wrongly interpreted windows
OLD DATA

i
i
Setting as-of time forward
Check for explicit as-of time
Inventory and analyze uses of clock-time
• This is one of the test interfaces
Test procedures for changing as-of time
• Modify clock-time, either globally or locally
• Use a time simulator
• Programmatically add a "collar" t~ the clock-time access
Test special cases of future as-of time with simple test
data
• 1999-12-31
• 2000-01-01
• 2000-02-28
• 2000-02-29
• 2000-03-01
• 2000-12-31

, Bomo othor Zl~t contury dilto

NEW DATA

-+

i
i

(GENERATE)
(CREATE)

'
''

'
''

OLD PROGRAM

OLD PROGRAM

OLD
NEW
RESULTS
-+
+RESULTS
(GENERATE) (COMPARE)
(CREATE)
!

'

ERRORS?
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The FUTURE-FUTURE-NEW test
Test future data in future time on corrected
programs and data
This is the future data in future time, re-run with

• Version

= NEW

Re-run with converted programs and data
Compare against predicted test results
• Adapting for expanded fields and corrected errors
Test that the converted system corrects errors

OLD DATA

+
+

-.
(CONVERT)

OLD PROGRAM

+
+

OLD
RESULTS

NEW DATA

+
+

NEW PROGRAM

+
+

NEW
-.
~
RESULTS
(CONVERT) (COMPARE)

+
+
ERRORS CORRECTED?
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Test Data and Test Results template
(Basis for generating data and results)
Test group under test

Test group interfaces

Use data dictionary for test values

C: QUERY AND UPDATE RESERVATIONS

NAME
Command

FORMAT
· Xl

UNIT
Text

Client

X20

Text

Property

X20

Text

Reservation YYMMDD
date

Date

Reservation 9999
length

Span of
time days

Fee_paid

999999

Money cents

Clock time

YYMMDD

Date

Last_update YYMMDD

Date

Relationship to test results

Fields to be expanded

TEST DATA VALUES
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5: ROLE OF TESTING IN YEAR 2000 PROJECTS
Summary

Certifying Year 2000 correctness

How testing fits into various Year 2000 projects

The goal of a Year 2000 project is to certify that an
application or applications, or a component or
components are Year 2000 correct

• Certifying Year 2000 correctness
• Black box testing, white box testing, and other methods
in Year 2000 projects
• Testing roles in Year 2000 projects
• Testing for analysis
• Testing of internal correction projects
• Testing to control outsourcing vendors
• Assessing Year 2000 correctness of package software
• Exercise:
Where does your testing role fit into the Year 2000
project at your organization?

The objective of certifying that an application or
component is Year 2000 correct is to ensure that it
(section 1):
•
•
•
•

Can process time and date information
Unambiguously and
Correctly
For all calendar dates within its required operating conditions
• Especially including calendar dates beyond December

31, 1999
The method of certifying that an application or
component is Year 2000 correct is:
• Identify the executable configuration of the application
or component
• Identify the source elements from which it is constructed
and how they are combined and linked
• Identify its operating conditions (especially its time
horizon)
• Identify its operating environment (inputs, outputs,
feeds, etc.)
• Identify the uses of time and date information in it
• Show that each use is unambiguous and correct within
the operating conditions

If ambiguous or incorrect usages are discovered, correct
them, and return to certification
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Black box testing, white box testing,
and other methods in Year 2000
projects
In black boic testing, the tester knows only the test data
and test results
In white box testing the tester knows and can use other
information about the system under test
•
•
•
•

Calculations
Intermediate results
Coverage
Etc.

Black box testing cannot prove correctness
Black box testing can give a statistical guarantee of
correctness
• Probability of failure
• Correct performance of representative cases
Effective b~ack box testing depends on corect
identification of test points, and systematic and
representative selection of test data and test results
As more elements of white box testing are introduced,
white box testing converges to formal analysis and proof
of correctness
The total Year 2000 project requires inspection of each
use of a time and date element to ensure that it is
unambiguously interpreted and correctly calculated upon

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000

Testing roles in Year 2000 projects
The Year 2000 project is a verification, validation, and
testing project (from Section 1)
• Verification, validation, and testing, with a pinch of correction
• Not correction with a huge component of verification,
validation, and testing
Different types of Year 2000 project have greater or
lesser white box components
Tusting for analysis
• Support by the testing group for Year 2000 white box
analysis
Testing of internal correction projects
• Tusting group and analysis group share white box results
Tusting to control outsourcing vendors
• Outsourcing vendor reports at the end of the contract
• Outsourcing vendor may communicate some white box
information
Assessing Year 2000 correctness of package software
• Little white box information available

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000

Testing for analysis
The test team supports Year 2000 analysis by
•
•
•
•

Tusting to find time variables
Testing to find effects
Testing to detect errors
Tusting to indicate correctness

Testing to find time and date elements
• Establish executable configuration
• Establish test interfaces
• Discover uses of clock time
Tusting to find effects
• Match test data and test results
• Systematically extend test data and test results
• What if? test cases
Testing to detect errors
• Failures in tests point to faults in the code
Testing to indicate correctness
• Enhance test data to reflect all faults discovered during
analysis and correction
• Record incorrect and correct test results
• Rerun tests to indicate corrections made
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Testing of internal correction projects
TESTING ACTMTIES

PROJECT ACTMTIES
Identify executable configuration

Select test groups
Design test procedures, including capture, replay, and
test drivers
Run tests to discover uses of clock time

Identify source elements, operating conditions, operating
environment (inputs, outputs, feeds, etc.)

Identify test interfaces

Identify the uses of time and date information

Identify test points
Capture production test data and test results
Enhance or filter data to emphasize time and date
Run NOW-NOW benchmark tests

Inspect each use of a time and date element to ensure
that it is unambiguously interpreted and correctly
calculated upon

Copy and modify data to include future time data
Predict test results by modifying and aging captured
results
Run NOW-FUTURE tests
Simulate as-of future time
Run FUTURE-FUTURE tests
Share test failures with analysis group

Detect faults

Enhance test data and test results to demonstrate
failures based on detected faults

Design corrections
Share faults with testing group
Recreate executable environment with corrected
programs and data

Use and/or adapt data conversion programs to convert
test data and test results

Provide data conversion programs if necessary
Test

Test
Re-run all test sets
Regression test

Install

TESTING FOR YEAR 2000
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Testing to control outsourcing vendors
PROJECT ACTMTIES
Identify executable configuration

TESTING ACTMTIES
Select test groups
Design test procedures, including capture, replay, and
test drivers

Run tests to discover uses of clock time
Identify source elements, operating conditions, operating
environment (inputs, outputs, feeds, etc.)

Identify test interfaces

(OUTSOURCING VENDOR ACTION)

Identify test points

Analyze

Capture production test data and test results

Correct

Enhance or filter data to emphasize time and date

Test

Run NOW-NOW benchmark tests
Copy and modify data to include future time data
Predict test results by modifying and aging captured
results
Run NOW-FUTURE tests
Simulate as•of future time
Run FUTURE-FUTURE tests

(OUTSOURCING VENDOR ACTION)
Deliver executable environment with corrected
programs and data

Use and/or adapt data conversion programs to convert
test data and test results
Enhance test data and test results to demonstrate
failures on reported corrections and changes

Deliver data conversion programs if necessary
Report corrections and changes

Enhance test data and test results to include delivered
test data

Deliver test data
Acceptance test

Acceptance test
Re-run all test sets
Regression test

Install
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Assessing Year 2000 correctness of
package software

Exercise:
Where does your testing role fit into the
Year 2000 project at your organization?

Questionnaires
• How does the vendor define Year 2000 correctness?

Now revisit Master Test Plan in Section 1

• Is the package now Year 2000 correct? If not, in which
release? Does correctness depend on the operating system release?
• Does the package depend on other third party software?
Is this software Year 2000 correct?
• Are times and dates used in external interface and/or
accessed from system clock? Specify where/ how.
• Are 4-digit years used in interfaces and/or system clock?
Specify where/ how.

• If 2-digit years are used, how are they interpreted?
• Are times and dates in interfaces used in indexing or
sorting? If so are they correct?
• Do any of the packages functions depend on times and
dates? Are they correct?
• Does the package use times for time-stamping? Are they
correct?
• Are all the package's calculations on times and dates
correct?

Responses
• Use the vendor's response to the questionnaire to update
your understanding of interfaces, use of system clock, use
of time and date information, internal calculations
Specifications, functional descriptions, documentation,
etc.
• Use the specifications, functional descriptions,
documentation, etc. of the package to update your understanding

Existing acceptance test plans and test procedures
• Do you have test plans and test procedures for acceptance testing of new releases of this package?
Year 2000 acceptance test plans and test procedures
• Use knowledge of interfaces, use of system clock, use of
time and date information, functions, and internal calculations of the package to create Year 2000 acceptance
test plans, test procedures, test data, and test results
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Objectives
• Motivate the use of formal techniques in
software development
• Describe formal techniques that you can use
to improve software quality
• Show how formal methods scale up to larger
development efforts
• Place formal methods in the context of the
Cleanroom process
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Agenda
• Setting the stage for formal development
• Specification: Describing acceptable behavior
• Correctness verification in practice
• The Cleanroom process
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Quality: It's Business Survival
• Finding and fixing bugs
• Late or unpredictable
delivery
• Low customer satisfaction
• Developers hostage to
maintenance
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What Are Formal Methods?
• Mathematics-based
• Unambiguous
• For specification/requirements
[B] usually including correctness proof rules
[B] usually including specific notations
[B] usually including process/methodology
[B] usually including tools
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Correctness
• "Correct" has narrow definition:
• does the implementation meet the specification
under all possible circumstances
• say, correct with respect to a specification

• We will use "valid" to describe other important
relationships, e.g. does the specification meet
the requirements
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The Bleeding Edge: Proof
• Theorem: design D is correct with respect to
specification S
• Manual proof
• you supply the proof and check the logic

• Proof checkers
• you supply the proof, tool checks the logic

• Provers
• tool supplies the (correct) proof
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Benefits of Formal Methods
• Requirements and high-level specification
• removal of ambiguity
• discovery and isolation of ambiguous/unknown
• possible assessment of change likelihood

• Implementation and low-level design
•
•
•
•
•

I

document actual behavior as black box
re-use without code reading
supports top-down correctness verification
documents assumptions made
highlights ripple effect of changes
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Traditional FM Applications
• High cost of failure
• Safety-critical systems or components
• Expensive/difficult to repair

• Requirements well-known
• But use of FM in requirements discovery has been
overlooked

• Standards
• European Space Agency recommends
• UK MoD mandate for safety-critical
• Canada Atomic Energy Control Board
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Emerging FM Applications
• Requirements elicitation and discovery
• Inter- and intra-company contract software
development
• Precise standard for determining test failure
• Well-understood parts of rapidly-changing
applications
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Formal Methods Experience
• Case studies in variety of areas show clear
gains in quality; productivity gains less
uniform
• Tools support gradually improving
• Skills building slowly
• Gap (chasm?) between research and practice
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The Software Cleanroom
• Dr. Harlan Mills observed quality gap
between hardware and software ...

•Defect prevention
•Precise documentation
•Statistical quality control
•Team review
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Cleanroom Principles
• Development principle:
• programming teams can and should strive to
produce systems that are nearly error-free upon
entry to testing

• Testing principle:
• the primary purpose of Cleanroom testing is to
measure the quality of the developed software
product, not to "test quality in"
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The Culture Shock
• Team reviews replace most
developer testing
• Reviews
• more thorough
• more cost-effective for
improving quality
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Team Organization
Project Team
Test Team

• Architecture-driven team organization
• Review changes flow upwards
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Team Ownership
• Synergy, education, knowledge reserve
• Team member
• develops proposals for team reviews
• maintains specialist knowledge
• active participant in others' reviews

• Team leader
• integrator view of large product
• facilitates consensus-building
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Team Iterative Review
• Development reviews
•
•
•
•

variety of techniques
preliminary ideas discussed
quality, completeness, validity
continuous integration with prior work

• Verification reviews
• final step for designs and code
• structured around formal methods
• correctness and design quality
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Cleanroom Track Record
• Published case studies
• variety of application areas
• all show improvement over baseline quality and
productivity

• Industrial practice
• many adopters of "partial" Cleanroom
• under-reporting of success stories
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Box Structures
• Based on functional model and abstract data
• every program expresses a function
• every object has abstract and concrete models

• Notations highly flexible
• less precisely-defined than Z
• look more like programming
• clear path to object-orientation

• Extensions to real-time and concurrent
systems
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Bottom-Up? Top-Down?
• The bottom-up teaching
• ideal for programmers and engineers
• immediately applicable

• The top-down myth
• almost never (successfully) applied in purest form

• The middle-out reality
• top-down planning in the large
• bottom-up study in the small
• linked by verification
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Specifications in Cleanroom
specification: a complete definition of the acceptable external
behavior of an entity under all possible circumstances of its use
specification of system
specification of subsystem_ 1
specification of component_A
specification of component_B
specification of subsystem_2
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Terminology
• In this workshop we will use "specification" in
its narrow sense
• But the notion of "specification" usually
includes other descriptive, motivational, and
architectural information that is beyond the
scope of our definition
• We will use "black box" and "specification"
interchangeably
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Natural Language Specifications
11 Advantages
• familiarity
• imprecision better than inaccuracy
• a good place to start

• Disadvantages
• vagueness
• ambiguity
• imprecision

• Our goal: a continuum of rigor
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Mathematics and Software
• A mathematical function

domain

• maps a domain into a range
• happens all at once, instantly
• unique result for each argument

• In software
• we model the assignment
statement as a function
range

• we model the side-effect-free
test as a function with range
{True.False}
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Functions on State Space

lx,yl

lx,yl
I
~ IX = X+ y 1----'+
in: x,y
out: y
domain: {x,y}; range: {x,y}
Yatter

= Ybetore ...._------+-- fhe identity

Xafter

= Xbefore

"t.._ Ybefore

"--

function on y

mathematical plus
mathematical
equals

I
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no order of execution is implied
state space is all variables used or set
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Functions on State Space
Ix,y: int
I

.

in: x,y

=

y

if
X

Ix, y : i_nt__,

2 ;
(X -- y)
= X + y ;

y

*

t
out: x,y

domain: {x,y}; range: {x,y}
case 2:

case 1:

= Ybetore * 2
Yafter = Ybefore * 2
Xafter = Xbefore + Ybetore * 2
Xbefore

I
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Xbetore
Yafter

not =

Ybetore

*2

= Ybetore * 2

notice
all statements refer to values, not variables
predicates only involve "before"
all "after" values expressed as function of''before"

Sotwaro Englnffllna , Inc.

Concurrent Assignment Notation
var_ 1 := function_ 1 of var_ 1, ... var_n
: var_2 := function_2 of var_ 1, ... ,var_n
: var_n := function_n of var_ 1, ... ,var_n
all the assignments happen at once
sequence- and iteration-free
each after-value a function of before-values
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Conditional Rules
condition involving v1 ,... ,vn =>
concurrent assignment
I condition involving v1 ,... ,vn =>
concurrent assignment

I condition

involving v1 ,... ,vn =>
concurrent assignment

read conditions down until first is satisfied, then apply concurrent
assignment on right-hand side of that arrow
• if no condition is true, function is undefined
• condition ''TRUE" is always true
• condition order may not correspond to the order of tests in
program
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Conditional Rule Example 1
source file is empty =>
object file := original object file, unchanged
list file:= original listing file, unchanged
display:= display with message "Source file empty"
appended
I source file contains text that is not a correct program =>
object file:= original object file, unchanged
listing file := original listing file with appropriate
messages appended
display:= display with message "Errors found"
appended

I ...

I

CLEANROOM

Solware Engineetlng,

I

Inc.
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Conditional Rule Example 2
fastbuf. length < CiMaxTraceMarks =>
fastbuf := fastbuf with iStatus added as newest element
: fastbuf.length := fastbuf.length + 1
I true=>
fastbuf := fastbuf with oldest element removed and
iStatus added as newest element

NQ
I

CLEANROOM

unstated side effects
uses of undocumented data
sequentiality or iteration
timing
hidden assumptions

I

Sotware Engineeting, Inc.

The Case Explosion
msk = x'00' ;
item is in map_tbl
-> msk := msk I x' 80'
TRUE-> identity]
item has flag on
-> msk := msk I x' 40'
TRUE-> identity]
item buffers OK
-> msk := msk I x'20'
TRUE-> identity]
return msk ;

I

CLEANROOM

I

<D sequence

------@

has net effect

l

item is in map_tbl & item has flag on &
item buffers OK-> msk := x'EO'
I item is in map_tbl & item has flag on &
item buffers not OK-> msk := x'CO'
I ... (6 more cases)

Sotware Engineeting, Inc.
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SpecfficationFunctions
@

msk := in_table(item, map_tbl) I flag_on(item)
buffers_ok(item)
where, for example,
defn flag_on(item) : byte i§
x' 40' if item has flag on, x'00' otherwise
end

I

• Specification functions provide organization
• Name conceptual behaviors and values
• Encapsulate detail esp. natural language
• May or may not correspond to design entities!

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotwore Engineering, Inc.

Deferring Detail
Based on the status of the rudder control, return
the appropriate message to the host. All of the following
conditions must be true in order to complete the command: ...

major organizing conditions
major conceptual functions I entities

•

condition_1(?) & ... & condition_n(?) ->
return message (rudder_status(status_byte)) to host

I TRUE -> what?

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotwore Engineering, Inc.
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Mathematical Relations
• A relation

domain

• maps a domain into a range
• happens all at once, instantly
• possibly many valid results for
each argument
• e.g., f(x:real>=O) = sqrt(x)

• Typical use
range

• set of acceptable values
• leave choice to designer
• "anything"

I

CLEANROOM

I
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State-to-State Relations
append marker to Q
concurrent

append fcn1 (xx) to Q

I
Q :=

Q
Q

.....

append fcn2 (xx) to Q

I

II marker II fcn1(xx) II fcn2(xx), or
II marker II fcn2 (xx) II fcn1 (xx)
or, even weaker,

I

Iqueue:= queue II marker II anything I
I

CLEANROOM
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Partial Functions
• Used to signify a domain
restriction

domain

• "this function only works when ... "
• "this function assumes that ... "

• Think of it as a red flag
• anything can happen, including
crash
• ought to convince ourselves that
the condition is impossible

I

CLEANROOM

range

I
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Partial Functions Examples
x >= O -> y := square root of x, as determined by the C
library sqrt function
I TRUE-> undefined

address_table is sorted & item is in address_table ->
return TRUE and set index to the position of item
in address_table
I address_table is sorted ->
return FALSE and set index to anything
I TRUE -> undefined

I

CLEANROOM

I
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Documenting Assumptions
[ sb not a valid pointer to StatusBuf => UNDEFINED
I true => return := pStatusBuf->StatusByte]
[ X + Y > max_intl 6 => UNDEFINED
itrue=>Z := X+Y]

[ another task is concurrently writing iMsgQ => UNDEFINED

I true=> iMsgQ := iMsgQ with iStatus appended]

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware Engineering , Inc.

Pointers and Aliasing
• Inherent problems of pointers
• "The Storage Pool" may become
input and/or output
• Still use functional model
• Assume identity if unstated
• Careful specification (even at
statement level)
• Adopt conventions; understand
aliasing

I

CLEANROOM

int x;
int *y;
( y* := alias for x ]
y = &x;
[ X,
X

y* := 1 , 1 ]

= 1;

I

Sotwa,. Engineering, Inc.
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Special Issue: Timing
• May need to attach timing (min and/or max)
to specifications
• Process may require multiple input ports, with
possible race conditions
• Cannot be verified using purely functional
approach
• Tools exist for timing analysis
• Greatest difficulty: allocating specification
time among functions

I

CLEANROOM

I

sotware Engl""'1ng, Inc.

Data-Encapsulating Objects
member function

member function

member function

member function

I

CLEANROOM

I
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Model-Based Abstractions
• Aid understanding and validation
• embodies user's conceptual model of data
• simplifies requirements tracking

• Aid design and implementation
• hide implementation details (encapsulation)
• stepwise refinement

• Aid verification
• stepwise verification
• based on well-understood concepts

I

CLEANROOM

I

Solware Engineettng , Inc.

Data Black Box

input parameters
files used
environment
shared memory
global data
etc.

I

CLEANROOM

• All at once
• No steps
• Conceptual
data used &
changed

output parameters
files changed
environment
shared memory
global data
etc.

I

Solware Englneet1ng , Inc.
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Example: Tabular Format
Stim

Cond

Resp

Model

Add

space
avail

display
new node

add new
node

Add

no
space

message

no
change

• User "thinks" object contains set of named
nodes, manipulates them accordingly

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotwate EnginHflng , Inc.

Example: Integrated System
• Hardware may be "inside" the box
• both "soft" events (e.g. commands via telemetry)

and "hard" events (e.g. laser beam interruption)
are stimuli and responses

• Abstract model includes hardware and
software state
• Tabular, semi-formal notation supplemented
with natural language

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware Engineering , Inc.
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Example: Storage System
• Command: user requests data
• Response: if data is available then copy data
into buffer and present status "OK" else
present status "FAIL" and leave buffer
unchanged
• Model: I BM 3390 DASO
• Reality: RAID 5

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotwa,. Englnoellng, Inc.

History as Abstract Model
• Consider the history of all use to be the
conceptual state
• Any operation may make unlimited "read" use of
history
• Every operation appends one element to the
history

• Advantages:
• Always exists
• Doesn't influence design of stored data

I

CLEANROOM

I
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A State Space of Objects
"in"

"out"

E_j

E_j

f

LJ

E_j

E_j

Function f maps input state space into output state space,
but mapping can only be described in terms of the black
box view of each state space object!

I

CLEANROOM

I

Solware Englnoedng , Inc.

Scaling Up
• Hierarchical structure is key
• sub-specifications
Kdivide

• logical connectors
•and conquer

• Use English text to motivate and explain
• move toward formalisms for definition
• but judiciously

• Document architecture is important
• major cases, functions, domain
• highlight the most important aspects

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware Englnoedng , Inc.
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Specification: What We've Learned
• Smooth progression from informal to formal is
vital especially when learning
• urge is to leap to formalism
• formalism must be motivated and explained with
natural language

• Black box behavior is not the only useful
abstraction
• Specifications get large: organization is vital

I

CLEANROOM

I
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Cleanroom Process
Initial Documents
•initial
•initial
•initial
•initial
•initial

requirements
specification
architecture
test plan
increment plan

.

Work An Increment
•improve requirements
•improve specification
•improve architecture
•improve implementation
•improve test plan
•create/acquire tests

more increments

Evaluate and Update
•improve test plan
•update increment plan

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware Engineering , Inc.

f

done

Test An Increment
•set up testing
•run tests
•collect data
•correct defects
•improve documents

Cleanroom Development:
Formal Methods, Judiciously Applied
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Development Practices Overview
• Specification = contract
• Formal methods, judiciously applied
• Precise, consistent, unambiguous
• Traceable to requirements

• Design = hierarchy of subcontracts
• Independently, obviously correct units
• Emphasis on good verifiable designs

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware EnglnHllng, Inc.

Design: A Hierarchy of Contracts

internal

~)
co

/ contract
(specification)

I

CLEANROOM

fulfilment
(implementation)

contingency plan
(defensive coding

I

Sotware Englnoeo1ng, Inc.
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The Box Structures Framework

Clear Box

System1

Objects

Black Box
Operations

I

CLEANROOM

I

State Box

Sotwote EngiONtlng, Inc.

The Black Box of a Process
System Name
stimulus
(inputs)

response
(outputs)

• Response defined by input( s)
• Complete definition of the acceptable external
behavior of the system under all possible
circumstances of use
• Examples: procedures, methods

I

CLEANROOM

I
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Design Path for Processes
Part 1

~
L__J

Clear Box

is designed as

control flow
process black box

Part 2

' - - - - ~ ~ process
··············· ................................... ........... .. !

I

CLEANROOM

Sotware Engineering,

I

black box

Two views of the same system!
r:r Same inputs and outputs
c:r Same behavior

Inc.

The Clear Box View of a

~skml.
Part 1

inputs

~_.:
~~

•
•
•

I

L] local d a t a ~

I___. o~puts
,_____..
:

L'.j

Algorithm produces outputs from inputs
Required: specifications for each part (including predicates!),
and all local data objects
Concurrency concerns
• when is state of input accessed and updated
• sharing of input and local data objects

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware Enginffllng, Inc.
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Clear Box Correctness: Theory
• Every clear box has an overall behavior that
can be described as a mapping
• A clear box is correct with respect to its
specification if and only if its true overall
behavior sufficiently carries out the specified
behavior
• The hierarchy of specifications takes low-level
clear box behaviors back to behavioral
requirements

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware Engineering , Inc.

Clear Box Correctness Strategy
spec

Iintent I ? Iactual I
\

designing

t

abstracting

• Given: intended behavior and
a design for that behavior
• Derive the actual behavior of
the design, and compare
• Tactic: piecewise derivation
• sequence = composition of
mappings
• alternation = partitioned
mapping

-+

design

I

CLEANROOM
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Sequence Abstraction I
Total Unconditional Functions
part1

.______,___. [ ~:: x + 3]
[X

:= (x+3) + 4 ]

-+ [

X

:= X + 7 ]

"x

1--p_a_rt2--1 [ X : = + 4 ]

I

CLEANROOM

-

EnglnHrlng ,

range(part I) =
domain(part2)

I

Inc.

Correctness I: Total Functions

Intended Behavior

Actual Behavior

Correct?

[ X>O-> Y := X
I true -> Y := O ]

[ X>O-> Y := X
I true -> Y := O ]

yes

["X>O -> Y := X
I true -> Y := O]

[ X>O -> Y := X
I true -> Y := 1 ]

no

I

CLEANROOM
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Sequence Abstraction 11
Partial Functions
,_P_a_rt_1_. [ x > o -> x := x + 3

I true -> undefined ]

[X>

0 -> X := X + 7

I true -> undefined ]

part2 [ X > 0 -> X := X + 4
I true -> undefined]

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware Engineering , Inc.

Sufficient Correctness Motivation
• Key to "losing" details as we move higher in
the specification hierarchy
• Example:
• specification = "display error, data, and status on the user
console in a usable manner"
• design = "display error, data, and status in that order on the
user console in a format described by table A"

• Correctness argument
• assume specification defined a relation, under which many
formats were acceptable
• format decision left up to designer
• desi ner can also change format at will under this scenario
Sotware Engineering, Inc.
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Sufficient Correctness II: Partial Functions

Intended Behavior

Actual Behavior

Correct?

[X>O-> Y := X
I true -> undefined ]

[ X>O-> Y := X
I true -> Y := 1 or 2)

yes

[ X>O-> Y :=X
I true -> undefined ]

[ X>O-> Y := X
I true -> Y := 1 ]

yes

[ X>O-> Y :=X
I true -> undefined ]

[ X>O-> Y := X
I true -> deliver electric shock ]

yes

[X>O-> Y :=X
I true -> undefined ]

I true -> Y := X ]

I

CLEANROOM

[ X>O -> undefined

no

I

Solware Englnelltng, Inc.

Sufficient Correctness Example
• Specification: issue a message that is
appropriate to subsystem error condition
• Design: if error condition= C1, issue
message M1, else if error condition= C2,
issue message M2, else if ...
• Verification hinges on understanding of
"appropriate"

I

CLEAN ROOM

I
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Clear Box Correctness Evaluation
/*[tax:= pay* (0.28 + 0.062)
: pay:= pay - (pay* (0.28 + 0.062))
compute_tax
(inout integer tax, pay)
{

]*/

_______ ____

int
t =
pay
tax
t =
pay
tax

t;
pay *
= pay
= tax
pay *
pay
tax

I

CLEANROOM

I

__.__

~

specification: a
mathematical function
or relation

0.28;
t;
+ t;
0.062;
- t;
+ t;

-

design: a structure
that controls
subspecifications

correctness: does
design accomplish
the specification?

Sotware Engl""'1ng , Inc.

A Sequence Example
[ list_s := contents of list_u sorted in order by field1 ]
[list_s is sorted in order by field1, and an item whose field1 equals
lookup is in list_s =>
address := field2 that corresponds to any instance of
field1 =lookup
: found := TRUE
I list_s is sorted in order by field1 =>
address := anything
: found := FALSE
I true => undefined ]
[ found => display address

I true => display "not found"

I
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11

Flattening

11

if exists(export_file), replace its contents with export(main)
else create a new file named export_file_name with contents export(main)
/*[ exists(export_file) => re := ExistsStatus
I true= > re:= !ExistsStatus ]*/
re= FileStatus(export_file_name);
specification
if (re== ExistsStatus)
/*[ export file:= empt~~i,J_e_)__,
*I_ __
FileErase(export_file_name);

function

--, inline specification

I

/*[ efile := handle of new empty export file]*/
efile = FileCreate(export file name); .._,i~.--l---t-t. --1-----,1
~

-

! imp emen a 10n anguage .

/*[ export file doesn't exist=> undefined
I efile := efile with export(main) appended]*/
main.Export(efile);

I

CLEANROOM

I
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Black Box of Data
System Name
stimulus

model

response

• Response defined by stimulus and state of model
• Model change defined by stimulus and state of model
• Complete definition of the acceptable external
behavior of the system under all possible
circumstances of use
• Examples: objects, servers, hardware

I
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Design Path for Data

~

: State Box
isd.,ign,da,

data flqw
.-----'-------'----,

data black box

Machine A

'\

................ ... ........ .....................

I

cLEANRooM

I

process
black box

Two views of the same system!
"'Same inputs and outputs
~r:,-_S_a_m_e_b_e_h_a_v_io_r______~

Solware Englne9flng, Inc.

The State Box View

.... ,,._
System Name

I
I

stimu lus

,'
•

--

machine

re sponse

--

Machine response defined by stimulus and prior value of state
data
Model change defined by stimulus and prior value of state data
Required: specifications for machine and all state data objects

•
•

I

CLEANROOM

I
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State Box Verification
BB data space
BB spec

81 ~ · 82 - - - ; - •

Diagram must
commute: solid
path always
produces same
output and B2
as dashed path

• .·

ll •

... - _...

output

I

input __ ...

D, ..,D
51

I

CLEANROOM

....

./

SBspec

SB data space

I

- - - Englnffdng, Inc.

Representation Example: BB
• Model "S"
• set of up to 256 ordered pairs (location ,value), where O <=
location < 256 and value is an integer
• initial value is empty set

• Behavior
• request= set(location,value)
• response

= void

• model update = if (location,x) already present, set x to new
value; otherwise add (location,value) to set

• request = lookup(location)
• response = if (location,x) is present, return x; otherwise return
x'FF'

I
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Representation Example: SB
• State data: array[O .. 255] of integer
• called M
• initially every entry is x'FF'

• Machine
• request= set(location,value)
• response = void
• model update = M[location] := value
• request = lookup(location)
• response = M(location]

• Representation mapping
• S = set of O,MUD where

I

CLEANROOM

MU] <> x'FF'

I

5otwa,- Englneoring, Inc.

Representation Mapping
• Must represent every reachable state of
concrete state data
• reachability depends on usage
• sufficient correctness only requires reachable for
all black box stimuli

• Must be "onto" black box model
• for every possible state of the abstract model,
there must be some state of concrete that RM
maps to it
• this requirement can be difficult if black box model
is not carefully chosen
~IC-L-EA_N_R-00-M-,I
-

Enginffrlng, Inc.
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Verification Strategy
• Show that representation mapping holds
when system is initially created
• Assuming the representation mapping holds,
show that the BB and the SB produce the
same response for every stimulus
• Show that, after every stimulus, the
representation mapping still holds

I

CLEANROOM
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The Elevator Model

\1, J
Reuse and Improvement
Opportunities

Specification
Recovery

Reuse Library:~ - - - - ~
Specified & Verified

I
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Team Design Review
• Correctness
• does the design meet the specification?
• state box design vs. black box specification
• clear box design vs. state box specification

• if not, which of them should be changed?
• if the spec is changed, what parts must be rereviewed?

• Design quality
• is this the best design to meet the spec?

I

CLEANROOM

Sotwllre EnglnNllng ,

I

Inc.

Design Quality Factors
• Maintainability
• corrective
• adaptive
• perfective

•
•
•
•
•

I

Simplicity; obviousness
Performance
Robustness
Re-usable; re-uses
Meets other design requirements

CLEANROOM

I

Sotwarti Engineering , Inc.
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Verification: A Spectrum of Rigor
/* exchange x and y */
{ int t;
t = x;

= y;
y = t; )

X

• Walk-through and inspection
• checklist of common concerns

• Inspection-aided verification
• checklist plus verification

• Pure verification

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotware EnglnHllng , Inc.

Development Practices
• Appropriate use of formal methods guides
team review
• All quality attributes are reviewed
• Abstraction hierarchies enable intellectual
control
• Specifications, designs, and implementations
are merged for co-maintenance

I

CLEANROOM
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What Happens During
Maintenance?
• Review every change upwards
• if specification must change, change it and then
review i! upwards
• Continue until no more specifications change

• Use abstraction and sufficient correctness to
keep changes from moving too high
• Thoroughness of review dependent on
tolerance for risk

I

CLEANROOM

I

Sotwar• Engineertng , Inc.

Design: What We've Learned

I

• Direction of evolution (top-down or bottom-up)
doesn't matter as much as linking top to
bottom with verification
• Bottom-up abstraction seems easier to learn
• But without vigorous pruning and sufficient
correctness, case explosion is overwhelming
• Documentation structure (e.g. global
"undefined" cases) important in any large
project
• Easy to get started in-the-small
CLEANROOM

I

Solwllre Enginoeting, Inc.
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Sacred Cows?
• Pure top-down
incrementation
• Formal specification;
correctness proof
• Statistical testing only
• No compilation by
developers

I
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A Matrix of Practices
Basic

Intermediate
Advanced
Incremental life-C cle Model
Team Ownershi of Work Products
Development
Black Box
Abstract Data
!i'l:'.'.:§,. C
Management

Review

Testing

I

CLEANROOM

Sotv,>a,.

I

Engineering , Inc.

The Cleanroom Process
Initial Documents
•initial requirements
•initial specification
•initial architecture
•initial test plan
•initial increment plan

Work An Increment

-h

•improve requirements
•improve specification
•improve architecture
•improve implementation
•improve test plan
•create/acquire tests

more increments?

Evaluate and Ugdate
•improve plans
•conduct defect prevention

I

CLE ANROOM

Solv,>a,-

I

t

done

......

+

Test An Increment
•statistical testing
•supplemental testing
•measurement
•defect correction
•improve documents

Engonffring , Inc.
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Incremental Development
• Increment= executable mini-release
• Testable in user-like environment
• Subset of eventual behavior
• Re-uses prior increments (if any)
• Accumulate toward the desired goal

I

CLEANROOM

I

Solware EngillNflng, Inc.

Risk-Driven Incrementation
• Use risk analysis to drive increment content
planning
• assess risks
• select process modifiers
• assign functionality and dates

• Re-assess risk mitigation and new risks after
each increment

I
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Team Organization
Project Team
Test Team

• Architecture-driven team organization

• Review changes flow upwards

I

CLEANROOM

I

Solware Engineering, Inc.

Iterative Team Review
• Development reviews
• walkthroughs and inspections

•
•
•
•

preliminary drafts discussed
validation of specification, context
quality, completeness, validity
continuous integration with prior review materials

• Verification reviews
• final step for designs and code
• structured around formal methods
• correctness and design-quality

I
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Testing Practices Overview
• Reliability focus
• Meaningful quality & cost predictions
• Appropriate resource allocation

• Understand expected usage
• Influence design trade-offs

• Controlled quality evolution
• Software process as experiment
• Continuous improvement process

I
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Engineering , Inc.
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Software Statistical Quality Control

! _+_....,.----- ~

The Producer .....

The Population

O
0
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J
~~~:· ~
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Supplemental Testing Practices
• Black box coverage testing
• Requirements coverage
• Operational profile coverage

• Structural testing
• Branch coverage
• Unlikely paths
• Internal black box coverage

• Regression testing
• Including test case "suites"
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Metrics
• No set of metrics generally agreed-upon
• Effort
• lines of code
• function points
• resource used

• Quality
• defects
• reliability
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Cleanroom Phase-In
• Assess project and organization risks
• Select Cleanroom practices to address
highest risks
• Implement Cleanroom practices within
framework of Cleanroom principles
• Re-evaluate risks and add further Cleanroom
practices
• Combine traditional Cleanroom with emerging
software engineering practices
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Cleanroom and "Old" Code
• Specification is quality fulcrum
• Technique: specification recovery
• bottom-up function abstraction from design

• Technique: specification interposition
• top-down and middle-out
• use experimentation to validate

• Technique: relative specification
• exposing interfaces to user
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"Partial" Cleanroom
• Development-only yields quality payoff
• existing testing techniques
• key: incremental testing only

• Testing-only yields better quality
measurement
• existing development techniques
• key: part of overall quality-improvement
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Cleanroom and ...
• SEI CMM
• Cleanroom techniques at all levels

• ISO-9000
• documentation of Cleanroom practice

• DoD Standards
• separate standard from traditional impl.
• STARS

• 00, SA/SD, client-server, CASE
• Cleanroom principles & practices
• tailored techniques
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Summary
• Cleanroom principles
• Specify and design to produce quality
• Test to measure quality

• Cleanroom practices
• Incremental development
• Formal methods of specification as needed
• Design for verification in team review
• Reliability testing + supplemental testing
• Phased introduction
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Cleanroom Pointers
• http://www.cleansoft.com/cleansoft
• Technical papers
• Guide for Managers
• Resource pointers

• listserv sw-cleanroom@quality.org
• majordomo@quality.org
• "subscribe sw-cleanroom"

• comp.software-eng
• comp.software. testing
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Formal Methods Pointers
• http://www. com lab.ox. ac. uk/archive/formalmethods. htm I
• comp.specification.*
• comp.specification.misc, .larch, .z

• comp.software-eng
• Hinchey, M. and Bowen, J., (eds) Applications of
Formal Methods, Prentice Hall 1995
• Humphrey, Watts, A Discipline for Software
Engineering. Addison-Wesley, 1995
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Michael Deck is an internationally-recognized expert in Cleanroom software engineering. From
1982 to 1993 he held a number of positions at IBM, including software developer, project
manager, and technology consultant. In 1993 he formed Cleanroom
Software Engineering, Inc., to help companies solve software process
and quality problems through the application of advanced software
engineering techniques. He has taught hundreds of software developers
and managers how to apply Cleanroom practices, across the US and in
Japan. He has a BA (Mathematics) from Kalamazoo College and an
MS (Computer Science) from the University of Maryland, and has
taught at both institutions. He chaired the Boulder Chapter of the
ACM from 1994 to 1997.
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Cleanroom Selected Bibliography
This bibliography emphasizes recent, seminal, or easily-accessible works. Of necessity, it omits many
important works. However, the references sections of listed papers should help fill in the gaps. If you think
an important item is missing, please send it to deckm@cleansoft.com. All recent papers by M. Deck are
available in softcopy for downloading from the Cleanroom Software Engineering, Inc. web site at
http://www.cleansoft.com/cleansoft.
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